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Projective Geometry: a bo~ndles s domain of countless 
fields where reals and imagit'laries , finites and 
infinit s , enter on equal terms , where the spirit 
delights 1n ths artistic balance and symmetric interplay 
of a kind of conceptual and logical counterpoint ~ - an 
enchanted realm 'l.-Jhere thoU~$ht is double and flows 
throughout in parallel streams . l 
I . SUMMATIONS 
§qmmati~ sxmb~, In the study of mathematics , 
sytnbols are used which enable one to shorten the writing of 
long expressions . ".Anyone who understands algebraic nota-
tion, reads at a glanc~ jn an equation re sults xeached 
arithmetically only with great labour and pains . "2 So it 
is that the gr eek letter .• capital sigma , L. 1s used to 
represent the summation of a. series of t erms . 
I D 2: v = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +- • • . + 1o 
ll=t . 
The capital sigma represen·ts the s ummation of all the 
terms on t he r ight of the equality sign. !his symbol is read e 
the sum of the v •s from l to 10 inclusive . The letter v is 
------
l Robert Edolla:td Moritz , MemorEJtbilii, Mtathemat;iq§: 
(NevJ York: The Macmillan Company , 1914) • p. ~16 " 
2 Ibid ., p. 197 . 
2 
called the Val'iable of summation and takes values as 
indicated below and above the sigma. 1be equation below the 
capital s gm~ , v = 1, designates \vhere the summation b ains , 
and the number above the $1gma indio&tes \<Jtlera the summation 
s tops . 
l 3 3 
J£xamplas : 3 + 4 .... 5 = 224 
& L f(x).: .f(l)+f(2)+!'(3)+-t(4)i-f(5)+f(6) 
)C :. I 
To expand a sigma or swrutuation means to write out a 
" summation in full . To expand r: .x1. one would write 
~: I 
32.+ 42 +- 5 1 + 6'2. 
Tht?O*'em~ goncernirt& j ummatio.g§.... Tb.eorem 1: The 
summation cr the sigma of a constant times a. function 
involving a. variable of summation is equal to the constant 
times the sigma. of the f unction, or h a · f (Xi) 
a • f: f(xi) where a is a constant and f(x t ) is a function of 
,;:. , 
x. 
The proof of Theoram l is to exp nd the left hand 
equation , factor an a then allow sigma to represent the 
factor including t(x , ) -t- f {x2.) + .f{x,) -t- ••• + f(.x"') . 
1"1 L a ~ f(x ~ ) = a •f(x , )+a. •f(:x,)+a •fCx1 )+ ••• +a•f{x") 
£~ 1 ~ ~ 
= atf (x , ) + f{x1.) +f(x,) + •.. +f(x,)J 
n 
= a · 2: f(xt) 
i. ~ I 
Theorem 2: 1he sLunnuation or the sigma of' the sum of 
two functions involvin · a va~iable of summation is equal to 
tho sum of the sigmas of the func t ion, 
n 
~ [r<xd + g (x i. B = 
where f(x~) and g ( X i.) are both functions o:t.' x . 
TI1e plan of proof is to expand tt~ first sigma and to 
collect like t erms uJ:d r write as sigmas or summations of 
two groups or t erms . 
t ~(x~) + g (Jti. il: f(x , )+-g (:x , )ff(x 1 )4-g( x,. )+ • • • +f(x., )+g ( Xn) 
L.o I 
= [!<x , )+f(x~ )+ •• • +f (x., jj-r lffi <x , )+g (x2 )+ ••• +g (x,., 5J 
11 · n 
-= ~ f(x&:) +- L g (x .: ) 
"~ ' C::. l 
Jiouble subsotln! nOS!!:\t~on . If \tle vJere to continue 
the condensed torm .for £umm tion still further , we could 
represent a series of equations by using a double-subscript 
nota·taon. If \.Je had ·three equations \-Jith t!Uee unknowns and 
each unknown a coe.ff' to1etlt which may or ma;y· no t be 8lilte , 
they could be r epresented as : 
.a 
K L f(X i ) :: 
L: l a " :x. , + a,'" x., + a ,'3 X) 
I< 1::: f(Xi,) : a,. , x . + a, .. z. X1 + a,.3 x3 L"" l 
1 t f(x ~ ) :. 8.31 x , +~)1. :X;z.+ n :x3 
L~ I 
we can then r present thsse three equations 1n oon~ 
densed form by usa of the eumr.nation symbol sigma. 
J 
K ~ f'(X i. ) 
c. sf 
3 
K ~ f(xd 
= t. a~~ xi-
::. t:_ a. a. x;. 
j s l 8 
Or , still more briefly: 
K (i = 1, 2 , 3 ) 
2. ~~·:r 1te tha toll.cndna series by use of sigma. 
2 •3+3 •4+4•5+5 •6+6 •7+7•8+8 •9+9 •lO+lO •ll 
3 . P:rove ; . Tb.e summation o.t' th di.ff r nee of two 
functions is equal ·to the dif'terence of the s igr.nas o;t' tha 
functions ~ 
, L {2.x-l ) ::. nl. 
JC= I 
4 
5. Using the equ lity of' problem 4; find the sum of; 
79 + 81 + 83 t- • • • • t- 137 
ll . DET~~INANTS 
For what is the theory of det erminants? lt is an 
a.lgebl:'la upon algebra ; a oa.lot;tlus toJhioh enables us to 
combine and foretell the r esults of algebJ~a.ical 
5 
operations , in the same way s algebra· itself enables us 
to dispense with the p rformance of. the special opera .. 
tions of arithmetic . All analyai must ultimately 
cl<rthe itself under this form .3 
a<>.JJJ~i,Rt! ~ n fl .. maat;Lons }"',,+;tn n '!llkn~t"M · \tl$ assume 
that the reader is familiar ~1th determinants to t~ Gxtent 
of know :Lng the symbol ~ b.ow to expand a dete:Jrminant ; end that 
·t;ne solutions o1' n ectua.tions t-.lith n unknot~ns oan be found by 
us il'll$ de·terminan ts . 
Crlllller '·s rule tor th.~ solution of n equations with n 
urdmo\vns is t 
Each UnlrJlown ts equal to the i'raotion 1n which the 
denominatol' is the dete:rsnina.nt o:t tb.e co ·£!1oients of 
the n unknowns and ·the nwnera.tor is the same determin ... 
ant t except tha ·c the co eft ioients of' the utwtown which 
is bein found are replf.lced by tne eonstant te:ms if' 
these appear as the rignt ... hand members of the syst m. of 
equations and 'by their negatives if ttv~y appear tJitl1 
th~ l.ef't mem'ber • 4 
~ . . .. ; the val ues of x and y \"shicl1 satisf'ies 
X + y :: 6 
2x + y =- o 
4 Gl nn Jwnes and Robert C.. James , gqtne~qa1i.i.~ 
DiotiOl'lar ~ (N$W York t D. Van Nostrand Company , Ino . , l949 ) , 
p . 64 -
1.5 ll 11 51 are .X:. .;b , .. . = ... 5 and Y= .. ~ Q . - 10 I~ il I~ il 
a , 1l'he rows and columns of dete.rminant may be 
interchanged in th8 sam o:ed r with the value o.t' th.e d t e :r.• ... 
minant remaining unchanged . 
That is : a , b . o, 
a 2. b 2- c2. 
a , b , c1 
6 
b. If t\;JO columns (or :£10\'JS) of a deterrn:tnant are the 
same; the velue of the det6rminant is zero . 
That is: a , 'b , C, 
a ,_ b , 0 2. = 0 
8. 3 b , c ) 
c , Any factor oorumon to all the ~1l ments of a column 
(or row) may be removed ~ i! th· ~ sulting det rminant is 
multiplied by the co®aon factor . 
That is : ka. , b , o ~ 
ka ,_ b ~,. c = 
ka. 3 b 8 e , 
d . It follows !rom o that 
a , b , c , 
k t:l. ~ b ,. 0 2. 
a~ b 1 e 3 
if all the elements ot a 
eolunm (or rorr1) o.f' a de·termin.ant are mul t1plied by the same 
constant , tha value of the determinant 1s multiplied by the 
const ant , 
e . Th~ velu of' a detel'minant s unchanged 1f e oh 
element oi.' any c:olumn (or row) is multiplied by a value k 
and added t o or subtracted f r om the correspondin ~laments 
of another oolurr~ (or row) . 
That is; (a., kb ,. ) b.. c~ :: , b ,.. o -t-k bz. bs. c :: a,. bl c, 
( , kb, ) b , c, a, b , oj b , b , cj ·, b , c, 
(a , 1s;b 8 ) b3 c, a ., bJ c b, b3 cJ '3 b1 03 
7 
Miggrs ang co aqtor~ . Determlll·nts of hi her order 
than two may be solved by expansioi of minors . The minor of 
an element is the determina11t fo.rmsd by striking o.ut both 
the folumn and rm'll conte.ining the eleJuent . 
If expanded in th ra ular method , the datermin nt 
The ori inal determin~nt has now b en expand~d accor-
ding to th elements o. the first column and ttleir corres· 
pond:lng minors gi.ven ths proper sign . 
If a minor is gvJon a sign-eeeording to its posit i on 
in the cte·t ern inont , it is then knot-an as cofactor . If the 
element is in the 1 th row and j th column, the sign o£ its 
cofactor is determined by ( .. 1) j_ + J so that 1t M is the 
minor of an element its oofaetol' is <-1)1+ j . M. 
8 
The equation above can now be inter .preted as the sum 
of the product of the elem nts of a column (or row) by thair 
oof'aotors and is equal to tha determinant . In genet•al we aan 
say if 6., represents any determinant of' order and mk 
represents the elements in the 1 th row . or J tn column , 
M 
then An = L: ( ... 1 )1 + j .mk. Mk. 
ft-~ 1 
!Vla:'f.~1..<tti • Definition: 
A system ot m n quantities arranged in a reotan ular 
array of m rows and .n columns is (Hilled m trix nd ;t.n 
particular matrix· of order m nor an m by n m, trix . o 
A matriX is used to i'a<:ilite.te the study of problems 
in whi.oh tha relation between these quantities or elements 
is fundamental , as in the study of too existence of soltl• 
tions of s ultaneous lineax equations . When used ·in such 
a study the elements of' the mat.r1x a:re the coG ficients of 
the unknot-ms 1n thEJ system of equations . A rectangular 
array is only a symbol t~Jhich has no numeric l value or 
functional value and is not to be confused with a 
-------
6 'Vlilliam Vernon Lovett • 
tiOn§ (New York ; Pr ntice~Hall , 
; 
determinant . The matrix is n$Ve.r a determinant · nd is 
repl'EHH:~nte{l by a pail! of dou'ble vertical lines . 
9 
Numerous determin!-mts can ba ro:r:med t:rom a given 
mat:ix by supprassion_of rows and (or) columns . th d~ter­
minants so formed are of th~ orders t .com one to th~ largest , 
which is of the order determined by th~ number of rows ~~ 
eolwnns depending upon \'Jhioh is th.~ smaller . 
Example : 
:~ a, a." tt, 'lhe matrix b , b~ b, has four dete:rtninants a, <:: ,. c~ 
of orde:r 3, a, 
b , 
c , 
a:z. a3 a,. · S.3 a , a~ a~ 
b J. b3 
• 
b J. 'b3 b , b,. b 
c ,_ OJ c,_ 0 3 e, e:z. o 
eighteen dete~m1nants of order 2. and twelve d$terminants of 
order 1. 
A mat:r ix is of ·che ranl~ t .tr at least one of :1. ts 
determinants of ordet r is unequal ·to zero; t-sher~as the 
dGte:rminants of orders greater than :r are equal to zero -
ants : 
Illustration : 1 2 5 l 
3 4 9 l 
5 1 ·2 .. 4 
.l.f~~r_oise~ 
is of rank 2 0 for aJ,l 
dete~minants of o~d~r 
3 are equal to zero • 
l . Solve for the unlttlO\<Jn values by use of determ:fn ... 
x + y + 2z ::. 0 
2x ... y .. 2z = ... 1 
3x -6y + 6z = ... 1 
:a. Solve to11 x only b~ determinant· • 
211 ~ y + $)z = IS 
y .. 23 ... aw ::: •7 
x + " + z + aw = 3 x•~ + 7w :. 7 
~; . TA'hat 1s th(J :ef.Ulk or ·ttl$ followinG metr,:toea? 
3 i 9 15 
2 4 6 10 
l 2 3 5 
0 l 3 
2 1 9 




PRINC1P1 E OF DUALITY 
I . T:r:Ib~ f'O!NT AND LINE AT INFINITY 
In 'tlclidean Geometry 1t is assumed that two parallel 
lines never meet ~ Since t .1is is only an assumption and has 
no proof 1 there is no reason w}\y vJe ca.n not: assume on the 
other hond that t1110 para.ll<al lines do meet . '!'hay m et e.t a 
point~ at infinity . 
'l'ha reader will recall from cotuses in Tr.igonom try 
and. ,A;J. ebra. tna.t on several occasions graphs or trigono-
metric and a~gebraio equations would appro ch an asymptote 
but never cross • nd ·chen by taking tha value of the denom-
inator of your functi-on either greater than or less than 
zero , the graph would suddenly appeal' on the other ~:Jide of 
the asymptote approaching the X or Y axis from the opposite 
d1:raot1on. !snit it entirely possible that the graplJ. did 
intersect or become tan ant to the asymptote at some 
inaccessible point , mainly the point at infinity? 
If w were to take a point P (FigurG 1) and rotat 
e. line q through it so that 1 t t ould 1nter ~3aot a. line l at 
Q, we would find tba t there 'WOUld be a f'in1te point o:f' 
int rsection on l for every ·position of' line rotating 
about P with the exception of ·tb.a line parallel to 1 ~ 
Should not there also be a single point Q of intersection 
for the ... e two lines , again a point .at Winity? 
l2 
ln algebra if we have to pa.rallel lines thai: 
equations differ only by a constant• a.nd 1.1e say thGy ere 
inconsistent for they h .. ave no common solution. Ho\>JGVf:n~ , if 
we should tak.$ ttvo such equatio11s and solve by determim--:tnts 
we obtain solutions whien t!loUld imply a poin't at infinity 
in their direction, These gebraio considerations are 
thus consis·tent with ou:r de£Wtion. 
2x + 3y = 4 
2x + 3y =: 7 
we can sno11 this oon.sistenQy * that parallel lines 1nt$l'SEICt 
a:t a poin·t at infinity , :ln still anottler way . A line 
represented by the general equatlon y • nlX + 'b O!!OeHHlS the 
X axis when x ... :b ... and is parallel to the X axis \<3hen m -.: o. 
m 
However • when m • o and b :f o x • .:}- t~~~ 0(, tb.e point of 
inte:rseotion of the ).j,ne with the X axis . 
13 
Is there only one point t infinity or an 1nf~lite 
number? Ii' .two parallel lines i.nters ot at one point , then 
any set of parallel lines would inters et at one point at 
infinity . That is , thare is only one po·int t infinity 
represQnting the int~et'G'eotion of' parallel lin s with e. 
given direction. ~inae there are an infinite number of 
directions within a plane , th~n·e a.re an infini t numbel' of 
points at infinity 'lvithin a plana . 
Do all o:f th se points a.t infinity w1 thin a. plan 
lie on one line? Geometrically_ we oan show tnat there 
ta: pea:rs to be only one eueh l1n at infinity . It tt1 have 
giv0n a plane m end 11rie l not 1n the plane but pa:rallel to 
line in plane m m1d rotate ttuougn l set o:f pl8nes q , 
there is a. lin p or interseetion in ple~e rn :f'o:r Gvery 
plane q with the exo~ption or ona , the plan q pa~allel to 
plana m. Again ~ should not ther be a lix e p f or the 
:tntereeotion of these two planes? Let u:a assume there is 
one ~ the line at infinity in the direction o~ the planes . 
For every plane there is only one line at lnfinity and for 
all the line~ within tll t pl ane their points at i.n!ini'ty 
must ll.e on the line at int'inity . Se<a the figu:r on th 
toJ.low1.ng page . 
The dGfinition o! t a line at infinity in a pl~~e is 
oonsistent with the i'aet that two lines intersect :tn only 
14 
one po t sinca any line in the plane interseats the locus 
at infinity 1n only one point , nam<ilY the po1nt at :tntinity 
in the direction of the given lin ~ 
Fi ure 2 
~e;o.is~~. 
1 . Qenexal1ze to three d1m.ensions the above dis-
a~ssion of infinite points . Show why WG assume the exis-
tence of a plane at infinity , 
z. Explain how the assumption ·tnat there is an 
1nf1nit point on eaoh line does not contradiot the theor6m 
from plene geomfltry th t parallel segments included betw~Hm 
parallel lines ere equal . 
II ~ PRINCIPLE OF DUALITY 
In proj otive geometry we are concerned with the 
principle of duali.ty , whioh o.eals \~ith dual elements , dual 
operations . and dual figures . 
Dual elements are thos elements whicn may be inter-
changed ana still preserve a correct rel tionship , ~l tna 
16 
plane ~ dual elements are the point and the line. ''/e say two 
pointe determine a lil'lEq now if point and lirie are dual 
elements we should be able to replace each with the other 
end still nave a correct relationship. By so doin · we bave . 
two lines inters ot to determine a point , and 1r1e h ve main ... 
tained a. correct relationship . 
In three dimensional eometry the dual lemants ru:e 
· the point and pla.ne whil the J.ine 1s s lf·dllta~ . Ely salf.,. 
dual , \rJe maan , in space a line is determined by tt\Jo points 
and elsa determined by two planes . So t hat if we say two 
points determine a line, the dual ste:ten:tEn1.t in three 
dimensional geometry \'JOtlld be two planes determine a lin • 
We have int :changed the dual ele1 e.nts , point~ and planes ; 
but a line remains a line , :lt i.s self-dual . 
By duel. operations tiG mean the drawin of lines 
between points or the determinin of points by inte~seotions 
of line ·• Fol' example, if w dl'a.w the lines b tween tnre .. 
nonoollinea~ points two at a time and detarm1ne th. points 
formed by th~e .nonconourr$nt lines t'\!#O at a time; VJ@ have 
dual operations . 
The fi u:r s f'ormed by the above method e.:re called 
dual fig~.ares . Due~ fie;ur s oan b · def:l.ned as t\'Jo '1 urea 
obtained one £rom the other by replacing dual la~nts and 
performing d.ual ope :rations . 
16 
!he principle of duality can now be stated as the 
dualizing of' theorems conoe:rn:tng points and lines in a plane, 
and points and plaaes 1n spaQe. S1na dual theorems are 
identical algabraically , the proof of either establishes 
th validity of both. u•l'herein lies the g:rea.t pot~er of the 
principle of duality . Its beauty consists 1n the symmetry 
wi.t l1 which lt invests ~eometry . ' 1 
111 . COMPLEMENT.A.RY SYSTEMS OF GOORDlNATES 
Analytic geometry as p:res<&nted by Desoal'tGs lacked 
the dual 1'0lationship necessary for aomplete ~nderstanding , 
and it 111as not until i>luOJ.ter .r.ave us the aomplalnan·tal'y sys ... 
·te.rn of coordinates that analytic geQnlet:ry tvas on sound 
tooting ~ 
The equation of any line AX + By + C. o 0 can be 
~educed to the fo:rm ax + by + l 11; 0 by d.l:vis ion by C and a. 
and b becom$ the two essential oonstants of a lil1e ~ That 
is , @.ny ohosen values tor a and b f'ix geomE~triotally the 
posit ion of the li.ne in the plane . Thus ~ when the equation 
is 'ltJr i tten in the :f'orm y • mx + Yo the constants a..t~G the 
slope m and the y :i.ntercept Yo • 
-------
1 .R. M, Winger t ,&! ,in.U.Od,~<:t!ii<m 12. P~2~EtOt~y:e .Qi!.tn~tu ( ~an Francisco ; D~C: Keath and Company, 1923) 1 ~----~~~~-·-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Ex reisa 
Write the equation for the line in still a different 
form and give the t~1o essenti constants . 
Since the tltJo constants 'a and b however chosen are 
su:t':ficient to locate the line in the planEI , they may b 
called coordinates oi' the l:tne or line aoo:r.dina.tes . 
f we allow u ~ a and v = b. the equation 
ax + by + 1 :: o becomes ux + vy + l .. o (l) 
'~here x and y represent the poJ.nt coordinate.~ and u end v 
represen·t the Plucke.r line eoord:Lna.tes or just line coor ... 
dinates . 
It is eas:l.ly s?-own that the line coordinates can be _ 
represented by the negative reeiproc ls of the x and y 
intercepts . So that :1t the equat ion of a line is given , thG 
line ooor~:tne.tas can be tound by reduaing it to tba form of 
equation (1) i and • oonvel'sely , 1f 'the coord:l.nates of the 
line are known , the equation oan be ~:1 ten by supply1n the 
values oi' u end v in equA.tion (l) . 
Illustration : 1be eq~ation 8x + 4y + 3 = 0 
has line coordinates (l, 4/3) 
The line coordina:tes {u,v) =. i:3t.4) 
b.aa ·the equ tion 3x + 4y -r l ~ u 
Howeva.r • if we are to say tha t line {l) passes through 
the point (1,.2) our quation beoomes 
( 2 ) 
and tor every pei~ of values of u and v in (2) we hav a 
line p·ss1ng through the point (l , Z) , $upplyin a sGt of 
velues fo;r u ru1.d v S€:rtisfy1ner (2) ltJ0 find thta·t suoh a. s t 
is u = l and v = ~1 and equation (1) becomes x ~ y ~ l = o 
which is the equation or a line passlng th~ough the point 




By the same m thod find tb.e e uations of other lines 
passin through ·tho point (1 , 2) . 
From this discussian we may say that equation (2) 1s 
sa.t . s:fied by tna coordinates o.f.' a.ll lines through ·~b.a point 
(1 , 2) ; j,n oth r VJOrds (2 ) represents the Nuation of tb.e 
point (1 , 2) in 11n coordinates . 
Equation ( 2) now becomes in c ~meral :form 
au + bv + 1 ::: o ( ) 
the equation of a point . Similar to the illustrat ion. 
iven on tl e e~ uation of a lin it can be sho·~'ln t.ba t if the 
coordinates of a. point E3re known its equation can be \'Jr it'l:;en; 
and 1! the equation of the poj.nt is given . its ccordin · tes 
oan be .found . 
Equation (1) now becomes Bn equation which ls linear 
ln both point and line coordinates and with it we h.ave :J..uek-
e~•s complem n~ary syst m of. ooordin tes . In point 
geometry a point has coordinates and a line an equation, 
whe3:$.S .in li.ne geometry it is the line which has 
l9 
ooor4inates and the point an equation in t na se coordinates . 
F~§,X' f;i§ $i~ 
Problems 1- 5 state th6 dual . 
1 ~ l:f the vertices ot a triangle are points on · 
ourve the triangle is said te be insor1bed in t~ curve ~ 
2. If the coordinates of a point sat5.sfy the point 
equation of a curve the point lies on tr~ our.ve . 
3 , The cooxdinatea of the common point s of· t'vo 
aurves are t he simultaneous solutions of th~ point equations 
or the curves . 
4 . Draw the figtll'es dual to the following t:tgul!es . 
5 . Plot the lines ( l , l) t (l/ 3 , 2/ 5) , (O;a. ), end 
(b . O) and write t;heir equation ~ · 
6 . Wr ite the equations of.' the points (3 , 5) • 
{:.3/2 , -7) , and {a , 0 ) . 
'7 . ~1l'i.ta the equa.ti.on oi.' th.a point of int :r.s · etion 
ot x ... 3y - 2 ::r o and 5x + tty + 6 iii! o 
e. P~ov~ that the point 't'dltose coordina:tes are 
( ... l , ... ~ ) l:tes on the line \vb.ose coordinates are (3/5 , 4/ 6) , 
9 . Prove t.ha t the .four lines ~:<>.b.o ~t~ coo:rdina. t es are 
( } , ~ ) , {~/4 .~l/4) , (5/ Btl /8) and (2/ 3, 0 ) ate Goncurrent , 
10 ~ Find the aoordlne.tes or the lines 
a. 4x ... 5y • 7 
b . X 1- 3 • 0 
o. ax + by + o = o 
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IV . DUAL AXI OlVlS 
From the foregoing discussion we oan sun~arize our 
assumptions in the to.rm of dual axioms . ~'e have assumed the 
truth of the 1:1lgebralc statemen·ts and ha.va der ivad the 
geometrical axioms from them by f'irst upposing that in the 
plane the variables are point coordinates on the one hand and 
line ooordinat s on ti~ other . 
The purpose of these axioms is to establish beyond a 
shadow of doubt in the mind of the read r that points and 
lines are dual elements and that if we prove theorems for 
either point loci or line loei tne dual theorem oan merely 
be stated for its proof is implied in the otb.e:r . 
a . nle junction of two 
points is a line . 
b . Two points will 
aoincide if tb.ey have 
mora than ene line in 
oorn.mon. 
e. A line locus wi.th a 
second degree equa-
tion and a point have 
two lines in common, 
real or imaginary . 
d. . Ttt~o point loo1 with 
second degree equa-
tions hav~ foux co~uon 
lines , real or im~.g-­
inary . 
------
2 m ., p . 22. 
a • • ~Jo lines intersect at 
one point. 
b, . Two 1111es wUl eoincid 
if they have more than 
one point in common. 
c• " A potnt locus with a 
s cond degree equation 
and Q line have ~1o 
points in common . !leal 
or imaginary . 
d o" Two line loci \<Jith second 
d gl\'ee equations have four 
common lin ~s • real or 
imaginary . "' 
CHAP.rER .III 
HA~~ONlC POlNTS AND LINES 
l .. RATIO OF POINTS .AND L.INES 
If' we have given three collinear po1t1ts P, P, , Pz 
on any line y = mx + b • the ratio that P divides P, and 
Pa u the quotient of. the directed line SJ~egments P~ ., PP:t. . 
A : p , 
7. 
-------------~ P. p Pa. 
Figtlre l 
ia either negative if 1:> fal l s bettrJeen P, end Pa. that is 
P divides 0 2. internally , or posi.tive :tr on the S$1lla side 
of both P, and P2 , that is .P divides P, P2. e.xternaJ.ly . 
By oonstruct1ng lines parallel to the X and. Y axis 
i'Je have the abscissas X ; x , ; x ... and ordinates y, y, , Y;, so 
that .A-<.= __x_, - x = y, - y 
x.,.-x Y .. - y 
y 
!lt. --;fr--- ! p,_ 
'I ---- p I 
-- ~: I Y• ,r, 1 I 




-where x , - x is the directed line segment xx, • 
Solv1ng for x and y '\oJEl have: 
./U$ there values tor x and y \1/hen the ratio A = 1? 
lhe xsad.e.r will recall in our discussion of points at 
1nfin1 ty that if' the value of the denomirlator of the 1'.rac ... 
tion determining the coord i nates or our point approaeh$s 
zero the point itself approached infinity . So that .U: A = l 
'VJ& he.VQ the point a.t in.finity ., oi' the point at infinity Oil 
the line divides the line sagrilent p,' · F; in the ratio .A-t : 1 . 
Theorem l; Thera is a unique point on a finit~ line 
\ihich d1vides a finite segment on the line in any given 
algebraic ratio . 
Before we can state the dual of Theorem l we must 
determine the formula for the distance .from a point to a 
line. 
y 
Referring to the :t'igure at the lett , i.f L is a finite 
line no·t ·going through the origin • 
then the posit ion ot 1 ia determined 
by the angle ¢ formed by a line OQ, 
p ~pendioular to L, and the X axis . 
If OQ = p > 0 tb.en the equation ot L 
in terms or ~ and p :.t.s x cos ~ + y· 
sin ¢ ... p := 0 (l) 
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1r ttrough point P(Xo tYo ) a line L * para.llel to 1 tdll have an 
equation differing from L by a oonstant p' .. From tb.· figure 
p' = p +-d so that the equati.on of' L' is 
x eos ¢ + y sin ¢ ... p ... d = 0 end 
d = x cos fjj + y sin r& .. p (2) 
However , since P(x0 , Yo) lies on L' the directed distanced 
from the line L to the point P(x0 , Yo ) is 
(3) 
Theorem 2 : If the equation of L : Cl( (x , y) = a . X+ 
&:z.Y + a.3 :: 0 then tha di:r eoted dls tanoa d from L to the 
point P(x, , Yo ) is 
d = 
The sign of the radica;t is the same as the sign of 
a 3 in tha equation L = o< (x , y) Ill a ; x + . &z.Y + a_, = o. 
Hence by this rule if the point P( x , yo ) and th$ 
or ig:ul are on the same ·~ ida of the line the d.istanco frcrm 
th l ine to the point is positj~e . and the point is said to 
bE!l on the positive side of the line . Similarly , if the 
point P(Xo t Yo ) and the oris.in lie on opposite si6es of the 
line as 1c.1. Figure 3 ~ the dir~cted d1stanoe d is (jOU.:;id.ered · 
to ba negativ and the sign or the radioal is negative. 
VIe .find that for my . q_u~tion L = 0( (:x , y) :: a, x + 
a~y + a3 = 0 that cos fD - ;;J; !'= · , sin f6 = _ __ru.. and ± ~ ai :e-~+ a~ 
p = ~ p3 =r _ so that equation (3) booomes 
.± a, + a" 
In Figt.:u:e 4 L.; L, , L,. are con• 
current throuL~ po~1t {a ,b) , 
The :rati.o ..A- that L divides 
J.. , 
I.. I and L'L. is the Q,llOt;tent or 
the duected distances D, a.nd 
D 2. front e.ny point P(XL tYi. ) on 
L. 
If L, L,, and Lt. int41l'S00t at a f inite point (a, 'b) , 
the d lrected die tances D, and Ds. of point P(x , , y;. ) is either 
positive or ne(:?;ative de·tarmined. by tt.Jhether Pis on the same 
or different sides of L, and L£ a.s the oxig1n . 'Positive if 
P is on the same si~ and negative if on diffe~ent sides . 
Referring to Figure 5, 
D, and Ds. will both b~ posi~ 
tive in one of the :four regions 
bounded. by L . and Ls. end. both 
negative tor all points or the 
opposite region. If the given 
lj<na L passes through the two 
I 
I L. 
}.. P(~-.J Y4-) 
(" 
D ' I ' 
, ,'lt-J I'<~~,. 
--~~~. J~--~~------4 
re~j~n$ ( D .~Q·· -----------------------------------------------­
(D q D" ) = ( ... ,- ) , tha ratio .).(. Figu.:r 5 
• 
G:tvtn L , • c< <x.y} • a ,x + a,.r + ~ • 0 rm4 
1. ,. ~ ~ (x, ,-) ·~ b ,x + b,. J +- bs 0 tb n hom thGorom 2 
' 
o< {')(l.,f/i) 
±i 0.~ + 4~ 
i b~ + b~ 
~(>t£ 1 YL) 




Equation (4) ~epresenta thc;'f quat ton oi.' n line L wn.tch 
d1vldos lin s L, ~nd L~ into tha ~atio~ • 
The dual of ~beorem l me:1 now be st toe (t 
l Tb.e ubscr ipt oli. and ~ L ind icEtt(;Sm too ooottt in• 
at$SJ of ·tne pc1nt on tine x~ 1o~U~.cb ere etlb$titut~ in the 
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1.1heorem 3; Thcu.•e is a uniqu line ·through a finite 
point t>Jh. i ch divides tl!JO f.inite lines thxough the sau1e point 
in any given algebraic ~atio . 
Il . CROCS RAllO 
If we · have given four distinct 
collinear points P, (x , ,y , ) , P""(x ,. , y'J. ) 1 
P3 (x,y,. ) , and P+ ( x 4 tY.q.) (Figure 6) 
such that ..A.£ , is the ratio that P'3 
div .i.das P, , P'L and ..U2. is the rat io that . 4 divides P,. , P,_ ·• 
then .,«. /M"' more generally writ ten (P, P • . , P3 P.,) is calle<.l 
t he cross ratio of the four points . 
li'rom the previous dj.scus$1on 
..u, = _x . oo; XL = -Y.J__:_)[J... a.ndA~ ::. ..... ~.~ ~ ~A 
x,. ... ;x.,. 
:J , . :2• :: w.Y.f-. 
x,. ... x, y,_ - y, 
X , .. Xa y, - ~ 
... 
... ~to -~ 2h . 
-A!-~..t. 
= .... ;_:y,. ~ Yc- ~ 
x~ • x .. 
:: Y.• .. Y.' •. , 'l:_.,. . ... lL 
y,. ... y, y, .. y~ 
..2• .... ~­
'!/7- "* Yt 
y,_ - y.._ 
Cl,oss ratio ma.y also be defined as the double ratios 
in which tt1o of four distinct concurrent lines divide the 
other two . 
1}~1;:1;0 Yl ,tyh~~&! k1 <}iV'ide§ !a. s&a; 
Rat io 111 ·whioh L. divides L, ,L. 
In FiglU'Et 7 let 1 , ::: oc: <x . y) • a , x +- a "' y + a, =;: o, 
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Loa. = (A (x , y) • o, x + b" y + b& # o , P., (x, , y, ) be any point on 
La , and P.a.(x 4 . y,...) 'be e.ny point on L4 • Then A . • D. /D .. , 
~~ = Ds/D..,., 
(L L L L ) I = D. • 121. I ~ ~ . • 4 = _.,£(. ,'),~,. I5:"' D, 
D, = « <x, ..... x, > ~1 a~ ;- a~ • 
D.... = ;.~ ~r!·ttl. __ 
P'igu;re 7 
(L, .Loa. ; 1 3 L_. ) ... ~ (;~ •;tit L 
r.'(x, .y, ) «(Xt , y+ ) 
If I11 = o<: (X; Y) and L,. ·• ~ (x , y) t hen 
L ~ : o{ 3 ... )\ I ~' and L.,.. = 0{4 + >- .. ~+ 
where 1 ,,, = -f{, and 
DuGlly : I.f the coordinat es of P, = (x , , y, ) and 
P ~ :: ( XJ , y, ), then P1 = ( X, +- d, x.,_ ;Y. + ' · y ... ) and 
p+ = (x . -t- 6,.xJ , y, + ~"Y~ ) • 
---1------;-----------~~----~·--------------
P. (lf,jy.) P3 (.x ,+l.~1 y,+f#,y.,) P,(.x~, v .. ) P4 (x, +' 11,. , y,+ f y,.) 
Figure 8 
Recalling that 
if . we let 
" • ~-: X>1 X,_ .1. - ,M, 
4= ~~x, . ·~ z2; l and x~ ( l ... ,u,_) 
then X~ .. Xl-1- 6, x~ , YSJ : -
x4 11: X, + tf~x~ alld Y-t • 
The cross .ratio depends not only on the i'ou.r 
~l.ements involved 'but e~so on the Ol'der in which they are 
taken. Four things may ba taken in twenty ... f'our differEmt 
otders 1 but only slx dis tinct o:r.oss r atios :result . 'If . 
{P, ;p~ ,1\ P-1) = :r :ts one or the c:t•oss ratios , the s1x dis ... 
cinct cross :.~:atios are : 
( P1 P2- , f; P4) ... r ( p I P, ~ p+ p.2. ) e 'l ~ . .... , .. 
-
r 
( P, P ,_ , P4 .t-"] ) .... l/r ( P, P4- , P,. P, ) .# .. :r .. . L .. r 
( P, P3 • P,_ P.rr-) ... 1 l' ( P, P+ , P1 P.1 ) = I' .. - I r .. 
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1'heorem 1 : The inte:tohange of ·two points and the 
sjJnul t a.neous interchange of t he other two leaves r unaltered . 
Thus : ( P, P:~. ~ P3 .P4 ) = ( PJ>t.~ , ;;)'· P,..) u: ( li,?r t P.,_ P3 ) ~ ( P4 P3 , P~t.. P1 ) 
The six distinct cross ratios of four elements ha.ve 
an interesting prope~ty . · It' ln. any one of them \-Ja r epl ace 
r by any cross ratio of the set , -vJe recovex some tnem'ber of 
t he s~t . These six oro ss r atios t .hua constitute closed 
txer~±§ee 
1 , .Prove theor~m 1 , 
2. If P, , p,_ • P, , and P+ have the coordinates 
(1 , 5) , (3 &9) 0 ( ... J •• l) and ( - 2 , ... 1), find : 
a . the cross ratio ( p , P~ .r~ P~) 
b . the cross ratio ( l?, P~ , f>2- P..; ) 
3 . Given three points P, {l , 2 ) t P~( 2 , l) , P,(-1 ,4) 
and the cross ratio r • b find P.., . 
4 . In exe:cise 3 what would be the eoo~dinatee of 
P..; if r :: .... l? 
5. Solve the equation (x 1l , 203) = (l, 2x , 3 .4) . 
6 . Find (L , L:qL31 4-) i.f' L, , L~ , L H and L;.. axe 
respeQtively: 
a . x + y :::: o , .x ... 2y = o , 2x + 3y :::. o , 3x ... 2y:::: 0 
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b . x + y :;::. O, y == l , y ... 3x + 2 -:::: o, y+2x .. 3:::: o 
7. What are the six distinct cross ratios of 
(:1 ~ 1 , 4,2)? 
8 . If' 1 , ; L3 ; L.q. have respectively the equations 
X + 2y == O, Z>X + y = O, 4x ... 3y -= 0 and (L , L:qL3 L4- ) = 1/5, 
find the equation of L~ · 
9 . '!he line coo:rdinates of' L, * 1 ~ , L4- a.r.e r espec-
tively (-l/5 , l/5) , (O ,l) ~ (.-1/3 , - 1) . I1": = • 3/5 , tvhat is 
the equation of L,_ '! 
........... ~ 
IJl. HAHMONIC POINTS AND LINES 
In our d.iseussion on cross rc: tio we have supposed 
that all the elements were distinct ~ If now two and oruy 
two of ·them coincide as P~ and P4 or L~ and 14 , then 
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. (P , P'l. , P3 P+) :: r = 0 or (L , LuL~ L,.) = r • o. lhe remain ... 
ing fiv" cros s ratios become either o, 1 , orca • Hence , if 
tt.Jo or ths four elements coincide ·the cross ratios :reduoe 
to three equal pairs \!11th t.ha valu®s o, 1 , and oe ~ 
Convers ly , if the crows ratio of .four elements is l , 
o, or oc , tv1o of ·the alements coinolde . The proo·f is left 
~.!here is a. case , however , wb.an two of: the oross 
ratios are equal and ·th.$ rou:r. elements a:te disti.not . For 
examplE! , if r = -1 thEiln 1/ l' :: -1 and the .t'ou:r elements are 
in general distinct . l'he four. elements in que~,;rtj.on aJ.~e said 
to be hannonio . In ord.er for tha cross ra.tio o.t' four 
elements to be equal to :r e ... 1 the algebraic ratios in whioh 
aa.ah element o! a pe,u divides the ottwr t"'o ela1 ants are 
negative oi' one anotb.4ll:v . 
Definition; If the cross :t:atio ot fotll' elements is 
equal to • l t it is called a harmonic ratio . 
~e:rois,e 
If ( :p, P:r.. , P) l?lf ) is &. ha rmonic ratio what are the 
values o:f' the r emaining cross ratios of the set? 
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In ~. special case of four harmonic points l'Jhen two oi.' 
the points are zel'O and in:fir:tity the o·ther two points are 
eaoh equal to the negative of the other . !f .A-1, ::: -A'2 and 
I~- c:>0-1 
....... -.2..- ocr- ·then .A, ::: - I 
~ve can expand upon this statement to say that in. 
gene:ral if fott:r points are harmonically related a.n.t'i one 
point is equaJ. to infinity , then one o1' the remaining three 
points bisects the line se~nent tormed by the other two . 
Dually ; If four lines are hal:'monically sep · ra:tad 
and the ratio of the third line to the first two lines is 
..A-(,= 1 . then the l'atio of the fourth to t11e f'irst two is 
Fo:r this to be true, the third and fourth lines must 
bisect the angles .formed by the first ·t\'Jo , one externally 
and one internally . Therefore , the third and fourth lines 
are perpendicular to each other ~ 
If A 1s k.no"totn , then A can be determined and ·the 
taquation or a line can be found from o< (x , y) and ~ (x .• y) 
'id th.out knowj.ng the ooordina·tes of a. point on the 11ne so 
that iiquat ion (4 ) L = D<L. + A~;. 
L == ot+ .A. {J (5) 
It follo\~s from ( 5 ) then that tile equations for 1 3 and L.q. 
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If o< , ~ , c(+-A ,~, o<. +A .. ~ represent the equations of 
f our hal' monic lines and ,.u. , -= -A ,. then )\ , -= .,.... A,. and o< , 
f3 • ol. + )., (J t o(. - A I f1 
of four harmonic lines . 
will also represent the equations 
Dually: If (x, ,y, ), ( x2. , y~ ) , (x, +b. x~ , y, + ¢ . y., ) , 
(x , +- ~x ., , y, +f,s ... ) represent four ha rmonic points , then 
J; ::. -[?.. and ~-=- - tf'- and (x , , y, ) , ( x,. , y~ ) , (x ,+d.Xz , y, .J- cp, y,) , 
(x, - ( x .,. ,y, • ~~ y,.. ) are the four points hax monically .r el at ed . 
Theorem 1: Two elements separate anothe r pair of 
eleme nts ha r monically if and only if their equa tions or 
coordinates can be \ft1r i tten in the forms 0( , ra t o(..,. )\l p t 
o<.-).,(3 the equations of f our harmonic lines , or (x 1 , y, ) , 
(x ,. , y., ), (x , + [, Xz. , Yt + ¢ , y,_ ), (x, -d. x~ , y , - (;,y,_ ) the coor -
dinates of four har monic lines . 
If you will recall , we can interchange t\-JO pairs of 
element s and the cross r a tio is unchanged . So it is , if two 
element s separ a te two other elements harmonically , then the 
l a st two separate the first two harmonically also . 
· When f our elements are harmonically related eit her 
element o:f one pair is the harmonic conjuga t e or polar of 
the othe r with r espe ct to the other pai r. Thi s leads ·t o the 
following definitions: 
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':1h.en (a • b, c • d ) = •l we call 
a the b.a.rmonio oonj ug~:1. te of b with respect to c d , J I . 
b the harmonia conjugate of a with respect to c.d; 
c the harmonic conjugate of d with respect to a ,b; 
d the harmonic conjugata of c with respeot to a , b . 3 
The pol a.r or harmonic conjugate of an element with 
respect to a pa i};' of al®nant s is ·unique ; but U' any t hree 
elements.a~~ giy~~ (meaning no indiction of pairs) it is 
possible to select a fourth in three ways to form with the 
others a harmonic sot . 
meercis . s 
l . Prove that if the cross . ratio of four elemar.1.ts :is' 
1 . o, or e:J) t wo oi' the elements coincide . 
2 . Show t hat the pa ix s o!' lines :J~; = 0 • y ... 3 and 
x .. y -t- 3 = O; x + y -:3 = 0 f'orm a, harmonia sat . 
3. Find the harmonic conjugate of: 
a . P, (0. 0) , Pl ( ... l,l)• P4 (2 ,•2 ) 
b . P , (-1 1 .... 3 ), J?,(l .• 3 ), P+(3 . 9 ) 
4 . · Find the haxmonic oonj uiat e or 4x - ay + 4 = 0 
111ith res pect to x ... Zy + 1 : o and 2x + y + 2 - o . 
5. Find the harmonic conJ ugate of 1 1 ( ~ ; -3/4) , 




P.roJeotj.v$ geometry unlike the gecmet:r;y of Buc11 
deals wi·t n t hose relationships whi~h do not 1nvolva magni ... 
tudes (lengths $ angles • a.ud areas) , but does involve those 
propart.:ie s whiah a re oommon to a figure and its projection. 
vJe have t\110 oases of. projection , oent:r.al r:#nd pw allel , 
Cen;trf!:l m.1e2~:19l!• Ret'erring to F1 ~u:te 1, if 0 is a 
po5.nt not on Line L, then for every point P on L a line OP 
determines a point P • on any li.ne L •. \\lo say tha t the 
points P' are the projections on L' of the points P of 
line L f rom the point o. 
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Paralle~ JLXojectiou. In Figure 2 when o recedes to 
infini.ty then the lines OP become 'parallel and points P on 
L '~ill project to points P ' on L ' provided the direction 
chosen for OP j_s distinct from those of L and L •. Parallel 
projection with our extended idea of points and lines at 
infinity becomes only a special case of central projection. 
~er cise 
Give the dual statements for the central and parallel 
projection of lli1es . 
If we extend our discussion to ~ace geometry and 
conside.r all forms of pxojection as central projection , we 
will have in Figure 3 a figure F projected into a figure F'. 
Given a .figure F wi"l~hin a plane q and a point 0 not in the 
plane , evel'Y point of F with 0 f'orms a line vJhen intersected 
by pl ane q • determines a corresponding point of F' '• Like-
'"ise every line of F' with 0 forms a plane vJ hen intersected 
by q ' determines a line of F•. e have then a figure 
consis t ing of lines and planes on 0 a section of which 
determines a projected figure . 
From ·the discussion above it can be assumed that 
certain properties of projection will hold true , nanely , by 
project ion : 
1 ! ( a) the nature of the element is not changed , .!·§. · , 
a point projects int o a point and points of a line L go into 
points llie L •. 
(b) dually: a line projects into a line , ond a 
pencil of lines meet j.n a point P; and the projection of 
those lines vJill meet ln a point · P' ~ 
2. the vertices and sloes of triangle go into the 
vertices and sides of a triangle tho~ ·h the area and shape 
of the tl' it:mgle may be al. t :c "d • 
.Qni.-:~o ... ora ggr•ibfQOW!~UlQG . In either Figure l or 2 
we have ttvo systems o:f points i a r:ange o! points l' ~ of' a 
given :tine L i. and a range o:t.· poi}1ts PL • of a gj:ven line 
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L ~ • • P'or every po 1n t P c: assigned , a point P ~ ' is determined 
uniquely and fur thexmore every poi1 t ot: l'ar\ge P~ sa,y P, 
determirHl's a corxesp()ndj,ng ;point P, * of range i- • and that 
each P i. • uises from some P~ . v~re define this property of 
t tiiO system:;;, or elemetrts as a ona~to ... one correspondonoe . A 
similar dis oussion could be given in regards to Figure 3 • 
. Definition ; Tlrzo olasser.; of elements are in one ... to ... one 
correspondence if evel'Y element in either class corresponds 
(j,s related to ) to one and only one elemerl'l~ 1::..1:' tn other . 
Therefore , between a figure and it$ proJection ther 
exist s t hE: .rela.tlon of a one-to .. o.nlil aox:respond en.ce • 011 more 
briefly a one- to- one oorrespond~nce is a projective proper-
ty . 
Wi.th the combined. infollma.ti.G.n that a one .. to ... one 
aorxespondenoe is a projectiv$ prot~rty and that elements 
are related by crorss ratio. \>Je can st, te ·the following 
theor~m . 
l'"neorem l; The cross ratio ¢f four elfJmEmts is 
p.reser~1134 by pro jection .. 
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Proof; If \<Je h.ave a pencil of foul' lines cut by ~ny 
line L wh:t.oh determines a .rang~ o:f fou.x points and any lina 
t ' \•Jhich similarly determinel:li a range of: :fou:t' points ani 
0 · t 
.. ,_ that the points P ~ ot L are proJ$oted into the points 
ot L'• then the :ranges .P ~ and P ~ ' are in a one .. ·t ... one 
correspondence .. If we take L and L t a.s the QOOrdin&ta 
ax~ s then the two ranges or points P~ and Pi' will be x , , 
Xx. t .x • • X 4 and y, , y,_ . Ys , y,. . we aa.'e to prove (x , .X.qX3 x4 ) 
:: (y, y,_ 1 YJ Y+ ) . 
(.o. , b) Referring to Fi ur0 4 lat the 
coordinates of the cent er of 
L.lY) the penoll ot lines be (a , b) 
and Xt , y;. denote tho x coo;r ... 
dinates and y ooordi.na tes 
oorresponding to a giv~n line 
of the pencil . The equation 
conne<atil'lg X L and y:. must be. 
linear in both x:. and y:. einee 
it mu.r:rt s olve uniquely for e1theJ; vJl'l.en t h other is given . 
-----=Thrme~efQquation, o1' the lines of the peneU 1n terms of' their 
irrtercepts Xt and y ;, and thel:r common point (a . b) is 
e-fx ~ + b/yL == 1 ol' 
X t. Yt:. ... f!lYi. - bXt, -==- 0 
tb.en X r y, - ay, "" bx, ::: 0 and x3 y~ ... ay, .... bxJ ::: 0 
on subtr · cting x, y, -x~ y~ ... a(y~ ... y , ) ... b(x3 "" x , ) == o 
x , y. ""t x ~ y3 -:: a.{y, o;o y, ) + b (x3 - x , ) 
Subtrac'ti.ng and adding x, y3 fl'om tb.e left memb r and i~ao­
toring we obtain: 
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x , (y, ... Yl } + y3 (x , .. x, ) := a (y3 ... y, ) + b(x~ ... x , ) 
Similarly ·-~ "- -. 2&, • = - x. +- ..AL 
Yf. ... y, yo~- + 'b 
• ...ft ~ - .a; ... ' ::= ... ..{X:.- :f ~ .... 
Y'b .. y,_ yf> +-
Hence -~ ~ .... 7 .A.~.. • X t ... i ,. = lA .. ... .J.L... .J..+ .· ':" .. Y,.,;. 
x ~ .. . x,_ x ,e - x, Y1 - y,. y.,. ... y,. 
o:r (x, x ,_ , X1 X4 ) ::; (y, y,_ , Ya Yif )' and our theo:cem i.s 
proved. 
Cor: J:f' the Ol'O$S ratio is pr$se:rved by project ion , 
then a tuarmonic ra:tio is pt esar V$d by proje.etion . 
Exercia$ 
Prove that e. plto j eotiva co:r!'espondenue b~tween two 
linear one ... dimensio.nal f o:cms is fully established \vhen th:ree 
1------=r-~41'-s-et'-e~ponding element s al'e g:tven . 
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Ee~~~§~t1vit~. In projeotivity we cont'ined our dis• 
oussion to the correspondence of elements ot the srunt1 elass . 
If we hlave t\iO sets (.)f elements of dif'ferent elasses , 
rela·ted by a ona ... to one oorrespo.ndenJe , W$ define this sirn ... 
pl@ case of projection as parspeotion. Also , ·two sets of 
elements of t.l.w sHme cle.ss ar e said to ba pa.rspaat.ivaly 
related if ·they are in one ... to ... one correspondence. 
Definition l ~~o ranges u and u t are perspective trom 
a point o if they are 1n a one-to-one correspondence and 
lines joining cor:raspond:tng points meet at o. 
Thus perspective ranges are sections of: the same 
pencil . 
Dually ; ·rwo pencils X and x• are perspective from a 
line n if they arEi in a ona ... to-on$ correspondence and all 
points of intersection of eorrGspond1ng lines meet on · • 
Thus perspective penoils are persp~ctions of the same 
r!'H"'t76 1 
.... "'r.:o • 
Figure 5 Figure 6 
1 R ~ M. \vinger , ;p~o.)§<f!!<!:V..i geo;rJl.e~n. (Sa."l Fz.anoisoo : 
D. c. Heath and Company , 1923 ) , p ~ 64 . 
From the cle.finitions w aa.n prove he f'ollowin 
theo:rems on perspeativity . 
Theorem 1: If p neil of four lines and ~ rang of 
four points r p rs p~cti vely r lated , thu cross ratio of 
the four po r~t~ is qual to t le cross ratio of tn four lines 
al1d i .i.nd pendent of th po it ion of the :range oi' points . 
lh r w 2 : lf four points ot a range are oonneo·t d 
-wit h any cent l', the o:ross ratio of the our oonnectina; 
lines is independent of the posit ion of the center and is 
r, 
equel to the <l:ross .rat1io of ·the four points of the .rQl'lge . r:.. 
Pl'OVe Theorem 1 . 
In ·th finite pJ.ane any point P may b deter1 in d by 
its distano from a fixed origin, aitller by reotangultU 
coordinates , obliqu coordinates . or polar coordinates . 
Cartesian coordinates named f .tom th inventor Descartes 
(Ca;rte~ius) applies to · both reotar1.gular and. oblique eoordin• 
ates . lhe po;J.nt P in cartesian coordinates is determin<ad by 
2 FrBde~ick S. Woods , ff*ene~ Qe.omattx {San Francisco : 
Cttnn and Company • 1922) , P • 22 . 
the distances pa:rallel to the coxrenponding exes , whether 
the axes be at right ... ngl es < rectangula:t?) or at any other 
~n la {obliqu~) to each other . 
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Polar coordina.tes locate point P by th dir cted 
distance from a "iven ori ·dn and the angle from s. f'.i:x.ad line 
called tho polar axis . ~·:e let the distance !'tom the point 
P to ·ehe fixed point or o:t•ig n ba represented by : - and the 
dil'ection of I) is taken a.s the angle Q that the line x makes 
vJ:l th the fixed axis . 
The two sets of coordinates are written P(x ~ y) tor 
cartesian coo:rdina.t s and l? ( r , Q) for polar ooorc.H.n tes . 
The :relationsh.1p bet \\ ean the two coordinate systems with 
the same set of axes X and Y and same origin is 
x = r cos and y = r sin Q 
Wit b t•1n1ta points td.thin a plane either cartesi w o:r 
pola.r coordinates can repraserrt Ol.ll' point with axaotl·.wsa ~ 
'but now tha.t we 11.ave e$ t abl1shed points at infinity our 
prssent system of coordinates is not desirable bGcaus0 of 
the indefinite value of inf1n1 ty . This dif.ficu:.t..ty can be 
oveJJoome , however , if 1.ve writo the coord1na·tae in the fo1•m 
o£ xatioz . Coordinates so written are called homogeneous 
ooordine.t s , for equation -written in them h.~.ve ev ry term 
of the sama degxae . 
In order to completely establish a hemogeneou~ 
coordinate system it is neCQ$StUy, as 1 t ha.s always been in 
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the nonhomogeneous system, to choose arbitrary points for 
the orig:1n and unit po~tnt . These two points \'Jith the point 
at infinity oompl tely establlshes our coordinate system. 
In the homoaeneous caxteai n coordinate system e 
~1ssooiate two values or coordinates tdth ea<tl1 point on the 
X axis (X , x~ ) and t-wo with each poj.nt on tl:l.e Y axis (X:t, x3 ) 
by the relat:i.onsh p 
(1) 
From ~lis set of relationships it is plain that not 
both of the homogeneous coordinates or a point oan b$ zero 
!or tl1e.n the point "'1ould be indeterminate . 
Correspondirl t values of caz~tesian ooord:lnates in homo· 
geneous cartesian coordinates of points on a line parallel 
to the X axis would be : 
(0 , ~ ( l,t) (x ,, Xs) 
0 X 
we oan s ilnils,rly represent the poirlts on a. line pe.l'allel to 
·the Y axle tn homogeneous coo :rd ina tes , 
l•Je still have to discuss in t"rms of homogeneous 
coo~dinatss th~ point on eny lin~ y = mx r b , 
Refe:t•ring ·to Figura 1 the non-..homogenaous (toord:Lnates of any 
point P(x ,y) on line y ~· mx + b is P(~ , mx + b) and its 
homoseneous coordinates are 
P(x ,mx ~ b,l) which in terms 
ot P(x , , x ,., x,) would. be 
P(x ,, mx, + bx9 , x5 ) . 
lllustl'ations~ 
F'igure l 
l . 'n1e homogeneous coordinates of P(2 1 3) on 
y ~ 2x ~ l would be P(~ , 3 , 1) . 
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2 . A point P on y :: 2x ... 1 \~ltb. abscissa x :: l wouJ.d 
have homo eneoua coordinate P(x, mx + b l) = P(l ,l,l) . 
3 . Also a point P on y :;; 2X - l with e.bscis$a x 
would hava homogeneous coordinates P(Z,l -3} . 
If th~ homogeneous coord.U·ua.tas ·o(.x , mx , + bx1 ,x3 ) 
were multiplied by 1/x,, the ooorelirre.tes ot the point t-lOuld 
be P(l . m + b f. t ~~ ) and as P-:7CIO x ~ oo • Since x-= :~ 
then ~; 4 0 and P beoomes P( l ,m, 0) the homogeneous 
coordinates o! the point at infinity on a line with slope m. 
Every point within a plane can now be represented by 
homogeneous coordinates (x , , x,. • x 3 ) , not all o, connected 
with ca~tesian coordinates by the equations (l) . 
Since in homogeneous aool'd.ina tes points are . ete.rminad 
by a ratio , the g1ven values of x , , x,. , and x~ d$t~rmine 6.\ 
unique point;; whereas , tf' ·the point is ~ivan l'lle kl10\!J only 
t he ratio of (x , :x, ) and {x,. ;:x") so t hat P(x, ,x'i- .x, ) = 
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P(kX , ,kxukx3 )• IIJhere k is ~"l constant , defines the same point . 
IllustratimH l'(x,y) ::-: P (4 ~ 2) can b$ represented in 
homogeneous coo:rx11n(;!tes as P(4 , 2 ,l) ,. P(8 1 4 , 0 ); or P( 2 ~ 1 , ; ). 
r.~~<.!~!J;l.S Sf fi 
l . Show that tl:le follO\<J ng ooo1•dinates tep:resont 
the same point . 
<a . ... 5 . ~:o . ( ... 9 ,15-6) , cz7, .. 4G ,la ) , ( .... 3 / B; l .... :a/6) 
2 . Gi va the homogeneous cooxdina.tes for the follow-
ing point·: 
a . P( 2 .-3) 
b . P{1\- , 2 ) 
c . P(l/3 , 1/4) 
d . abscissa x = Z upon line 
y=:2Jt ... 4 
IJI . HOMOGENEOUS LINE COORDINATES 
In Chapter 11 ( Principle of duality , page 14) we 
derived. t he g<#neral equation 1'or a line as ux + vy ...,_ l = o 
in t"lhieh (.x ; y) tve:re ValJiable point coordinates an (u ; v) 
we~ variable lb1e coordinates . It we again us~ the 
and at tbe S®ne time 
a.1.1ow u andv * equation ux + vy + 1 :: 0 
becomes U, X, + U~Xt. +- U1 X3 :: 0 ( l ) 
the l.inear homogeneous poin·t equation oi.' a line . 
Since a. given ratio of t.:4 , ; u 'J, : u5 , regardless Qf 
their p~trticular valnets d$termine one and only one line • 
thea ooeffio lents in an equatiOll are the llomogenaous co ... 
ordinates of a line . Every line 11!.'i.S many set s Qf 
homogeneous coordinates , all proportional , and conversely 
any three nttmbers not all zero dertiarmine a line . 
Illustrations : 
1 . 2x, + 3x'2..+ x~ = o, 4x , ;- 6x""' + 2x1 = o, and 
2rx , + 3rx'J,.+ rx'1 = 0 are the sa.ttl$ line . 
2. 1(2; 1 ,1) are the coord.inates of the line 
2x, +- x'J,. +- x 1 = o 
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As it l.r.tas necessary to choose axrbitra.rlly an origin, 
unit point , and point at 1n1'1nity to establish the homo-
geneollS point coordinate system so it is necessary to choose 
the line o origin and the unit line; for • th sG t ·10 lines 
and the line at infinity establishes our horao enaous line 
coordinate sys t .am. . 
Theorem 1: 1be point x:(x, t x~ . x3 ) lies on a line 
u : (u , . uHua) and conversely ·tha line ut (u, ; Ua. , u1) pas es 
tll.rough the point x: (x , , x" , x 3 ) if and only if 
If we supply the v alues for a point x : (a , ,a ,.. ,a, ) 
in equation (1) , we obtain an equation in line coordina tes 
of. the ~ivan point . 
( 2) 
Illustration ; Given the point x d3 , Z,3) e uation (2) 
becomes . 3u , + 2u,. + 3u 1 :: 0 which represents an equation 
d by the coordinates of the lines ot asr-. ---------
pencil with point x:(3 t2,3) as tha vertex. 
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Equation (l) represents the analyti,.oal. duality be• 
t\-Jeen point geometry and line geometry . This dt.lality is; 
in point g~omErtry the point has coordinates and th.(S line an 
equation ; whereas in line geon~et:ry the line has coordinates 
and thf.l point an equat3.on , which may b$ summarized as 
fol10WS1 
The ratios x, ;x :t: x3 determine a point . 
A lineal equation 
a, x, + a,.~ + a.1.x3 = 0 repr-esents al points 
on the line wh1 oh has 
the llne coordinates 
a , : a:~. : a, • It is the 
equatlo.n o:t:· the line . 
Line Geometry 
The rati.os u , ; u,.: u3 deter ... . 
mine a straight line . 
A linear equation· a , u1+ a~U'"+ a3 u, • o represents ~ 1 .Lines 
through the point wh1¢h has 
the point Qoo:rdinates 
a , : Eh t a 3 • It is the equa ... 
tio.n of the po1nt . 3 
J¥lEll'Sl~@.<ii 
1 . Prov$ ·t 1at the poin.t whose C'Joo::cd.ina t es are 
(2 ,1, ... ,) li.es on tha 11ne1 whose o.oo:rclinates a.ra , (3 , 4 ~ 5) . 
2. Prove tlJ.at the fot~r lines whose coordinates are 
{1 , 1 , 2) , (3 , ... l , 4 ) , ( 5 , 1 , 8 ) , ( 2 , 0 . 3) are concur rent ~ 
:3 . find tha coordinates and equations o! the points 
of intersE~Jetion of the pti1il'S of lines . 
a . x, ... x :t. ... 6:x.3 == o, 3x. + 4xz. ... 4x3 ~ O 
b . (2 , 3 .-7) , ( 3 . - 2, ... 4 ) 
-·------
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4 . Find ·the coordina.t s and equ tions o:t.· the lines 
on the pair of points . 
a . 2u, ... u~ + 5u3 :: o, 3u, + 2u'Z.. ... u3 = 0 
b . 4u , - 3u '2. - 8u3 :: o, 3u , ... 5u,.. ... 6u3 = 0 
5 . Find the fiJquatiou o:t the line wtl1oh joins the 
point of intersection of the lj.nes 
= o, x l .. 2X~ + X~ - 0 2x, + 3x,_ .... 5x3 .. 
to the point of intersection of the lines 
ax, + 2x'a. + J'3 = o, X., + 2x~ + 3x~ = 0 
6 . Find in point coordinates the equa tion of the 
lines of tha pencil with vertex (l tl ;l) . 1nd also the line 
ooordina.tes of th.s lines of' the same pencil . 
7 . ~\hat is th equation in 11ne coordinates of : 
a . origin o. point · t infinity in 
direction of slop~ 3/4 
b. point at infinity 
along x a;<:j.s d , P{x, y) = P(l , l) 
e. Wh t does each of the foll.owing equations 
represent•r 
a. . u , + 2u 2.. + u3 : . 0 o. U.; :: 0 
. h . u , +- u3 = O 
9 . Prove that tbe following three lines are con-
currant . 
3x, ... 2x2. ... 2x3 = o, 3x, -x'l..+ llx~ = o, x, .. x,_, .... 5x3-:. 0 
10. l'lha.t are the coordinates o.f': 
a . a line through the 
origin with slope !~ 
b ,. the line at infinit y'? 
o. the x axis ? 
11 , Find in l.ine ooordinates the equations ot ·tihe 
of the ran e whion lie on the line (l , l , l) ; also th 
point coordinates oi' the sa.ma ranee • 
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IV . PROJECTIVE POINT COOH.OINATES 
l~oJeetive geometry as developed by Von Staudt 
{l798"lS67) ~as to be free trom all metric elanents . ~his 
was accomplished by the ~se of projeGtive coordinates base.d 
upon a projective definition ot cross ratio and other projec-
tive properties . Although we will be able to develop 
projective coor<.linates based upon projective propertles , it 
has not b~en done purely pro.fectiv·ely; for vJe developed 
aross ratio in terms of met:rio elements . 
O$finition: If Po, P, , P* ar<iJ three distinct .fiXed 
points o:f a range ot points , called the base no1nts , and 
P:x is a variable point of that ran~e , the projeet3.ve ooor .. 
din.ate x • of: P ~x with respect to Po , f\ , P~ iS defined as the 
cross ratio (P'* Po , P P, ) . 
x• = ., '('} n p ) ) 
· £".,_ &"o t . 1 
x' -i--__.., ___ __, ________ J_ 
p~ p, p: )( p'lt-
ll'iiu.re l 
For every pGint P :x there is a uniql.le value for .x • 
and conversaly. I n other word$ we h ve established a ona .. to ... 
one eoorespc:mdence bet\<HHm the base points oi• a coordlnate 
systern and the value of x• t.t1e :p:ro~eative coord:l.na.te . It 
point P:x should coincide lvith Po JP, , P~ then x • :to, l , oe 
res pectively . That is the projeetive aoordinates of the 
hsse point s al'e 0 0 l; ac • 
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0 )(' 
0 P: "o P. : )(., P: ,c 
FigtUe 2 
If wa ~ish to change from the met~io aoordj~te 
system of .x to the projective coordinate system x • • we ha.ve 
by definit i on x • = ( P"'" P0 .; P P, ) and f.1·om Figure 2; 
However 1 since X0 , x , , x~ are constants the pro j ctivG coor 
dinate s x• oan be represented as a ratio in. .x. 
ax + b 
ex + d ·· 
where a = x , '"'X o, a :::. x , "'X¥<- , b = ·x~ (x , - x~ ) , · 
d = • Xo (X , .. x*) and ad ... be I O. 
(1) 
Projective coordinates may be made bomogen$ous by 




and x • = e•' 
x3 i 
ax , + li'>:JS..L. 
aJt , + 2lx3 
than 
( 2 ) 
From equation ( 2) we find tr~t homogen ous pro j ective coor- . 
dinates are proportional to factors of homogan ous cartesian 
coordinates . 
is a factor of proportionality . 
1:he <.\tis uasio11 h :to U1 b tne du l ot the.t on 
ptoJeetive :poi-nt t100lhiina.t~a . ~oall.in tl:l&t !t is noeooe y 
in 0 tablish~ ooo~dinrat~ syst~ tt) ~ leot tbr.(..)e ub1t• 
r~ ry el~nH.mt~ ilt l'mndom ; so tt 1 n o ssaty \d.th. tim 
eoo;rdi!ll:tte syatom ot a pen.oil of lin~s to choo:...a ~-t t LV om 
three lir1a l o l , , l -~< whose coordinates a: tAo , u , 1u '* . P':rom 
tb.e dofin1t1on thtr4n th.$ proj ~ot1v~ coord:l.nat$ ·U • of~ a~ 
line u is found by 
S!miltJ.r to the base pointeJ wo ilaV$ tn . pro J~ct:tve 
coordinates. of the bt1S$ linea equtal to o,,l . ~ . L '&~Yin 
W(; he.v tb.a oo responding no no· en us pro eotive eoo:rclin. tea 
of' t~ line 
~ : ~~· · · t .... !}b.. 
u, cu . -r Duj 
(/" u_, = Cu, + Pu! whe>:c~ (J" 1s ra f. ctot of pro• 
pol!'t1ormlity . 
2. In Oiteroise 1 whnt are the projective coordin-
ates of tha basic points? 
3 . Th.e equations; 
/ X1 • = 7x, -2lx3 
.;Px ,' :: 2x, + 4x3 
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.represents the onan~e fa:: 0.111 b.o geneous coordinates to homo ... 
geneous projeotive coordinates . \~hat are the ValU$S ot tha 
basic points Po , P, ~ Pie" ? 
4. If Lo ,L, , L11- have coordinates respectively 
U o : :3 t u, = 5 ; u ~" = ... l , \·mat 1s the projective ooordln· 
ate u • equal to if u = 1? 
CHAFTEl V 
PROJEC'.!'lVE COORDINATES 1N TirJ DlJ~lENSlO D 
! , PROJEC'.!'lVE POlNT COORD1 Tl~S 1N A PLANE 
• 
Xti§Yls±e gt ret'qrencg . We found that for one ... dimen-
sional homogeneous ooordi.nates it was necessary to choose 
arbitrarily the tt~ee basic points (lines) to completely 
establish the coordinate system . Like'llise , in two ... 
dimensional coordinate system it is necessary to choose 
certain po1.nts !.lld lines to $Stablisb. our coordinate system . 
In axtes ian coordinates we chose the X e.nd Y axis and 
points (O ,l) , {1 , 0) , or what amounts to the same thing the 
point (l , l) . Ext nding this i.<'l a to homog neous Cartesian 
coor inates with our points and line at 1n1'1nity \H~ must 
ohoose not only ·the X and Y axls and un:lt point but also 
the points at infiility along these axes or ttl line joining 
·them, the line at infinity . These homogeneous point coor -
dinates would be , by the use of a schem tic dNtvdng , those 
indicated in Figure l . 
~..S~ 11 o) 
I\ ....._....._ 
\ ....... 
' ......... ....._k, ~ 
""- 0 0 ......... 
The dotted lines indic'· te 
the omission of the rest 
I I '......_ 




';---'-:- --...:.-------+ -~ <;;>p . (o,o1 1) X"l. -:.o o¢ , , ,o.,,~---------------------
F3.gure l 
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However , the diagram on tbe preceding pa e , w3,th the 
points and lines at 1nfin~tty represented as baing at 
infinity , does not lend itself readily to a geometrical 
problem in the 1'1.nite plane; 1tJhe:reas , if wa ha.d a similar 
drawing in the finite plan , vie would simplti'y ou.r work . 
ln the last chapter we found by use of cross ratio 
tha.t homogeneous point coordinates could be projeo·tied into 
homo~eneous proJective point coordinates mnd homogeneous 
line ooordi.nates .1nto homogeneous projaotive line coordinates 
by use of linear relationship$ \llhioh for two ... dimensional 
geometry would be ; 
J'X,' = a, x, -r a~ x-,.+ a., x, rfu ! = A, u, + A~ u"" +- A, u, 
J"u ~ ::: 13, u, + Bt. ua. + B, u, 
iUl ::. C. U, + C, Ua. +- C, U.s (1) 
So t hat now our diagram can b® drawn in the finite plane as 
a trittmgle which ~Je t~111 call ·t~ tJ!1a.ngle of' ref'e.I1ence , 
~~ : (0 1 11 0) 
Figure 2 
The points at infinity along the x , axis , x, axis , and the 
intersac·tion of x , = 0 and x.,. = 0 o! Fi&ure 1 projects into 
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respectively of ·the tria.nglo of: reference (Figure 2) . 
The axes x , -= o .. .x'2. =- o and the lj.ne at infinity .x, = o 
project into the thl' e sides of our triangle x ~ :: o, xt= o, 
and X! = 0 res pectively . 
!he triangle or l'ef'exence \'Ji th the unit point \'Jill 
establish our projective point coordin te system in the 
plane . 
It is necessary to prove that any point ahosEtn not 
on the triangle of reference may be called tha unit point . 
Recalling that arbitrary constants k , , k~ • k3 times the 
equations or the lines has no effect on the linos themselves , 
\iJa can multiply equations (1) respectively by the arbitrary 
constarrts to obtain ·~he more enere~ definitions o!' pro ... 
jective <!Oordinates . 
I' X: = k , (a . x, + a a. X1.+ a s x~ ) 
/'Xt = k~ (b, X, + b a. Xa. t- b, Xa ) (2 ) 
where the new propor-
tionality .factor ,1' will be, in general , different from ·c t 
of equations (l) . 
Now the values of' the k •s may be so chosen that a.ny 
point (x , , x ~ , xl ) , not on the tri ngle of refe~enoe , will 
have 1 ts projective co()rdin t~1s all eq_ual . Tb.1s is done by 
substituting (x , , x,. .x3 ) in equation (2) and allowing 
r • -r~ T3 so that the pr.ojeetive coordinates are 
pxoportional to (l , l , l) . 
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·lllus't:ra.tion: If 
/'xt - k ( X .,_- ~ I ... .xl. + 2x3) 
/x; -::;. k.3 (2x, + X:a. - x3 ) (o) 
are the equations for projective coordinates (x ~ ,x! ,x; ) 
and we choose point xd2tl 11) ; the val\las of' k ' a aan be so 
chosEm the.t this point '1':4111 be the un:1.t point in pro jective 
coord ina.tes . 
8k , = 3k'1. = 4k;s so th t if k , = 3 , k.,. = 8 , k '& ::. 6 and 
;0 =- l/24 then x • .. (.x 1 , x~ , x ~ ) - (1 ,1 fl) . 
Hence the p:roJ~ctive pob1t coordinate system is de-
termined by t hree arbitrary line of refer nee , the triangle 
of' re.faxe.nce , and an arbitrary unit point . 
Since the triangl of ref$renoe and unlt point are 
projectively related to the X andY axes , the unit point and 
the lin ~ t inf1ni ty in Car·~es i~l.n coordinate systGlm , the 
o.ue syst m can be the result of pxoj ction f'rorn the othar 
and our triangle of raf.erenea can have sides x, : O, x\. ::. o, 
l?!Oj§?Ot~Y§. :2~:!Dt QOO_rg&ns .~gs . Now that we have 
defj.ned the triangle of rei l'Glnce and the u.nit point , any 
point P of the plene can be loc t d with .reference to these 
bas io elements . 
Refe:r;.rmg to .Figure 3 , take any point P: (x, 11 x,. . xa ) , 
denoting the unit point as D:(l , l , l.} , tha lines joining 
the unit polnt with the vertices or ttla refere11ce triangle 
as d , , d2., a., , and the lines joining P to tht1 vel!tiaes as 




(X 1 X1 , d , p, ) =-
<x ~ x , ; d~ P-a.) :. 




Theorem l : If three lines are concurrent the pro~ 
duct of their cross rat:tos is equal to one . 
r , • r ~ · r , = 1 
(4) 
( b) 
Proof.: In the chapter on cross ratio \~e found that 
if wa lme\-J the equations of tHo lifles of a pencil of lines 
that we aould wr 1t the eY.L1ations of the other lines of' the 
rencll in terms of the rat o in wh ch it di.vided the t~Jo 
known Linea . 
From ttus fact we would have. x , = ).I x,. and x . = era x~ 
a.SJ the quations o:r p3 and d 3 respect.tvely , wh~re A3 end 
~?; :represent the :r-a-t-io of the d ir E.Qted dj.stances from p3 
to the lines x , :: o and x'l. ; o. In our discussion 
of. o:ross ratios in chapter three it \ia.s shown that tl"~a oross 
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ratio of foL1r concu.rrent lin s is eq~al to th :douple J:~ati.o 
in which one pa u of lines divide~ tha other pair . From 
~lQtlation (4 h r , = (x, x~ , d 3 P, ) i hot-HW(t)l' , (x, Xz ,a., p, ) :::. 
~' A 
-;r therefore ..!.!! - ~ and since the unit point is a d !I tf, - ' 3 
point on d_, , 13 ::: 1 and )., = ~'s • 
Hence ., A ~ :; ~ :.:: rs 
x ... 
).2. = ...l£1. :: r,.. 
x. 
).. , : X1. ;; :t: , (6) 
x3 
and r l • 1'2. • 1'3 :: ,.\ , • A.,. · }.3 = &!. · h · & 
Xa X , X1-
1 and so 
our theol'$m is prov~~ . 
The 0 1 oss :rat i os r , , r 1 , r:f era unique :Cor any point 
? and since they satisfy eqt.tations (5) ~ they could aonsti ... 
tute possible coord inat es for P. Sine~' :r, ... 1i; .. 
' x3 
r,_ ::: dU. r3 .. ~ then .x, ,X1 , x, can be taken as the t ... , 
x. x~ 
homogeneous projective cooxdinates of the point P as long as 
equations (6) e.zte satlsfied . 
trJe will di scover t hat p:rojecti.ve ooox·d inates x , , x:a. , x3 
can be determined fo1• any point P within the plane ~ whereas , 
if 111e had used the cross l!atios r , , r ... , r 3 as projective coor-
dinates of P they ~ould not have been d~terminable !'or P on 
the sidas of the triangle of refer · nee . 
Illu ·tretion, If P is on x , = o, then p~ and p3 
coincides wit h x . = 0 and 
r '1. = (x, x , , d,. p~) = (x8 x , , d~x , ) 0 
l'') = (x ,x,. t d:sPa) e (x, x,. ,d,x , ) • oe 
so that theorem 1 h s no meanj.ng ; hO\-~JeVel' with :r1.r 
and r 3 :;: 2U. = o0 or 1/.rs :;; &;. = 0 and s inc X). X I 
1: , = k, = 0 then (O, x,. , x~) would represent the ho.a1ogeneous 
x3 
projecti ve point coordinates of any point r on x , ~ 0 and 
(0 ; 1 , 1) would r epresent the homogeneous pro jective point 
coordinates of. n part cl.ll a:r poin·t P on x , :: o. 
If P should coincide \oJi th A, , then p3 oo1n -~1des with 
x~ = 0 and p co incides with x~ : o, so that 
and slnce. :t.,. = 41 lil aC or 1/1',. l\t !..!. :: 0 and l'~ = ;x; , = 0 
-X r Xl x,., 
then x., .:= o. x1. = o, x , :f 0 so th·t t he coordinates of' A, 
e.re (x , , O, O) Ol' ( l , O, O) . 
Simile.rly it. ca,n be s hown that the coord ins tes o;t' A,. 
and A3 are (O, l . O) and (0 , 0 ,1 ) resp-ot ively . 
'i.X~ttrtiees 
1 . 'ha·t a.re ·the homo eneous projective point coor-
dinates of P if P i s on x~ = 0? x3 = 0~ 
2. F'ind tha pro jective point coo:reiin-tes of' (l , l , l) , 
(O , l , l ) , ( ... l , O, l) , {2 , - 3 . 4 ) , and (x , ., x2. , .x3 ) , when t a aqu.a ... 
tions of' the axes Cartes ian coordinates al'e x, + x~ +- 2x, 
• 0 • x , ... x.... + x a = 0 • 2x , + 3x-a. .. x3 = a , and tb e un j t 
II . J?ROJECXlVE LINE COORDINNJ$S I~ A l?LANE 
We might now , 1n a manrlar dual to the way we p~o .... 
ceeded t-Jith a ·tr ~angle o:t' :r ef'e:umoe f'or projec·t:t.ve point 
ooo:rd inates , determine ~1 triangle o.f rei'eJ:enQe for p:tojec ... 
tive l i ne coordinates . 
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To se t up a tr i.angl e of reteranoe for proj ective line 
coord inates we can sho·w that thl•etl non-collinear points can 
be obtained as a :tttlsult of proJection f1•om the points in 
Cartesian coordinates , the origin , the point a t infinity 
along the X axis • and tha point 
at infinity along the Y axis . 
These th..ree projected points 
and tha unit line will establish 
our pr ojecti.ve line ooord ine:te 
system j_n ·the plane . 'l'he thrEae 
non- collinear projected points 
are the vertices o.f the t~iangle F'igure 4 
of reference • and ill projective line cooxdina tes t hey haV$ 
·t;b.ee-:tuations : A, :(u , ::. 0) , A'l. : (u'&.=- O) , Ai ~ {u, = 0) a.nd the 
sides of the triangle of :reference 1.vill have the ooordin· 
ates; x , -= 0 :(1 , 0 ; 0 ) • x"2.-=- O:(O, l , O) , x 1 -= O: (O , O;l) and the 
unit line dl{l , l , l) • 
.For any line p in the plax1e interseating the three 
sides ot t he tr ianglEl ot refer ence in three points , irJEI a re 
able to state the dual o theorem 1 . 
Theorem 2: If tnzae points ara collinear , the pro-
duct of their c~oss ratios is equal t0 one . 
There are the questions though as to i'Jhat lllould be 
the line coordina tes of a lin~ p through .... he point ll 1 = 0; 
nd tha eLiua.tion of' the point of in tar section of p and a. 
side of th trit.m·le of reference , 
say {l , O, O) . 
Referring to Figure 6, 
any line p through u , = o and 
not slde of ·the triangle of 
refer ence can b$ thotlght of as 
a lir~e of a pencil about 
u 1 ~ o. With a ·iven :t·atio of Figure 5 
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the directed distances from p to the pojnts u~~ o and u3 : o, 
the line coordinates of p wlll b(ll (O ,x,. ,x3 ) . NO\-J a particu-
lar line pl ( o . l . l) intersects the line (l . O; O) at a point 
whose eq~.tation must satisfy the determinant 
or u'2..=.. 11 •• 
u, u.. ll, 
o 1 1 = o or u '2.. - u1 = o 
1 0 0 
1 . What ure the equations of D. ,D, ,D., in homogen ... 
eous projactive line Goordinmtes? R fer to li' jgUl1e 4 . 
2, What would be the homogeneous projective line 
coordinates or any llll p tluou h vertex A3? 
3. In p~oblem 2, wnat would be the equation of the 
point ot intersection of p \vith the side (O , O, l)? 
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4 . Prove that (u ,,o, u, ) are homogeneous projective 
lin$ coordinates of. the pencil of lines whose vertex is A~ · 
III • PROJEC~!VE POINT AND LINE 
COORDINAT.ES IN THE: SAM.E PLANE 
In developing a system of projectlve point coordln· 
ates end projective line coordinates in the saroo plane 
there is one question of importance , \vhat is ·the enalytio 
and geomet:r ic relationship oi' the unit ro1nt a.nd the unit 
line? Can they both be arbitrarily placed and with the 
triangle of' reference determine both p:rojec·tive coordinate 
systems? If not~ heti must they be related so that both 
systems of coordinates ean be developed simulteneously in 
t he same plane? 
Th condition that a point x lie on a l1ne u is on 
that must be linear and homo neous in x, , x ~. . x, and u , , 
u~ , u, , so tnat when the u •s ~e held fast and the x•s 
varied it represents a line and when the x•s are held fast 
and the u •s varied it represents point . That is . it 
m11st be bilinear in x•s end u • s and of the forrn: 
B. .. x, u. +- a. ,,. x. u~ + a ,, x. u, 
+ a. '"' x. u, ~ a"'" x" u~ + e. .. , x .. u, 
-t- a a• x, u, + a5,_ X 1 u,. + l~ x~ U3 -= 0 (1 )l 
l William c. Grauste:L.n , ;tntrodugtion, 2,Q. W.f5her. Geome-
.&u. (Ne\"1 York: The JJ.e.omlllan Company , 1947) , p . 164 . 
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However , with the unit point and unit line properly 
related2 equation (l) may be simpl1fi$d so that it will 
become ( 2 ) 
Equation ( 2 ) has alr ady been proven to be the 
necessary and suffici ent condit i on that a point x lie on a 
line u. Therefo:re , 1t :remains that equation ( 2 ) must be of 
the form to satisf'y both t he uni t poin·t and unit line . 
In oxder to simplify aqu tion (l) to ( 2) J.et us r•efer 
t o the triangle of reference 
for both systems of coordin• 
ates , and locate the unit 
point D. The point A. : (1 , 0 , 0) 
11 s on the line x.,.~ O: (O , l , O) . 
From the potnt A, ; x , :: 1 , 






wllio.h when placed in equa tion (1 ) dert erm1nes the equation 
a ,""::. o . Simlla:ly • A• :(1, 0 , 0 ) lies on t he line x 3 = O·;(o , o.l) 
so that x . ::. 1, x~: o, x,: 0 and u, ::. o, u \.::. o, u 3 = l and 
equa.t on ( l ) becomes a , , ~ o. When A1.-:(0 3l , O) is taken on 
2 !bi d . , p. 165. 
A 3 ~ ( 0; 0 j 1 ) is taken on x . :::: 0 and .x ,_ .::. o, we find , -= 0 • 
an-::. 0 o thr:1t equation (l) becomes 
a ., x l u , + a ,."' x,.u~ + a.,. xlu1 -:: o. ( 3) 
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The condition that equation (3 ) can be simplif'j.ed to 
equation (2) is that the unit line be so chosen that 
a .• = a~~= e. 11 • However , since the coordinates oi.' the unit 
line are (1.1,1) then equation (3) reduoes to: 
(4) 
In exercise (1) of the last section we found tr~t 
the unit lin intersects the three s;!des or the tr.ian.gle of 
reference in points who sa equations are: D, : (u,.:::. u;,), 
D"': (u , -= u J ) , Dl : (u . == u .. ) or "'hose point coordin tes are 
D, ;(O , l,-1) , D~ :(l ; 0 , --1) , and D3 •(l , .. l , O) . N0\1 ·the condi-
tion that D. a}) ,_ , D, sa.tj~~fias equat.i.on (4) is s. .• = a ~.,.:= a ., 
tl'le:r.af'ore . equation (3 ) reduces to equation (2), the 
simplified form of an equation such that a point x lies on 
a line u. 
In the section on proj ective point coordinates we 
found th~.t the coordinates o.f points on the s1cies of the 
tri.angle of ref'erellce in relation to the unit point had 
ooo:rdlnates (0.1,1), (l , O, l) , and (l , l , O) , It ls :teadily 
sho\.Jn tbat th~se points are the harmonic oonju ates of the 
points D, , D,. , D,. or D, , D~,. , n.. are the harmonic conju-
gates of' (O , l , l) , (l , O , l~ , (1 , 1 , 0) . The points (O;l.l), 
(l ,O,l) , (l , l , O) , joined with tho vertioee or th trir~le 
of referenoe torm lines d, . d~.d~ which intersect at the 
unit point D. 
Exsg: c:ts ,s 
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l . Find the equation of the line u, .x, _,_ ua..x,.+ U3 Xa=O in proj otive aoordmat s when thE! unit point artt unit l1na 
are tal"'en as (3 t 2 , 5) and (2, -3 ,4) respectively . 
2. Th,e equat1ons of the a.xes J.n Cartesian coordin-
ates are x ,-r :K ... + 2x1 =- o, x , .. x2.+ x~ ::::. o, 2x. +- 3x,. ... x,.:: 0 
and the unit point is (3, ... 4 ; 2) ~ Write the equations of tha 
i'ollowing lines and points 1n projective coo:rd inates: 
a. x , + xi-+ x.l ::: 0 o. u, + u'" + u, :::: o 
cl . u. +- 1.11. ;:::. 0 
CHJU- ER V'I 
APPLICATION OF DETERMIN ANTS TO H~10GENEOUS COORDINATES 
I . HOM GENEOUo LINEAR EQOATI ONSl 
Syst§m gt ;!i\i2 hQmggageQQS J.1nect~ !9'l.§t{.o.gs . Let us 
consider the two equations 
(l) 
which have an obvious solut:ton of {O, o . o) ; however . i t i s 
of no pr a.cticaJ. value to us . For other possible solutions 
\lle have to consl der t hree cases a.aoording to t he rank 
rt( 2 , l , or 0) of ·the matrix of the coeffic ients . 
Rank of a matr 1x can be defined as ' the order r of 
t he non- zero determinant 11.h:l.ch can be formed frotn a given 
matr ix , whereas e~l those determinants o:t: order greater than 
r are zero 1 t he ma,trix i s said to be of rank r . 
( 2 ) 
Case l: r 2 . 
ther is a t l east on!a t \>Jo rowed determinant not ZE;tl'O . 
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Assuming that /a, a., Ot than by Crwner •s rule -b . b ,.. 
ri ~ a ~ ~ Ia, a . I 
... b \. ~.l? ! • x, x,_ ... p, 1,) , 
-
.XJ (3) x , -
' 1;::- a~~ lb: a ~l b. b .. b. 
lou will recall that the homogen~ous coordinates of 
a point can be raulti plied by a oonstant without changing 
the poillt .. So it is equation (3) ; regardless of' the value 
of x ·tha solutions of (l) are thos$ of (:3) and x, ::. x3 • 
To simplify our notation w ~ shall ~ewrite the solu-
tions of (l) in such a wroJ.y that aach determinant \1111 be 
repras$nted by tha elcamants of its princ 1pe,l diagonal 
enolo$$d by bars , 
x . = .l ta ~ ,t! !l . • xl' X1 = j a , b~ 
I a ~ b , I _ • x3 , x , : X .a ( 4 ) 
Ia , b .. l 
Since th~ Vallte o! x , is chosen arbitrarily and the 
denominators ja . b~ a:re alike and constant , then Ia~~ = k 
is an al'bitra:y constant so that equations (4) become 
x .• 1; k j a .. b,l ; x .. : k . let a b,l , X:t = k ja, b~ (l) 
tbe solt:ttion of (l) . Equations CO is the gen<llral aol.ut1on 
oi' equatj:ons (1) , and 11-lhen k is given a parti-cular valt:te , 
\'H:l have a specifia solut :.ton o:t' (1) , 
lllustra·tion : vhat is t.he general solution ru\d. a 
spe e:tfic solution oft 2X , + 3x,. + x1 ::· O and 
x , ... x "' + 2x~ = o 
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X 1 = k 1 I I b,.j 
x , ::. 7k • x1.. = -3k • x 3 " ... 5k 1s tha genereJ. solu .. 
tion. ~en k = l then a specific solution is 
In a. system of two homogeneous linear equations i.f 
ttle rank of ttu~ uuatr ix oi' the ooeff'ic ents is r :: z, we have 
one arbitrary constant in the solutions o the equations . 
ln point coordinates equations (l) represent two 
lines v..1hoss solut~ion would be the point of h1tersection of 
the tlrJO lines . We rua.ve just sho1.r1n tha.t the solution is ( l) 
wh~m 1< =1= 0 . Since k is rt arbitrary constant , let us tak 
k ~ 1 and (I) becomes 
'lheorem la ; 1'ha point of il;lter section of t ·wo lines 
a , .x , + a'L x .... + a l x1 :=::. 0 
b , x, + b .... x.... + b s xl ::::. o 
has the homogeneous coordinates 
The above argument coul d apply equolly as well to the 
equations of ·two pointz ln line coordinc1.tes and ·the coordin-
ates of' the line j oitling them. , 
Dually s 
Theorem lb: 1Xhe line joining two points 
a, u, + a .... l~ ... t- a1 u'l = 0 
b . u, + o .... u .. + b, ul = o 
has the b.omo en OLlS ooordinat s 
u 'l- ::: ja 3 b,l 
J&f l'C;J.,S£1~ 
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l . tfuat are the coo.rdil1 tes of the line joining the 
points 3u\ + 4u'). .. 11.u 3 = 0 ; tSu , .. ;3u \.. + u 3 = 0? 
2. Jhat aro th coordinates of the point of inter· 
sacti.on of the lines ua.J. ,3), ( 2 . 3 ,1)? 
3 . Find the coordinates of the point in -which the 
line (1 • l$ 2) is met by the line joj.ning the points (3 , 4 , ... 1) , 
(5 ,-3»1 • . 
Case 2; r = 1 . Consider ag 1n the equations 
. \ .:x\ +- a ... ~ + a l ~ = o 
b , x, + b ... x .. + b ~ x, == 0 (1) 
and :tf the rank of the matrix of the coefficients is r = l , 
then all two rowed determinant s vanish but at l east one 
element is not eq ual to zero ~ Assumin a, f 0 and solving 
X , '* (5) 
Regardless of the values for x ... and x3 orwsen the 
resul t jn · value for x , wi:.Ll satisfy the seocnd equati.on 
b , x, + b ... x .. + b3 x~:::: o. so that a solution of qu· tions (l) is 
a a , x , Cl v l (a ) x, = - a.~ x~ ... a. x5 o x.,. = x ~ , "" v 
Sil1c a is e. constant t:tnd x 'l- , x 3 ar arbitrarily ohosan 
constants then ~~ = k and ~~ = l re rb:i.trar :Uy 
chosen oonst mnts and equation (b) b$comes 
The ene:ral solutions of two homo eneous quations 
when r = 1 h s two arbit~a:r lly chosen constants ., 
Ex$:tcises 
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1 , Prove \'lhen r :: l for the matrix of th coei'!!o-
ients of two homogeneous equation~ in three unknowns that the 
value of x . as t und from the fir~t equations will satisfy 
·the sGcond oquuM.on fo:r• arbitrary cl1osen values of ;x 1 end 
x ~ • That is prove tll&t equation (5) ~·~lll satisfy the 
equation b, X, + b~X~+ b, x3 a 0 . 
:: 0? 
2. h!h&t are the gen raJ. and specific solutions or t 
a , 4x . ~ 2x~ - 2x!= o 
ax, -r Jh. ... x~-:: o 
b . 2x, :=. 0 
X"'= 0 
3 . :,h t is the point of intersection of 2x, + X,. + zx~ 
4 . \that are the homogeneous line coordina tes or 
tha line joining the tl!Jo points (2. - l,l) and (l , ... z .... l)? 
Ca.se ~? : r = o. In this oe.se the rank o:f.' our matrix 
is z ro , which means that all the coefficion'ts of aqu ticns 
(l) are zero so ·that the values of .x ,, x~ , and .X 3 may be 
chosen arbitrarily . Therefore , the eneral solution is 
X)..:: 1 t (Ill ) 
It j,s to be notic d that in all three cases -we have 
solutj.ons other than (O , O, O) and that the general solution 
oi' two homogeneous 1 .near eqLl.ations altn~a.y s contains 3 - r 
arbitraly oonst nts . 
Theorem 2 : A system of two homogeneous l.tnear 
ons in three unknm .. ms altrJ ys has solutions oth r than 
&!et~ Q.t ~ Sll m~st _Qgmq,gentQ':l~ l,J.ni' x 
Let us consider the equations 
a ,x, + a a.. X1.. + ~ x?. = o 
b . x. + b~ x,_ + b , x1 = o 
a, x, +- c .... x\. +- c1 x?. :::. 0 
d, x. + d,. x1. + d 1x , ::::. o ('7) 
This system llas a matrix whose l'ank o.t tht'i most is 
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r : 3. R gaxdless o£ tho numbox of equations 1n our sys .em 
ot equut 1ons .h€! onJ.y case ' - hav not already considered 
is when r : 3 , Lat us call this case , 
Ca.s(ii 1: r 3.. 1at us assume a t least one three 
rowed det erminant ln the ma·~r tx of coeftio1ents does not 
vanish , Ja . b,. cll -:t= o. 1•11en aceordin to Cxame~ 's .rule the 
firs t three quations o£ (?) have Just one solution (O t O O) , 
It f o ll01.vs then t a.t if equations ( '7) are to have solutiot1s 
other than (O , O, o) Ia, 'bz. o ~ l* 0 or the :rank o:f the matr ix m~st 
be r < 3; h~wavar , this results in cases already dis cussed 
!'or two homogeneous linear equations in th~ea urucnowns . It 
remains to oe shown t hat thH d isoussi n for t he thr ·a ses 
f.o.r two homogen ous linecu in thl'e unknowns equations 
applies equ lly as l'Jell to t hree or mOl'S homogeneous linea~ 
equat ons il: three u.nlmowns . 
Case 2 ; r = z. Assume that Ia, b~l1 o then .rom the 
x1.. = k I a :~ bd , x ~ ::: k a , b:~..l • Substitu'll ing these values for 
x , t x,., X 3 in too third and .fourth equations o:t:' (7) v1e et 
k ja., b~ a ~l ::: 0 and k I a. , b:o. d31 = 0 , 't.heref or , all solutions of 
( 7 ) are given by ( I ) • 
Case 3 : :r = 1 . Assu.me t hat a , -=F 0 , then the gen 
ral solut ion of (7} is x ,= ~k a ~ - 1 a 3 , x~~ k a,, 
x 3 = 1 a , ond 1<1hen tb.ese values a:r:e substi'tuted into the 
se ond equation vJe get 
(a , b~ - aJ,. b, ) lr + (a , bJ - a3 b, )1 = 0 
Ia, b•hr tlh b,_l" + Ia, b' l l = o. However , by hypothesis a~ 1 
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Ia , b,, = o a .... b .... and Ia., b ,, = 0 . Similarly when we substi .. a , b , 
tut;e tqe v allHlS f'o:r x , , x~, x3 as found fl'Oill the first aqua, ... 
tion into tll third and fo urth equa tions we get j a~ g·~ lt + 
Ia, d, llr + j8 ' d,,l -=· 0 x ,speotively; a~ d. a~ d3 Ia.· ' c.,l - o a~ c ~ ·-
therefore ; tb.e .. eneral solution of t.h.l'ee or more h.omogen0ous 
linear equations in thrGe unknowns when r ::: 1 is ( II ) ~ 
Case 4 : r = o. When :r = 0 all the coefficients of 
{7 ) are zero and the general solution i s given by ( II1 ) , 
Theorem 3 : A system of three or mox a homogeneous 
linear equati.ons in three unknowns bas solutions other than 
(O , O, O) if the rank of t he matrix of t oo ooef'fic-±ents is 
r < 3 . 
Again; we find in o~ discussion of thr e or more 
homogGnoous linear equation in t~ xea urumovzns t that the 
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g ne~el solutions always contain 3 M r arbitrary constants . 
'rheor~m 4: If the rank of a system of homogeneot~s 
linear equations in three unkno'Wns 1s r t t .e gene.r 1 solu-
tion of' the system contain$ 3 ... r arbitrary constants . 
The coordinates of' the point; of intersection of 
a . x., +- a ... x.._ + a~ x3 = 0 
b, x. + b~x~ + b ~ x ) =- 0 
were found to be x . == 1a. 2-b3l 
This point or .i.nter eotion toJill lie on a t bi:rd line 
c . x . +- o~ x~ + o. x, = 0 ii' .the coordinates of the point will 
satisfy the ey_ua.tion ot the third line; t herefore 
o. 1 ,_ b 1l +c~ I a3 b r/ +Oi 1 a, b t.l =0 
if the three lines are to be concurrent 11 
(8) 
It j_s easy to ver ify that this sum is the expansion 
of a ·t hird order determinant by a row and its minors ; so 
that {8) is the determinant Ia• b,_ 0'7.1 -= 0 ~ 
Theo:r m 4a : Three lines a re conetlrrent if and only 
if the determinant of the coeffie.ients in their equ tions 
vanishes , or in line coordinates the d terminant of their 
coordinate vanishes . 
Du.ally; 
Theorem 4b : hree points are ooJ J in~tU if and only 
if the determinant o:f the coefficientb in their equations 
vanishes , or in point coordinates the determinant of their 
coordinates vanishes . 
In the same man.nfu' as we l1a.ve shown in case 3 , we 
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oan shOltJ that it the rank o.f the matr .ix of tl1a coefficients 
is l' , for e. system of equations for 4 or n unknot~ms , tl1an 
the general solution of the system has n-r arbitral'y 
coneta.nts . Also ~ we can sh0\'11 that for solLltions oth r than 
(o ,o.o,·,• ) then r L n. 
'lbeoram 5. For a system of linear equations w:1:th 
n (n > :3 ) unkno\·ms solutions other than (O .o,o, , ) exist 
wh.en the rank of the matri~ of theJ.:r coefficients js l' "'- n • 
}GxeJ:CiS§§! 
1 . Solve the sys tem of' equations 2x, + 3x'1. + 6x, === o, 
3x, ~ 6x~+ 2x3= 0 for a general solution and then a par t1· 
cular solution . 
2 . Solve the system of ~N.u tions 2x, +- x .... + x ~ = 0., 
.x , + 2X 1- + 3x1 == 0 , 5x, +- 4,x '1. + 5x3 = 0 for a genEJral and a 
pa:rtioula.r solution . 
3, Find all the solutions of the Qystem 
3x, + ax'J. ... 2x ) = o 
2x. + 3x'~- ... x 1 ::::. o 
8x, + 7x~+ 5xl~ 0 
4 . Are the lines in (3 ) concurrent? 
Il . LINEAR DEPENDENCE 
Definition: Two sets of numbers for which tr1ere 
exists t\-JO numbers k and l , not both zero , · such that k 
times any !lumber of the first set is equal to 1 times the 
correspondin number o1 the se cond set a~e said to be 
proport1onta1 . 2 
This definitton is more general than that involved 
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:tn ord inary pr oportion. For by this definition 1 , 4 , 2 , 0 am 
o,o,o,o are in proportion where k = 0 and 1 * o. The ordin-
ary definition of' proportion states tll t eaoh set of num .... 
bers be a multiple of the other set ; t ha.t is l(O . o , o , o) ::: 
1(1 , 4 , 2 ; 0) or (O , O,O , O) : ¥(1, 4 , 2 , 0) and (1 , 4 , 2 , 0) * 
~(O , o,o.o) , however , in the moxa general definition 'JJS 
demand only that one set of numbers be a multiple of the 
tional 11' 
ka, =- lb, 
ka..,_ = lb... or 
. ka~ =- lb3 
ka, + lb, === 0 
ka,. + lbl- == 0 
ka.3 + lba ::.. 0 
(l) 
where k and l are 
called constants of proport1oc1ality or constants of 
dependence . and both are not equal to zero . 
2 Gleran James and Robert c_ Jarru~s , ja~~rna ies 
Oiet,i,onn.ru {Ne-w York ; D. Van Nostrand Compan lno . 
p . 287 , 
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ln other t1ords , the t't,JO set .. of numb rs a , , a:z.. , a3 ; 
b , , b2- , b 3 are proportional when the solution o:f the tllree 
homo eneous linear equations in the two unknowns k , 1 has a 
solution other than (0 , 0) . You will ~ecall that jn order 
for thi s to be tru tha rank of the matr ix of the coeffic-
it)nts must be r L.. 2 . 
Theorem l : 1'wo sets of' numbers are proportional if 
and only if the rank of their matrix is r ~ 2. 
Definition : lf vHil extend the definition o;t propor ... 
tionality to lllclude not o~ly two sets of numbers but three 
or more sets of nwnber s , these ets of numbers a.re said to 
be linearly dependent . 
Fx om equations (1) , if we allow 1 ' / k • ~ , than 
a , = /.. b 1 
8. '1.::::. ~b \.. 
8 3 = A b 1 ( 2 ) 
?quatj.one (2) say that if two sets of mmbers are propor tiona.l 
then one is a multiple of the other . Letting these two 
number tri.ples represent th homogeneous coordinates of two 
points ox lines , then we have the condition that these 
two poi.nts or l.ines ar e id enticaJ.. - .. lo riever , from Thaoren1 l 
the rank of t e matrix of the two seta of coordinates must 
be r ..( 2, 
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Theorem 2 : 'l\vo points or lines re identical it and 
only if all second order determinants of' tl1ail' coordinat s 
vanish . 
Theor m 2 is st ted vl1thout proof , hovJeVel' from it 
there follOltJS ; 
the equations of tlrJO lines ; then to be :l.dentiaa.l 
Ia , a. ... , =- o, b, b ... la.z. a. ~j =O b2.. b.!o . ' 
ropresent the eqUHtions of two poiuts , then to be identic.l 
Hmvever , t his j ,s the condition that two sets of 
number triples be lillea:rly dependen·li . 
Theorem 3 : Two poill}ts or lin<ils are :tdantice.l it and 
only 11" they are l inearly depam~ent . 
c, ,c~, c3 are linearly dependant if tnree nwabers k , l, m, 
not all zero . exist so that 
ka, + lb, + me , ::::: o 
ka,_ + lb,_ + me"~- == 0 
ka3 + lb3 + mc3 :=. 0 (3) 
F:com s. previous section , a. solution other than (0 , 0 ., 0) for 
.<:not-Jns k , l ,m exists if the :rank of too matr 1.x of tt.Leix 
r 
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coefficients is r ~ 3 . 
Theorem 4t Three sets of num er triples are linearly 
dependent if and only if ~he rank of their natr x is r ~ 3. 
Consider these three sets of number triples as the 
coordinates of three points or the coefficients of the 
equations of three lines . We h ve already prov n that if 
t he ra.nlt o!' the matrix o1' the coordinates of throe points 
or the coef'.ficients of three lines is r 1.. 3 then they ar 
respectively collinel.\u~ and oorlct.trrent . However , by 
Theorem 4 they are s.lso linearly dependent , 
'l'heorem 5; 'three points are oollineal' or three 
lines are concurrent if and only :tr the ,r coordinates are 
linearly dependent . 
Theorem 6 : If three distinct lines (points) re 
linearly dapendent t e~uations (coordinates) of the lines 
(points ) oa.n be so chosen thr;.t tho constants of dependence 
can all be taken a,s unity . 
Proof' : If a , x, + a 2. X1. + a,. x, = 0 
b , x, + b ,.x ,. +- b s X3 = 0 (1) 
c , x, + c~x~+ c 3 x~ ::.. 0 are th1•ee distinct 
lines whioh are lin~arly dependent , then 
k a, + lb, + me , -= 0 
kat. + lb" + me a- ::. 0 
lta, + lb~ + mo 3 = 0 • 
'rhe constants of dependence k , l ,m are unequal 'to zero . 
( 2 ) 
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Howevext an equation of a line multiplied by a con-
stant does not change our line sot ·t equations ,(1) ean be 
; 
; 
ID.ultipli.ed by 1/k , 1/.t, 1/m respectively to fb~m the 
equations 
1/k(a, .x , + a "" x " + a ., x, ) =- 0 
1/1 (b , x , +- b,.x" +- b,x, ) :: o 




If we replace the coeffici ents a ~ bL, c ~ 1n (~)with 
a. ~ bi " i. their aor l'esponding coefficients lf: , 7:1 ~ from equa-
tions (3), then identities (2) become 
a,+ b .+ o, = o 
a. .,.+ b, + o~ -: 0 
a,~ b a+ c 1 = 0 • and our theorem is proved . 
:'ie proved, on page 72 T'neorem 4 ., that for system 
ot linear equations t'llitb n unkno\<Jns • th · :re is always 
solutions other than (o ,o,o, · * • ) 1:J h n the rank of the me:cr:lx 
of' their eoetficients ls r <. n . 
~fd,reise 
1 . Sho-w tha.t if no th:r~e of four ,.iv n lines ar e 
conc~u:l•ant . equations a . x . + a .. x" + a1x, -:::.. 0, b , x , + b,_x,. +- b,x, 
-= 0 , o.x, + o.,. x,. + o, x) = o. and d , x, +- d,.x.,.+ d~x~ = 0 for thea 
four lj.nes can be s o chosen that 
a , JC, + b, X , + O, X, + d , X, : 0 
a" X"+ b~ x. + c,. Xs. + d'"x" ::. 0 
a, x, + b, x. + c, x1 + d, x, -:: 0 
So it is with n (n > :3 ) sets o number t.r 1plas • thfJre ere 
solutions for the unknown constants oi: de pendence other 
than (O,o,o , •; • ) only '.'Jhen r <. n . However , \•Jhen n > 3. 
r ( n is always the case; therefore Theorem 7 follows . 
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Theorem 7; Fo: n , w!l n n > 3, sets of number triples, 
there is always a solu.tj_Qn ot-:her than (O ~ o , o , . , . ) for the 
unknown cons t ants of dependence ~ 
Jll ustration : It we are given tho numbar triples 
2,1 4·. ~ , .9. , 1: 0~ . 4 . ~ : 0 .1 , 7, and '~ 1 10M lr 1 ffi and ~ to be 
- "" v • ~ • ..., • 10 • ...., u.L. .... ,). , t ' ..... 
ou:r cons tants of depend nee , t b.·n 
2k -r 31 +- 5m + 2n -:::. 0 
k + 21 + 4m + n -= 0 
4k: + l +- 3m + 3n -=- 0 in ordEll' to be 
linearly d pendQnt . From 2 3 5 2 
l 2 4 l 
4 1 3 • we find that 
r • 3 ; so that we he.ve n - r = 1 arbitrary constc...nts . Let 
D be t he a:rbitl'al'Y const&nt then 
k ::. Dj a,. b , c.,.j , ..t = Dl a 5 b , c.,.l , m = Dla, b~. c o~ l , and 
n :. Dl th b , c, 1 • The gen :raJ. s olution is k = 6D, .t-= 3D, 
m = - D; n = -8D, o~ a specific solution is k ~ 6, £ = 3, 
m e -1 , a.nd ll ::: .. e. 
We nave just ShO\-an that four nurnbe:r tr 1ples are 
always lin arly dependant . Hence ; 
Theorem 8 ; F'our points or f our lines are always 
J.inenu ly d$pendent . 
.§i3fe:r,c1sel¥ 
1 . Show that the numbar triples 5,14 ,4 ; 21 -l. l ; 
3 , 4 . 2 axe linearly dependent and find the values of' · the 
constants of depend ana " 
2 A th t f b 1 04':1. on 1 ·-x • re · se s o. num e.rs , ~ , , .,; "' ' :z f , v; 
4 ,1 , 2 , 5 lim:rar.l:y dependent? 
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3. A~e the sets of numbers 1 , 2; 3 ,4 linearly depen-
dent? hre 3, 4; o.o? 
4 . Are the lines 2x, ... x~ - x, =- o and , 3x.; -+- x~.+- x 3 : o 
identical? 
5. Are the points u, + u'L .. u~ = 0 and 2u , + 2u'L - 2u,:: 0 
identical·~ 
6 . · Prove tha:t x , -= 0 , x,_:: 0 , x"':.::. 0 and x , +- X'L+ x~-= o 
are line~ly dependent . 
III . LINEAR Cotr4EsiNATION 
Definition: A linear combination is the sum of two 
or mo:re quantities , ea.oh mul t iplisd by a constant and no·t 
all co stants equ~l to zero . 3 
From the definition it follows , that d , , d~ , d3 is a 
three constants k , 1 , and m exist so that 
d, :: k a. , + 1 b , + m c , 
d, =- lt a,_~ 1 b" + rn O -a. 
d, = k a. ,+ 1 b ;, + m o 3 
If equati.on.o (1) are rew:itten fl.tS 
k a , ~ 1 b , + m o, ... ct , :: 0 
k a-. + l b 'L + m c ~, ... d ~ ::::. 0 
k a., -r l b 3 + m o 3 ... d 1 = 0 
(1) 
(2) 
than , from our discussion on llnea.r dependence , eq~ations 
(2 ) al'e l inear dependant •• 
3 lJlM! •• p . 215 . 
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1beorem 1 . If a number set (s) is a linear combina-
tion of number sets (m) , {n), (O), • , • • and i f the equations a re 
te\·Jr it t~m in the f orm. m -t- n + o • • • - s :. 0 , then the 
number set s m,n,o, • , • , ends are linearly dep ,ndent . 
ifte.~eisq 
l . Prove Taeorem l 1n case a number tr iple is a 
linear combination of two other numbe:r triples . 
to be the coordinates o! four non-collinear points or th 
coefficients of the equations of four non ... aoncurrent lines . 
They are lin<darly dependent , by 'l'l'leol'em 8 • page '79; also 
d , ,d 1 , d 3 can be wr itt .n as a l l near oorub ina.tion of the 
otmr three points or lines as shown by equations (1) , 
le re , therefore , able to state the !ollowi g theorem : 
Theorem 2 : The homogeneous coord inates of an 
arbit:rary point (line) of the pl a.n.e can be expr essed as e. 
linear combination of those or three rlon- collinear points 
(non-concurrent lines) . 
ex a'ci:se 
E:xpress th · point (1 ;1 71 ) as a lin ax combination of 
the three non ... coll inea.r po:tnts (l , O, O) 0 (O , l , O) • (O,O,l) . 
If t 11e nwnber triples e. , , aua 1 ; b , ,b1.'bJ • and 
c 1 , a a, Ca axe the coefficients of the equ.e.t:i.ons of 'Ch.rea 
b I X I -t- b '":x,. + b .a xl = 0 ,_______c_, X I ~ c z:X,. -f c 'J Xs - 0 ' then cha 
determinate Ia, b.z.a31=- o nd the three lines are linearly 
d.epandent .4 
It foll ows then that 
Ae. , + Bb, + Co , ::.. 0 
Aa -a. + Bb ... +- Co .. ::: 0 
Au, + Bb1 + Cc) -:::... 0 where A, B; and C 
a.ra constants of dependence end not all equal to zero . 
RearraLlg1ng . v1e get 
c , ::::. 
-~a, ... ~b , 
c ,.. ::: ... !a~ - b,. c 
c ' ::.. - Aa ) - j~b c c J 
.Assuming c =f o and - A/C = k• - B/C :::. 1 them 
c , = ka , + 1 b, 
c " ::: ka ... +- 1 b .. 
c ,::::: ka)+ 1,. b , "1here c , ,c'" ; o5 is 
a linear combination of a., , a" , a 3 and b 1 b ,. , b3 • 
By substitut:ton 
(ka , + 1 'b , )x , + (ka. 'J.+ 1 b~ )x .,.+ (ka1 1 b a )xa = 0 (1) 
represents the line c , x, + C.a.Jh + c3x3 = o thr.ougb tb.e point 
of intersection of the other tt.'IIQ . 
LGt us · simplify our notation by letting 
0( :::o<(x , ,x~ ,x?J ) = a ,x, + a"x, + a-,x 1 (3 =~(x , , x '" , x~ ) : b ,x , + b ... x .... +- b3x~ 
If :: t (x, ,x'J, , x3 ) =. c , x, + ' J x .... +- C3 x3 
4 See Theorem 5, page 77 . 
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then o< = o, ~ = o, Y::. 0 represent th$ three lines and 
equation (1) ~ the lin ar coll!bination o!' two lines , would 
become 
k o(+ 1(3 = 0 ( 2 ) . 
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It should be remembered however , that k .a.nd 1 ere 
arbitrary c)nstants; t t~r.efore , equat on (2) r presents any 
line through the }JOint of intersection of the t1.•10 given 
1 in a o(. = 0 , ~ = 0 • 
Theorem oal Any line passin ' throu h the point of 
intersection of t"~.oJO distinct lines can be expressed as a 
linear combination oi.' the t\-Jo lines . 
Dually : If S. i.:( a , , a. "" , a ~) , b t(b , , bub~) , c.;;(c , , C-a. tO l) 
represent the cooz·dinates of th.ree points , t 1en '!'heo.rem 3b 
follovJS . 
Theorem 3b : Any point ly:tn. on th l.tnajoinin t'.Jo 
ui tinct points c~n be expressed as a l inea~ combin tion of 
the t wo points . 
Illust:r/it.ion : Le t any point s ~ t( s , . s,. , s3 ) be on line 
L that is concurrent with a~. ~ 0 nd (3 = 0 at P. From 
IJ.heorem 3a , ny line tb.rough P can be represented as 
lt a< + l f? ::. 0 and this line ,.,,tll co inc ide w :t tb 1 if s i. 
satisfies this equation. that is , if 
k o{ ( S I f S 1. f S ) + 1(3 ( (; I t I. i 8 3 ) ::, 0 
Equat ion ( 3 ) is an equation in k and 1 ror 
(3) 
k and 1 \'le get as one solution k -==-f3 C s , , """', s, ) and 
1-=-o<.(s ,, s-a. , s 3 ) a.nd for thes-e values of k and 1 , 
k o( + 1 ~ = 0 .represents our line L, 
Example: Find the equa tion of the line concurrent 
with 2.x , .. 3x1,. + x 3 =- 0 and ox , - 3x"J,. ·2.x3 = 0 and going 
through the point (2 , 1 ,1) . 
The linear coJ.abination k o<. + 1~ = 0 of the two lines 
is k(2x, .,.?.x.,_ +- x1) + 1(5x, •S.x.,_ •2x~) ::. o and. the point 
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(2 ,1 .1) mus t s atisfy this equation · it is 'to :represent our 
line . If we substitute the values (2 ,1 ,1} into the quation 
f'o:r x , , x~ ,x3 , we get a.., a :result 2k + 5 l ::. 0 . One solu .. 
tion of' k and 1 .found as st ted above would be k -= 5, 1 -=- - 2. 
r..lubstituting these values tor k , 1 into the e. uat:lon 
:for the linear combination of two line , we get 
- 9x'" +- 9x~-::: 0 or x ').. - x.,-=- 0 , the e<.1uation of our required 
line . 
For o"t h~r VG.ilues o£ k and 1 tttJa \ioulo. get equations 
of other lines concur:ent to th e two given lines ; however 1 
they would not include the given point (2 ,1 ,1) . 
]ixergis .s 
l . What is the eq,uation of th line concurrent to 
tb.e two lines in tl'le pxeceding example and inol~J.ding the 
point (1 .1 ., 2)? the point (O , ,1)? 
2. \~hat are the coordinates of the point oolline r 
to the points ( 2 ,1 , -1) and ( l . l , l) and li.es on the line 
X, + 2X-a.+ 3.Xs = 0? 
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The dil'eet and dual converses ot Theorems 3 ar · : 
T'neorem 4a : A linear combination of t\-JO distinct 
lines is a line passing th:tough thsi:r point of mtersection. 
Dually ; 
~rheorem 4b : A linear combination of two distinct 
points is a point on the line ,joining the 'two given points . 
Proof : Let us prove Theorem 4b , then Theorem 4a is 
its dual . 
It '~ ' x, + u~.x~.+ u1 x1 '::' o is the line ;joining the 
points a ~ :(a , , a.a. , ~ ) and b u(b 1 , bt. , b.a ) , then by substitu ... 
tiona, u, + a"u"+ a, u, ::. o and b , u , .._ b,.u ... + b, u, -:::. o. 
The linear coru'bj.nation of the two ~· ivan points is 
ka ~ +- lbi which represents too coordinates of the points of 
the range u, .x, + u.,.x ... +- u,x, : o. 'l'h.e:r:ef'o.re . .regardless of. 
the values for k and 1 ut ( ka·~, + lb~ ) -=- o. Henoe 
u, »• + u .. xa. +- u, x, :: 0 contains tlla point ka ~ + lb \. and our 
theorem is proved . 
F'rom Theorems 3 and 4 , \.Ye b.ave Tt eoren1 5. 
T'neorem 5a : lf c( = o and ':. o are tl..<JO distinct lines , 
the equ.atj.on k a< + l @ : o rep:resents the pencil o.f lines with 
vertex the point of intersection of O( = 0 and ~ : o. 
Theorem 6b : If a t :(a , , a1., a,) and b U(b , . b ~. ,b, ) are 
two distinct points , tb.e coordinates ka -: + lbi. represents 
the range of points em the l.ine Join-ia-g-r~t-s-Ea , , a "", a , )-and 




l . Find the eque.tion of the line whi ch passes through 
th point (O , O, l) and the point of int rseotion of the 
lines ax,+ zx,.+ x., ::: o and 4x1 ... x ').. ... 2x,= o. 
2 . ·Find the equ~tion o! the line wlli oh passes 
t iU'ough the point of intersection of th linea 
2:X, + 5x.,. - x , -== 0 , 3x, +- 2xoz. .. 4:x3 = 0 and is parallel to the 
:x , axis . 
3 . What linear combination of t .he two parallel lines 
6x, ... 9x,.. + 2X1 ::: 0 , 4X 1 ... 6.Xoz. ... 3X~ = 0 iS the line at /infinity? 
4 . i'ihat is the equation o!' tna line par llel to 
those in exercise (3) and going through the point (2 •3 •·1)? 
5. What does the equation k(3X1 r 5x~) + lx~~ 0 
represent , if k and l ara arbitrary con~tants? 
6. What is the coordinates of the point collinear 
to the two points (2.1 , -3 ) , ( 5 , ~1 , 2) and ie on the line 
2x , .. X:s -::: 0? 
7. What is the ooo:r.dinates of the point at infin i ty 
collinear to the points (2 ,1 , 5) • (2 , 3, ·1) ? 
,.... v:e can summarize the theo1·ems concerning linear 
dependence and linear combination in reference to points and 
straight lines in a plane as the follo't-J ing dual theorems . 
Ttleorem la' ~.rwo points al,e 
identical if and only if their 
coordinates or their equations 
are linearly dependent 
ta. b I :: 0 . 
Theorem 2a : Three points are 
collinear i. and only if' their 
coordina,tes or their equations 
a:e linearly dep$ndent . 
ja, b c l :::. o. 
lb : Two lines ar :lderrbi ... 
cal if ana only if their 
coordinates or their 
equations are linearly 
d pendent , ja b l = 0 , 
2b ; Three lines re con-
current it' and only it' 
their coordinates or their 
equat:tons a:ce linearly 
dependent . Ia b c l ~ o. 
Theorem 3a : Four pojnts are 
always linearly deperd nt . 
Theorem 4a. : The ooo:rdinates 
or the line joining the po ints 
a ~ and b ~ ar a I z. b~ , I 3 b ,I t ja , b~l and the equation of the 
line is 1&). b 1 1 x. + ja 3 b, I x~ -r Ia. b,_l x ~ :::: o. 
Theorem r-a : The coordinates of 
the general point of the range 
determined by two distinct 
points a t- and b~ is ka~ + lb~ : ; 
or the equation of an arbitra~y 
point of the range determined 
by the points 
o.: =-a1 u, + a,...u.,_+ ~ u~ =- 0 
13 =::b1 u , + 'Ql-u-a- + b~ u '3::::; o 
is k"'- + l ~:::: o. 
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3b : I''OlU lines are al\!!ays 
linearly depend nt. 
4b: The cooJ:d.inates of 
the point of intersection 
of the lines a~ and b~ is 
Ia,_ b 31 , las b,l , Ia, b~ 
and the equation or the 
point is · 
I ~ b31 u, + I a~ b ,j u~a., b~u~-;.() . 
5b : The coordina tes of 
the general line of the 
pen a 1l determined by the 
d:ist1nct lines a;. and b~ 
1$ kaL+ lb~ or , the aqua• 
t1on of' an a:tbitrary line 
of the pencil d~termi.ned 
by t e lines 
ex .. a. , XI -t- a. ,_x.,_t a, x~ :=. 0 
p :::; b, x, + b)..X1-+ b l x l =- 0 
is k 0( + 1 ~ :::. o. 5 
IV . APPLICATION Oli" LINEAR DEPEND:fmvE A~·n L Nl!.AR COf.'lBINATION 
j)({lsa:gu.tua.! .Irian~le .6fleorem ._6 If' two tr ia.ngl s are 
so placed that the l ines joinj~g corresponding vert ices are 
concurrent , th.en the corr esponding sides intersect in 
oollinee.t pol.nts and conversely . 
5 William c. Gra.us t ein , An ln'tt,roguct~on 12, H~ghe:r 
geomet:r;y {New York : The Macmillan Company . 1947 , pp . 68-69 . 
6 F:r~dericlt s. woods , &~he£ Geomfi3t;£;t ( 9an Francisco : 










Re!errin to the figure , the triangle theor m and 
its converse , can be restated as : 
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I:f two t:r ia.ngle a:re so s ttu ted that tha linea jo 1n-
ing oorresponcU.ng vertices ·M ', BB• , CC' meet at D, then 
the corresponding sides aa. • , bb • • oc • i.nter5ect in col lin ... 
ear po in ts A • ' , B • • , c ' • • 
Conve~se ~ If tl1JO ·trian les are so situated that the 
cor res pond in sides aa ' , bb' , co • intersect 1n collinear 
points A .. , B" • c• '• then the lines joining corresponding 
vertices .AA • , BB , cc' meet at a point D. 
lf we prove one of' these tttJo theo1•ams , the other 
follows as a dua.l theorem . 
Let us prove the first of the two theorems . 
w found in our study o:t proJ ot1ve coordj_nates that 
all the points and lines of a plan e.re determined once th 
rei'· renee tr.iengle , the un.:t.t point t and (or) the unit ~ine 
are establi::ttad . TE~ke trtangle ABC as the refaMn.Q6-----------;------
triangle m1d D as the unit point . Then coordinates of our 
four reference points a.re A: (O o . l) , B: (o . l . O) C:(l . o , o) , 
and D:(l , l ,l). and the sides or the triangle ABC n ve the 
equations ctx , ~ o, b :x,_= 0 1 a :x3 : o. 
From otu study on linear combination any point on a 
line oen be expressed as the linear combination of two 
other points on the same line; therefore; 
~' ~ k , .A. + l , D o:r A ' ::. A+ ;. , D 
B ' = k ~ b + 1,. D or B ' := B + A" D-
C • s k, C + l~ D or C' s C + AJ D 
~shere )\, -:::: 1 , / k, 
where )\,.:== l~ /k~ 
wher(~ >-. ,:::. 1~/k, 
If we supply the values of A, B, c into tha above coordin• 
ates , vJe get A' ::. ( l , l , l +.A, ) , B ' = (l , l+-A1. , l) t 
C • :_ ( 1 +A a , l , 1 ) 
MY point on c • tvill have aa coordinates ttle linear 
combination of the points A' and B• or c••s k,' + 1,'. 
k: +-1 , ( l +>-~ • k : (l +Ar) + l ,·t and if 1,1 /k l : ,0, tha11 
Ctt .:. l .,._f , , l +f. (l+A,. ), (l+ .A ,) +~ 
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Howevel' • if th:ts point also lies on the line joining points 
,[). and :a, then it must satj..sfy the lim a~ COlllbination of 
these tttzo points . Since c • '• = (O;-x'a. , x3 ) is any point on 
C :x , :::.. o, then in order for 0 ' t a nd C' 1 ' to be the one and 
the same point l +f • = o or f', = -1 a.nd the coord.il1ates of 
our point of' intel'section is 
Ctt :::_ 0 'I. \. ' ... r' -a.., ~ ~ 
Similaxly • :B • · ~ A~, o,-A . , A• • :- -Al-t-~,-D- ---------------
---------~--------~' 
From li11ea~ depend ence, to found that in order for 
three points to be oollinea:r. , the detGrmina.nt of their 
coo~din tes must vanish. 
Since 
0 , - }...'). " · 
.>. 3 0 - >.. 
- / 3 'A -... 0 
o, the three points A* 1 , 
B • ' • C • • are collinear end the theo~em is prov d . 
XU,eQ:Ji:Etm gongea;n3.lU& oompla'!t! ~!U,llttt ra~ {9J.!f!d-
:anile) . Definition: In a complete quadrilatota~ t·he 
four lines m~et in six points . tines joinin pair~ of 
opposi't:e points are called die.gonal lines and t,ha trlangle 
whioh they form is called the diagonal line trimngle . 
Dually; In a complete quadrangle the fou;r points 
are joined by six lines . The six lines intersect in three 
poil1ts oa.lled the diagonal poin·ts , and the triangle which 
they define is called the diagonal point triansl • 
Theoreml Each pair of' opposite C':1~!~e~ of a 
r<auadr i,l.ateraJJ 1 '• sepal' a ted harmonically by t ~0 rvert iceS! L quadran le J L sides J 
of' 'the dia onal rpo1ntJ triangle . 7 [ lin 
Proof :8 1~1e found taccoxd1n to ·the ex raise page 78 0 
7 E. A, ~laX\'Jell , l!:l..i t d .. .QA fl~n~ 2:2J~~~!t..~ 
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Ges;?matr~ ~se¢i .Qll the Use o ene al Iiomoes p,eop.s ~ord!ll .. 
5\\t!t (Ca.rnbrid e; Cambridge Universit-y Press , i946) , p . 125 . 
8 Graustein , OJ2 . o!tM--P-·_59_·-------------------
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Chapter VI that four lines , «:::: o, (j = 0 , ( ~ o, r- = 0 ; no three 
conct:u~rent , could be so ohosen that 
(1) 
Let t:o\= 0 1 (3= o, t'= .o, ~::. 0 be the sides o£ the 
complete qua.dr :Uate:ral. . Rearranging equat1.on (l ) \H? et : 
o<.+~ ..., ... ( a·Hf ) 
o<+t' ~ - (e+ ~ ) 
oC.+ll' ==- ... ( ~ +() 
However , by linear combine tion o<. + !9 ::: . 0 is the equation of 
------ear-±1-rine-througtl t, and t +t: 0 ia a l ine tbrough L1... Since 
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they are identical lines, th y must represent the e ijations 
of p. 
Similarly , :t' , : Cl( + [..=. o, f.>+)~"= 0 
l\ .. : o(. + "(" = o, ~ +t'.::. 0 
It o(+~=O l'$presents p , then its harmonic conjugate 
is o<-(3 9::. o. 
What line does this rep~esent? In our discussion on cross 
ratio and dir acted distances from one line to another , once 
we establis hed the quadrant \>Jhere both directed distanc6s 
were posit:tve then the quadrant adjacent to it bad one 
positive and one negative value fol1 the directed distances • 
. ~o it ls here ; for line p1 «+(3= 0 both are positive va.l ·es ; 
therefore , 1 ts harmonia o( ... ~ ~ 0 mu.st l1.e between 
o(~ o and (3 = o. 
lt appears th.at line o<. ... (3 = o 1s lil1e L • P. If so , 
t "l1en ~ .... ~ ::. o can be obtain d as the linear combination of 
one of the equations or l\ and one of the equa tiona of r:l , 
similarly 
)J , P; o( - ~ = ( o<+ t ) 
L ,. P~ ( ... ~ ( c<.-t-6 ) 
( (5 + ~ ) 
(.::(+~) 
Thus our theorem is pxoved and its dual f'ollO\-JS 
without question . 
'heOl§!P 21 f!ll2J2Uf3 . If' the vertioes of a hexagon lis 
alternately on two strai ht lines , the points of 
-------
9 Refer to Chapter III , Section J Il , page 30. 
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intersection or its pa i rs of opposite sid s are collin _ar . 
Def n~tion : A s:i.mpla hextlgon is a poly on with six 
vertices , P Q , R , L , ~ . N . end six sides det rmined by success~ 
i va vertices , Q, <: R, HL, U-1 , MN , NP. 
A Cl'Oss hexagon is a hexa on :tn wh:i.ch ·the o~der o:f 
the vert ices is d.ifferEJnt from. that of £t simple hexa. on . 
F.'or example , the simple hexagon \'J itl1 v~rticee 
P, Q, R,L,M,N becomes a cross hexagon when the vaxtices are 
taken in the ord r P, M, , N, R.L, and will have for i ts ·ides 
PM, MQ , QN ~ N , RL, LP. For <:lthe r orders of th - vertices 
\<~Je have <lifter nt cross hexagons . 
The opposite side$ of the h xagon are those vJhose 
names e.re separated by one l etter when the vertices a:re 
taken ln any specified order . Thus , for the hexagon P,M, Q, N, 
R,r., \-J ha.ve as pairs of opposite sides PM, NR ; llQ . HL ; 
QN, !.P. 
PJ:toof: Take PC~R as the line :;c, = o and LViN' as the 
line x3 ~ o. ThGn the coordin t ee of the po3~ts P, Q, R, on 
x., =- o ar~ : 
P :(O, p , l) t Q:(O, q , l) , R:(O, r , l) 
and the ooorcU.nates ot L,M,N ou .x ~ : 0 are : 
L :(.£ ,1,0), M:(m,l,O), N:(n,l,O) . 
The equation of the line o:f PL is 
~~ ~~ X• + ~~: x~ + ~~ ~ / x, " 0 
... ;x, + lJc,. - lpx"3 = 0 or 
x, ... lx.a. +- 1px3 = o 
The equation of QN ls 
llf> 'I )( I + I' 0 x,. + I<' ~I)() -::::. 0 I 0 0 n Jn 1 
~x . + nx~ ~ nqx!= o or 
x. ... nx,. + .nqxi = o 
'l1he inte.rsaot ion or l':L and QN' ls point F with 
)( I ': 1 - ~ 
-11 
;,, 
1'11 :: -.€~ (~-d') or (~-p) 
x.,. .... I .Qp ~ I :. .Rp -ng n~ 
x~ : /I' -~I -::. 1.-1'1 -n 
Similarly , point G has the coordinates 
x , -= .. m ~ {r ... q) or ( r - q) 
xl. ..,., mq ... r 
a.nd Ii has the coordinates 
x , ~ ~rru1(r ~ p) or r ~ p • 
x 1. -=- mp ... nr 




F; G1H, re collinecl' if th, determinant of their coordin tes 
1s equal to zaro , 
q ... p 





r . m -.R.. 
-
0 
r ... p mp ... nr m 
-
n 
~l.'h.er efor e , 'the theorem is pr ov eel . 
J4X~ to :ls~.~. 
1 . Prove the dual to the lhaor um of Pappus . 
2. A Tria.ngl. is so plaeed that its vertices l;\ Q.R 
are on the ~;ides AB t Ac . and :ac. respaotively ; of' a fixed 
tr :tangl€1 and :i. ts s:td.es Pft end llQ pass t hreat h two fix d 
points in a strai ht line with A, Prove that the side PQ 
passes through a fixed poj.xlt . 
3 . Prove the theorem concerning complete quad-
rangle. 
In order for equetlon (1) to tlrtw~ real i.acto:rs 
(;j) 
1 Alan D. CoJi~pbell, ~(\V§!l.Caq .~jlJ-yt~.,k{~qe-t;f~-fN t<J 




2. :a.. . i.. fh - bg) - (h ~ab) (f -be) ~ o 
... b ( abo + 2fgh z, bgi.. ot?) = ... af ... ... -= 0 
a h g a h i 
:; 
- b h b f • o. Let L} = h b ;f • then g f 0 g f ¢ 
-b 1). = o. 
When b ~ o, t hen. the disorim:t.na.nt, A • is equal to 
zero . Let us consider A = o as the t es t tor the degene.r .. 
a.ay of a real conic . 
If A = 0 is to be a teat for degeneracy for a real 
oonic , t hen \<Je have to sho\"1 t hat it will hold trua when the 
expression under the. l'ad ioal in eq,uat1on ( 2 ) vanishes 
identically . 
If expression (3) is to vanish identically . t hen 
h'" ... ab • hf' ... bg = :f'" ... bo = o. If \'lie allow 
h~ .. ab : o (l) and hf' ... bg = O (Il) , then by 
Squaring ( II) 
Subs t . (I ) in (l!J ) 
Div . by b 
Mult . ( l ) by c 
Mult . (I I ) by 2g 
Subst . ( IV) in ( I ) 
Adding (V) and (VII ) 
I. L 
a'bf = b g .. 
a.f .. :: b g'l. (IV) 
,.. 
abc ch = (V) 
2fgh = 2bg
2 (VI) 
2fgh :; bg" + af1.. (Vll) 
a. ,. ... 
abo +- 2£gh = oh ..- bg + ai' 
2. 2. ,... ( 
or abc + 2fgh - af' .. bg ... ~ 0 . ~ 
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However , it is to be noticed that the left hand side 
of equation (Vlll) is equal to ~ when expanded ; therefore , 
A :; o is a test for tb.e degeneracy of gene:ral oonio when 
b f. o. 
If b = 0, we oan prove tha:t A :: 0 by solving the 
general equation of a oonic for x , and in the same manner 
as ~<~e did !or X1- prove that A = o. 
\~e have proven that :f'or all oases whe:t:e b :f- 0 and 
b = o t hat (1) is a clagenE)rate real conic if and o.nly i.f 
D. = o. Hence : 
Theorem 1 ; A real conic J.s degenerate if and only 
1f its discriminant vanishes . 
It .f'ollows that 1f' b. -:f- 0 t hen the coni a is nonde-
generate , 
Illustration ' Det ermine if' x:'- ... 2x.,~ + 2x, x .... ... x, x) +-
2 x,~.x, = o is a degener at e conic and if i t is , determine its 
factors . 
a h 8 
h b f 
g f c 
conic is degenerate . 
X I = .. {2~JA t-~X 
-.. 
1 1 ... k 
l 0 l ~ 0 t herefore . the 
"' t 1 -2 
0 we have to solve (l ) for x , 
+ 2p.x~ t ... 4e,2t:~~ +, gx) > 
= -~X~ "" ~~ . .:t: ' 2~,.. "" ~ilh J • ... xn or 2x 3 ... 2xl-2 
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It is r.ead ily seen that if expression (~'J) is a per· 
feet square then the two resulting equations in x , , x~ , x3 
from (2) vJilJ. be lin$ar , real , and distinct . t ( 3) van .. 
ishes identically , then the equations from (2) axe linear , 
real , and coinciden·t. imd if expression (3) is less than 
zelo and factorable tt~ two resulting linear equations 
will be conjugate linaginary . Hence: 
Theor$m 2 : A con1Q is degenerate if and only if 
it consists of two straight lines , real a.nd dj.st:i.nct , real 
and coincident , or conjugate imaginary • 
.if!n o is e ~ 
1 . Det~rmine if the conic ax:£. ... x ,x1. - 2x~ +lOX1.X3 
... l2X; • 0 is degenerate , and if i .t is determine its 
!'aotoxs . 
2" Prove that if A ::. o, then (1) is n pair of real 
lines . a double line , or a pair of imaginary lines aoaor~ 
ding as h~ ... ab > o, = o, L. 0 respectively . 
2.- .... '2.. 3 . ShpvJ that the line conic 2u , ... u).. .. 2u ~+5u,.l.l~ .. 
u, u~ ... 3u, u'J, = o is degenerate end find the points o!' which 
it consists , 
II , THE OONIC AND 'rHE LINE Ar TN:V'INITY 
\<IJha.t is the relationship of a conic and the line at 
infinity? If the equation of' the gc.itnez'al oonic , 
a.x~ +- bx~ +ex; + 2tx2-x3 +- 2gx, x, + 2hx, x'l- = o, and the equat :ton 
of the line a·t infinity ., x~-::::. o , a.re eol ved si111ulta.neous1y . 
\-'Je will o'bt 1n an equation whose solnt ·lons will be tM 
points of intersection of the conic and the line at 1r!fin1ty , 
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(l) 
Ho~ever , we ar not interested in these aotual ·points 
of lntersection but in the relationship o:f the conic and the 
line at infinity . 
The nature of the solutions of (1) is d tar.mine by 
its disorlininant . ~ That is D a h ... a'b > 0 , = 0 ; ' 0 
detel'mines \·dletller the points t intersection are rae~ and 
dist:lnct , real and equal , o:c conjugate ima :ln 'Y . This is 
also the condition that a nonda ~ enerate conic be a hyper ... 
'bola , a parabola or an allipse . 2 Hance : 
'lheorem 1 : A nondea;enerata conic is a. hyperbola . a 
parabola. ~ or s.n ellipse according as the t\'ro points in which. 
it intersects the line at infinity are real and distinct , 
real nnd equal , or conjugate imaginary . 3 
The nondegenerate conics , hyperbola , parabola , and 
ellipse , intersect the line t\t infinity in real a:n.d dis -
tinct • 1' ea.l and equal , and conjugate imaginary points , 
respect :tv ely . Hot1ever , t he degenara:t e conics , two int r -
secting line, two co1noldant or pa11allel line , or two 
conjugate i maginary lines, will al so intersect t1a lin at 
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infinity in real and distinct t real and equal ; and conju ate 
J..msg;tnary pointB . ~ve $hall calJ. them degenerat hyperbolas, 
parabolas , and all:i.pses ; res pectively , 
Definit i on: I Any t'ttJo lines l and 1 a:re called 
conjugate ime~inary lines if their equations have theit 
constants as conjugate ima :tne.ry numbers . 
! • • ' 1 = i. x + (3 +- ~ )y + 2 : 0 1' =--i x + (3 ... c. )y + 2 = 0 
v~e may SUJilllt rize our dis cussion on conics \-Jhose 




'3. ' If' h ... ab 4. 0 ; The curve cuts the lin1:3 at 
infmity in conjugate irnagina.ry points . It , is 
an ellipse or j.f A = 0 it consis ts of' ·t\~O 
conju ·ate imaginary sttaight lines (degen ra.te 
ell:l.pse) . 
If h ). ... a.b > 0 : The curve cuts the lin at 
infinity in two distinct :N al points . It is 
a hyp rbola or li" L). = o it oons is t s of two real 
and distinct lines (d ene:rate h.-perbola) . 
lf h'3. - ab = Ot Th curve cuts the lin$ at 
infinity in two :reral coinciclent points . It is 
a paxabola o:r jj' A = o it oonsists of ttrJo coin-
cident or p ~ulel lines (degener.ate parabola) . 4 
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III . CURVES IN POINT COOR INA1'ES AND Ll E COOl1DINATi'S 
The equations 
or more briefly 
a , t~ +b , t+¢ , 
8."" t ,_ + Ol. t + Ch 
a~ t"+ b,t + c3 
x, : x'": 'x\ = cp,(t) ~ ¢,.( t) : 
\-4here the coef'i'iclents a:re fixed constants, 
</>a (t) (1) 
..• t is · index)endent variable , and t 1e :ratios 
of the t~1ctions ¢~ (t) ax . not constant or indatermin-
a:te, define a one ... d1mensiona1 extent of points called 
a. curv • 
Every value of t determines a unique s · t o · valU€$S for 
x ,, .x\\. , .x3 and , therefore , a definito point 1n the plane . 
· And as t assumes all values , the path. of the point (x, , x,. ) 
x3 ) will be a curve in the plan • 
If we write equations (1) in the form 
i~:. 1; ~ ~ ~ ,, :: }!' , ( t) , "i;= ~H-= F2.(t) , 
it is then possible to elimina,te t between these two 
equations with the result , 
or f(x , ,x,.. ,x, ) ==- 0 
Jn equation ( 2 ) f' is a homoge.neoos f'.unctio.n in 
6 ~., 
(2) 
Definition : A homogenaol1s function is a f l:tnction 
such that if each v iabla is teplaced by a constant , not 
zero or infinity, t imes the V'ariabl e the constant oan be 
completely factored out of the function . 
Algebr ioally tnis aan be represented by 
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i'(x , ,x ... , x~) ~ :f'(lcx, , kx,. ~ kx!>) = k"' f(x , , x,. , x3 ) = 0 
where n , t he po,•Ie.r of the cons tant k . has a value equal to 
the degree or the equation . 
If we let k = 1/x, , then 
:f' ( x , , xL , x~)= x~f(x , /x, ,x"'/:x:Hl ) = f' ( x , /x~ , x:z. /Xa;l)=O ( 3 ) 
for. "11 values of x')-:;. o,. 
Let x , / x, = s ond x,. / x, = t then (~?) becomes 
f ( s ,t,l) = o (4 ) 
hovJeve:r , f l'om (4) ·· = f/J( t) and , therefore ~ (4) becomes 
f ( ¢ t , t , 1 ) =- o a.nd x , ~ x "' : x ') :: ¢ ( t ) : t : l a. :f'o rm 
s1mUar to (l) so toot the convex sa i s true and 
:f (x , , :xL , x~ ) = o represents · cu:r.ve in point co xd inat es . 
A dual presentat ion , where the equa.t1ons 
Ll l : u l. : u ~ = 4>, ( t ) t ~( t ) . ¢.3 ( t ) ( 5 ) 
de!'1ne a. one ... d:i.n ensionol exten 'l:i of straight lines , will be 
left as an exerc se . It 'JiEz proce(f)d wi t h the same hypotheses 
as to t ha nature of the func tions ~'- ( t) ~ e ma.y shot'<! that 
quations (5 ) e equivalent to the aqu tion 
----------------~f~· (~u~, ~,u~~~2~u~,L)~=~O~----------------------,(~+)----------------
(6) will til n d.e.t'1na n ona-(.iim ion~J. xte:tt 1' l.i. 
w icb. will d rm.tr~o a. otU'V • 
; 
l . Presellt the duel gumen t t ha. t t ( s.:~ , , Ua. .- ul ) :. 0 
d fines one• 1raens1onhJl e.x.tel t or. 'l.ill4:l-S . 
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2. \~hat forro of a curv doe {.x, t x..., x~ }::: 0 repre• 
sent \iben ¢3 (t) is Jd ntioat.ly z<u:c? 
IV 4 tJONDEGE!NERA'tE POINT GONlCS, 
'rHEin TA,~G£NT LlNF.S AND /!.( 'YMPTO'll~~~ 
. :&J ... Bn 11.~ !t~tm¥ · • Let x , ;x'l. r 
x~= 9,( t)s ¢,.(t) · ¢,<") .replHHJ nt. the ou:v in Figur l 
rid P(y, , y'l. t Yl ) , 'l<Y, + A y, tY~+- A ·Y,_ tYJ + .6 Y3 ) bo any 'C\iO 
points on thG curve 
oorre~~.portdi.n to tht.: veJ.uas 
t , ::= t o and t = t o +t.:> t, 
reap otively. 6 A l:tnt~ d. tel'-
mined by P d Q will h v en 
equat·.on or the fotm 
1be v l~es or he ooeff.ici nt$ 1e, U'O l 
of (l) re {teterm:lnoo b. tho t o o1ilt!! P ~nd Q. for if a 
point lies on a line t the coordinat es must .sat 1sfy the 
equ.ation of the line . It foll ows t han that equ .tions 
a" (y, -rA y, )+ n~ <Y~+t:.y,.) -r a~(y, + YJ ) ·.::: 0 , 
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and aquati.on (l ) m•~st be true at the same tjJUe . li' so , we 
oru1 s ol ve :f'Ol1 the coefficient s 'by Cxamex ~ s rule and obta i n 
a, 
- (J 3 If, ~2. 
-tJ3(/jJ -tA~;a) tj,_ +A ~z. 
-
':JI ljz. 
';f l t-Jl. f/1 
';Jt.. +-A~s.-
~ .... a3 l:f3('f ... +A'f~J - v .... (q ,.,. A ';h) 
'Jt ('l-a. +A.'J,) ... 'j<J.(';1 t + l::>~t) 
-::13 A Lf ~ t ff, .. A. 'h 
';ft A~ ... - ~2- A j , 
S1mil e.:rly i t can be shown 
It .f'ollo\-JS that 
a,: o, :o3 -:. 'J-a."'/3-';f36.ff, : 'f-a ll:J, -:J, b'J3 : ~ · lli;Jz.- ';fz.A~ , 
And as t -4- o point r.~ ~ P and the lncrements A. y. ,Ay,. ,AYJ 
approach dy, . dy,. , d.y'3 as a limit so that the coefficient 
a. , , · .... , a~ approach the ratios 
y2-dy, • ( 2 ) 
Howevex, aquat on (l ) with tne coeffioi~nts of (2) repre-
sents the equat ion of the tan·ent to th~ curve 
f (:x , ,x,. , x~ ) =- 0 at the po1nt J? ( y.~. 
l06 
Yoll -will recall that in advanced oalcolus Euler ' 
t heorem on a homogeneous funcrtion was proved which ste.ted 
that if f(x , , x"' , x3 ) = 0 is a homogeneous function of the nth 
degree , then 
Since the right ru:md slda of' equation (3 ) r presents our 
curve then the le.t't hand side must be true f or any point on 
this curve, hence for point P ;yi on the curve we have 
y,if. + Y1 f;~ + y, *l = 0. (4) 
If we take the total differential of (3 ) we obtain 
df = ( 5 ) 
which is true for all points on the du:rve for by hypotheses 
this curve i s continuous; ther efore , equat:ton (4) becomes 
#. dy , + it .... dy,. + *' dy, = o . (6) 
If w. s olve equations (4) a d (6 ) !o:r; .. *, 1 ~~ .. 1 if,, ttJe obt in 
the rat i os -sf. : J;": J;; - Y2-dy1 ... y., dya. 1 y9 dy, ... y, dy, ~ y, dy2. ... 
y,_dy, i hol~ever , this is also the ratio s of a , ; a:~. ; a.i , 
;herei'or t~ , the equatlon o. the t. anger.t to the curve 
.f'(x 1 , x,., x 3 ) - 0 at the po.tnt P tY t is 
*' x , + *- x'J,. + '*' x3 :e o. i 3 (7) 
7 Fr eder ck s. Woods . Af.lVSJnceq Cfllg,u;&u~ (San Frana1s-
co: Ginn and Co1npany , 1934) . p . 74 . 
------------~8~\~~'oods , ~l~ ~-sy~uy~-~~t£~. .-,~"· '.-,c~i~t-.-.~p-. -5~2°.------------------~----------
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Equation (7) is unique and co.n be dete:tmined for all 
points P :y~ on the curve of a nond generate conic . 
Theorem 1: Tnrou~ a point of a nondegenerate point 
conic . there passes just one lin \lillich intersects the conic 
twice in the point . 
Since thora is a uniqtle tangent to each .Point of a 
nondeg ~nerata point c<mic , 'these te.na;ent~:; form a l1na cUl'Ve 
or a nondegenerata ljne conic . 
At ·the point y ;_ on th pojJlt conic :f'(x, , x-z. , x3 ) .. 0 
thel'e 1s a unique tangent with the general equat:ton 
ul .:x , + u '1x ,. + u3 x3 lit 0 whose coord :- ates are 
u, : ~I 





Illu~rtr t ion : Given tl'le e uation of the curve 
find the equation of tha te.ngant to this cu:rve at the point 
Yi. : (1 , .. 1 , 2 ) . 
~~~ :: 14 , d~ - 6 t :f t1 di - ; he.re ore , equa on 
tion of t tangent ¢1-t Y&. • 
o~ .Q.9!llQ~ §Jls! their 0:§~!Jipt2.'kU • F;rom t ha--d-1-s-
cuss i ons on the line at int'i.n1ty and tangents t o curve s we 
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may now define t he asymptotes of a curve . 
De! mit i on : ~rhe asymptotes of a. cu:r:ve may be 
defined as the tangents to thi s curve \<Jhose points of con ... 
tact lie on the line a t in:f'ini'ty , provided tha t the t angent 
is not the line at infin1ty . 9 
It !'ollovJs from ·the definltion that 11' the point at 
in1':ln1ty of' t h.e curve f'(x, ,x ,..x,) :::: o i s Yc. . then equation 
(7) is the aqua.tion of th® asymptotes to this CUl'V<& . 
V, NONDEGENT~RATE l.JNE CONICS AND 
'rHEIR POINTS F CON'l'ACT 
In a manner dual to ·the discussion in t he preceding 
section we can show that t he equation :f' (u, , u ~. , ul ) :::: 0 is 
the equa. tion of a curve in line coordinates end t'rle can 
proceed dually to determine th.e equation o:f' the point or 
contact in line coordinates . 
Two lines p : (v. , v~ ,v, ) and q :(v, -4-~V, ,v .. -rt:.v~ , v,+AV3 ) 
of the line conio determine a point K, the coord1ne.tes of 
\<Jhich satisfy the general equation of a line 
u, x , 4- lla.X.~. + u3 x 3 :::: o as well as the two lines p and q . 
(l) 
(2) 
9 Cs.mpbell ,----.2J1.~·-,~>--±-'1l9.- -------------------
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The coordinntes of K satisfYing the general equation of a 
line and equations (1) and ( 2 ) as determined by Cramer •s 
rule are ; 
If' line q approaches line p , then ~v,, I).V,_ , ~V3 
approaches dv, , dv-:a. . dv3 · and point K approaches the point of 
contact L. The coordinates or L a ra 
x, : Xa., :x, := v,_dvll - v, dv,~. : v., dv, .. v, av, l v, dva. - v,. dv, • 
However, since f (u, ,u qu,) -::: 0 is a curv<3, then the points 
of contact L c:. will also f orm a curve . 
Dually : With f (u, , u 1 , U~ ) =O as a homogeneous function , 
v1e have by Euler • s theo:t:em 
jt, v, + ~$~ v,_ + ~~ v, = nt = o. 
It follows tha t df = ~~ dv , + g~'" dv,. +- -~ dv3 ::: 0 
and lf. : Jf._ ,· df. = v ... dv~ - vJ dv:l : v9 dv, ... v, ~_,r3 : v, dv,_ .. vJ. dv.1• 
. av. rv;. v; .. 
Therefore , th.e ooordina.tes of L 
X1 : X-.. l X1 lD ~ I ~~ : ~ 
and the equation of the point of contact L:xt. on line v~ 
of a nondegenerat e conic in line coordinates is 
*' U 1 + i~ U1, + s~ Us : 0 . 
Theorem l : On a ltne of a. nondegenerate l ine conlo 
·there is just ona point of contact \vhl.oh is determined on 
the conic t·wice by the lino . 
Simil :.rly the totality of points of contact X L. e.s 
determined by the lines v ~ of ~l line curve f( u ,, Ua. , u,)-== o 
form a point curve . Th~ coordine:ces of these points or 
contact are 
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lllustr tion : :Determine the line (-)quat ion and poiut 
,_ 
ooordJnates of the point of contact of u~ + 9u, u~ == 0 and the 
line ( 1 . 3 ~ -1 ) • 
df - 9 d\T.- -, ().f - 6 ov~ - • 
therefore • the aqua:!; ion of the point of co.ntac'ti 1s 
.. 3u, + 2u"' + 3u 3 :: 0 or 3u ~ - 2u,. - ~~u!o = 0 and its 
point coordinates are ( 3 .-2 ~ ~3 ) . · 
VI . NONDEGENERATIE .POINT CONICS AND LINE CONlee· 
In sections I V and V we found that the tangents to a 
nondegenerate point coni c determined a nond~generate line 
conic ~nd. the uniqlte points ( co.ntact points ) of a nondagen-
e:rate line conic determined a nondagenerate point conic. 
However ' is this relat icmship reciprocal? That is . :i.f 
f' (x , , .x':t. , x1 ) = o is m. nondegenara.te point conic and 
t (u , . ul. , u3 ) ::: o is the nondegenerate line oonio determin~ 
b~ the tangents to f ( x~ , x~ , x3 ) = o, will tha contact points 
of f ( u , , Ua. , u3 ) ::: o be the nondegene:rate point conic 
------~ -
1ll 
Let the equation of the nondegenarate point conic be 
f(x, , X,_ tXs) = S.11 X 1t.+2a,l-.X 1 X,_+ ~Jt~ + 2a~X,_Xl + 2$.1 ~X 1 X 3 +ta11X : =- 0 (1) 
where a ,'"-:: a~,, a,3 ==- a 31 • a ..,:: a,z.t l\ t mgent to this conic at 
point y; is (J-f X + ¥- X + f,x ::. o'd' 1 'J,_ ~ 'J3 ~ o. 
From {1) dt Of.~ a,, y, +- e. , ~ y,_ + a ,l Y3 
~= a ,:z.. y, +-a;.,_ y,._ + a~, YJ 
*.= a. ,, y, -~.- aL, Y1- + aH Y:J • th~n 
the equation of the tangent is 
(2) 
However; the general equation of a line is 
( :3 ) 
and since equa tions ( 2 ) and (3 ) l'epresent the· same line 
t heir coefficients must be proportional; therefore , 
a " Y• + a. ,1. y,_ t- a ,, y3 = /u, 
a,., Y• -t- iilp .. y,_ +- a. .. ~ YJ ::: f'U-t. 
al , y, + al l- y,... + a.H YJ :::: f'UJ {4) 
Since the point Y' is on tt1e tangent line a t that 
point its coordinat es mus 'ti s ~tisfy ·tbs gener al equation of' 
a line 
If we rearrange (4 ), then (4 ) nd {5) give us four 
homogeneous linaax equations , 
\vh.ich must have a solution for y, , yz. , y,. , t' other than 
O, O;o. o in order to be & t~~ent throu h the point y, . 
Then f r om l inear de:re nclenoe 
a" a ,'l. a , ~ u , 
a,., S.u a 1J u ... 
= 0 S. 1t a 31. au u ~ 




a ,.1 t hen ja i;j i-
an 
0 for equation (1 ) 
t o be a nondegenera:t e conic , the.t:efol'e (7 ) is of rank 3 and 
does have solut ions other tha.n o,o. o,o. 
The equat i on of ·tha t anger.rt to the nondegenerate 
pojnt conic as derived f rom (7 ) is 
a,'l. a , ~ 11 , 
a l,_ a,.~ u ... 
a,t. a,3 U 1 
n ,, a u 
a2.3 a1. 
a u a 3\ 
\>Jhie h may be simpl ifia<l 'l:,o 
I a ,.~ 
a~t a.ulu" +-en ' 2 ~a~ a,, a"lu u -1- , z. ,, Ia" .1, 
21 a,2. a,~r• UJ + Ia, ~u; == 0 Ei:&z Elz. a,., 
a,t. u, 
a ... 1. U1- u~ ;:;:. 0 ~ 
a,,., u~ 
a,:~ I u~ + B Ia,,_ 
a, a,L-
a,,u u + 
a,, 2. 5 
( 8 ) . 
The coefficient s of equat i on (8 ) are the cofaotors of' 
the el ements in (7) , and tnese el am .nts are the coefficient s 
of (1) , Let Ai.j 
(8 ) becomes 
be the oo:f'aotor of a ij 1n then 
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Equation (9) is the equation of a nonde:genG.rate line 
conic as determined by the tangents to tho nondegenera1;e 
point conic \'lith equation (l) , HO"trlevex , t o p:rov the 
theorem it is necessary to prove that the contact points of 
(9) satisfy {1 ) . 
If you \~ill recal l , the contact point on any 1:1..ne Vi. 
is determined by the equation 
c)+- ·6F_ CJf d7. u, + ~ u1- + R u~ _ o, (10) 
\>Jhare , from (9) , 
Any point on ljne v~ must satisfy the general equation of a 
point 
(11) 
therefore , the equation of ·the oontaet point can be written 
as 
(12) 
The coefficients of {l l) and (12 ) must be propoition-
el in order that the t.vw equations represent the same l.ine 1 
f 
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A" V\ + A,'Z. v.,, + ArJ v,::.: [ x, 
A.,, v. + A ,. V1.. ;- .t\1-1 Vs::. & X1. 
A3, v, -+- !-~.~,_ T/,_ + Au Va :::. 6 X3 (13 ) 
&lua·tions (11) and (13 ) xearl'tmged VJUl ,result in four homo .. 
eneous linear equation, 
J.t .. , v, + A,.,. Va. t- .A,, V~ - [x,::: 0 
A1., v, +- A.~'l. v~ + A1.~ Va ... 6 X1:::. 0 
Aat Vr +- Au V a. + AH Vl ... I~ :::: 0 
X, Ur + x,_ Uh. + X, U~ ... [ 0 = 0 (14) 
E;quat .ions (14) lflill have solutions fo:r u, u,. , u3 , and S" 
other than o,o,o,o only 11" the rank of the m.at~ ix of the 
coefficients is less than 4 . However , since equation (9 ) 
is a nondegener · te line conic IAt.bl 1 o. therefore tile 
rank of the matrix of the coefficient s of (14 ) is 3 . 
The determinant of the coefficients of {14) is 
Au Art. A13 x, 
A .. , Au A~a x~ 
At• As~. A 11 X3 : 0 
Xr X'J,. :XJ 0 (15) 
and when expanded \dll ba the equation o:t: the nondegenera.te 
point conic as determined by the uniqu.d points (contact 
points) of the nondegen~~ra.te lina conic (9 ) . L~t A ;_~ 
be the cofaoto.r of Ai.j in. IAi.jj and t he equation on 
axpans ion of (15 ) be comes 
!t is a as :Uy vel' ified that At..j = S.i.j I ~j1 and s inoe a ~j 
is a aons t ant , equation (16) becomes squat ion (1) and our 
theorem is proved . Hence ; 
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Theorem 1 : The nond generate point conics with ·their 
tangent lines and the nond enerate lu1e conics formed by 
these same tangent lines ,.,ith their aontact points a:re 
identical. 
Illustration: Find t:he equ tion in line coord~tes 
of 
The matrix of the coeff'.ici ents o1' tM glven equation is 
a.1 o o 
0 a,.,. o 
0 0 a.53 • F.rom tbis matriX w are 
able. to det ermine the values o! A~j , the coe.ff'icients of 
equation (9) • the desired equation. 
Therefore , the. desired equation in line coordinates is 
1 . F'ind the equation in line ooordinates of 
2 . Find the equation in point coordina. tes o! 
a. . uL u~ + a2. u, u. + a3 u. u,_ = o. 
VII . SINGULAR .POINTS AND LINES 
Daf'initionQ A singular point is a. point on a curve 
f(x , ,xL,x1) ~ o which possesses two or more distinct tangents 
or. none at -11 , 
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Dually: A singular lin is line of a cuxve 
.f(u, , u:z.. , U3 ) -= 0 which. possesses two r mo:r contact points 
or .t10n at all . 
In a preceding sectlon we found 1;he equ .tion o.f' the 
tangent at a point y i. on the curve 
of a. nondegenexa:te con:tc to be 
df · e1+ a+_ d;" X, + ~X~ -t- ~X3 t: 0 . 
Le:t; us agree al.so to o&ll ( 2) the t mgent 
conic f(x , x~ , x}) = b is degenerate . 
Equation ( 2) is unique and oan be determined for 
evel'y point on the curve except for a point y;_ at which 
( 2 ) 
(3) 
When equations (3 ) a re satisfied there are no solutions or 
more than >ne solution to (2) and by definition y~ 1s 
s1ngulax point . 
If we axe given the equation of th~ conic (1) , then 
for any point Yi. that may be a singul&l' point we \-Jill have 
* = au y, + a,;yt. t- a,.~f3 -:=. 0 
of o ~.. = a1,y, t- flz:)J1. +- a).ii3 ;::::. 
"6+_ == a3, y, .J- ~,y,_ + ~JY3 ::: 0 ~~ (4) 
the solu·tions o:f which will give us the coo:rd:in tes of the 
singular points . 
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Let D be ·t;he dis cr iminant of (l) and. if equations {4) 
a" a. ,t a ,'S 
D a~, Su .. a ,s - o. -
-
a,, aJ"' a l l 
Howeve:r , D is the same discriminant as A in 
a ,1.'::. h; thereto e . tt1hem D::::.. A=- 0 ~e have the t EBs·t i'or 
the degeneracy of a real oon.i.c . 
Let the singule:t' point Yi , by a chen of coord1n ... 
rates . bave· the coord:tnates (1 , 0 ; 0) then equation (l) 
two l:i.near f actors . he· e two factors re not e< ual • for 
and .from equations (4) ~Jr it ten for the cooxd ina tes of Y'- : 
(1 , 0 , 0) nd the conic vdth equation 8.nX~ + 2anx~x3 +- a1,x:::: 0 
we would obtain more t han one solution. lO Hence , when 
D := o equation (1) consists of two intersecting straight 
lines • 
. CQq~QJJlft.t§@. .s2t tt;~ §~\;l*at ~· If the rank of 
the discriminant is 2 , t hen equa tj.ons {4) have one solution 
and the oruve has one singular point • tha t i s equation (l) 
• p . 59 . 
ll 
consists of two intersec·t · stxa.:tght lines {distinct 
ta11gen~s) at the poult Yi . 
To find th coordina.tes of the s 1.n ul 
solv , ·qu tions (4) in pail's so that 
point Yi. ~~e 
where A ~j is the cofac·tors or !l i.j in 1a~j 1 • Combining these 
toJe find tl e coord:in· .tes of a singular point ~: tisfy th 
follot'ling relutlons 
Ys Y, ; Ys'" -11 ( 5 ) 
Sine the line equation of a conic corresponding to a point 
then the vtalu s of ALj 1n ( ;.; ) subs t ituted in {6 ) tdll give 
us the equat on of the line conic 
(7) 
.llt1ua:t1on ( 7) is the squa:r . ~;f a sin ular point 
Hence 
Theor em la : If a point conic degana~ates into a 
pair of inters cting lines , then the lin$ e~uation of the 
conic rep1•esents t trlo coincident points \vh1ch are call ed a 
singul ar point . 
11 Winger , 22• ci t . , p . 271 . 
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Dually; 
Theo:rem lb ~ If a line conic d e t1:r tes into p ir 
of points , then tho po i~1t equation of tb.e conic .rep.resent 
t wo co incident lines wh1oh ax a called s :tngular lines . 
:O.l ust:ation! :!hovJ that the :t'ollowing conic has · 
singular point ~ Find the aooJ:dinate.s of' the sil.1,_! 1)1a:t' point 
and tlle equations of the lines of wluoh the conic consist . 
6x;z. .... 5x, x..._ ... 4x~ + 43x1- x , 
-
lo.x , x~ ... 63x~= 0 
a .. a,t a ,) 6 ... 6/ 2 .... 13/ 2 12 - 5 - 1:3 
D = a.~ e ..... a. :l, = 5/2 ... 4 43/ 8 - l · 6 - 8 43 
a ,, a u. an -13/2 4:3/2 - 63 ... 13 43 · 126 
- 8 43 -5 43 
: 1/8 12 + 5 
- 13 
-13 126 ... 13 43 
= 1/8 [ 12 ( ... 841 ) + 5 (1189 ) - 13( - 31 9 )] = 0 
Since D = 0 end one t wo ~ow minor is not equal to 
zer o * the conic has a singul a r point . The ooo11djnates of 
tll singular point y a:ca detetmined by equating 
*' :::. 6y, ... 5/2 y,.. ... 13/2 YJ :::. 0 
l = - 6/2 y, - 4y,_ + 43/2 ~ ;::: 0 
~t == - 1:.?/2 y, + 43/13 y.. - 63 y~ = 0 
From equations one and three above we obtain 
113/2 
y, /y>;; -=. 63 16 
-1:3/2 












y, : y,_: y.,. = 29 :41 11 , the coordlnates of the singular 
point . 
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Since we have shown ·t;hat the conic is degenerate and 
has a sjJ1gul~l' point _ we can find the equations o!' the 
lines o:£ whlcb tha conic consist by .factor:tng 01 Therefore , 
(3x, - 4x,_ + '7x 3 ) ( 2x, + x~- - 9x, ) := 0 and the equations of 
lf the discriminant D is o:f.' rank 1 t tllen every A.:j 
is zero end the point oonie becomes a repeated line . That 
is , any solution of one of th.e equations of (4) is a solu-
tion of the others , and tb.e ourve has a lin~ of singular 
po ints . l2 
Sine every A ~j =- o, ttle point conic f(x, , 4{.._ ,x3 ) = o 
becomes { -ra;; x, +1a:~. .. x:~. +-oJaH ~)2 = o ~hioh is a line 
repeated . It follows that the line equation vanishes 
identically . Hence : 
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Theorem 2a.: 1J. point conic b comes a repeated l:1.ne u· 
the minor of every element in its discriminant be zero or 
that the line equation vanishes identically .13 
Dually: 
Theorem 2b : A line oon1e becomes a repeated point if 
,' 
the minor of every elem&nt in its discriminant be zero or 
the:t the point equation vanishes :ldentioally .. 
;§9c~t'O~§!S 
1 . Show that the fcllowin f oonios ha,ve singulcir 
points , Find the coordinates of tllt.a singular points and the 
equations of the lines or wh:l.ch the coni consist , 
2 . Show that the f ollowing conics h~va SUl~ular 
lines and find the equations of the points of wh i ch tl'le 
conic consist . .Also .find the ~Nuations of the lines on 
\1lhich the points lle . 
(a) 24u~+ 2u. th ... l.ou:+ 37u ... u~ ... 24u, u3 ... l8u~ =O 
(b ) u~ +4u, u\..+ l2u~ ... 20u ... u} .. lOu, u)-r25u~ =- 0 
3. What is the g~neraJ. equation of a conlc ciroum .... 
scribir~ the t~iangle of reference? 
VIII , POLE AND POLAR 
Wl1 r~S'QG£1; .iQ llQOO!S~J!E!X,§li,e COt!;ftres In a preceding 
section we found the equation of a tangent to a 
___________ l_3~w-1n_g~~· ~~.,~.~p~. ~e~7~2~.-------------------------------------
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nondegenerate ourvtl f'(x , ,x~,x:~) = 0 at the point y i. to be 
(1) 
If we drop the condition 'Chat y ;. be a point on the cu.rve , 
thtlll equation (l) represents definite line associated to 
a gjyen point y~ w:tth l'espect to the nondegenara.te atl:rve 
i'(x , tx ... , x , ) -= o. "This line is called ·the polar of the 
point ~ ana. the point is ca~led the pole of the line. ••14 
From the above discussion it f'ollows that 
• • • the pol r of a point iS the loaus oi' the 
eqt.lation obtained by replacing the coordinates of the 
point of contact in tlle equation of a general tansent 
to a oon1e by ·the COOl'dina.tes of the giv~n pc.L~t ~ .t5 
From the aetinition we are abla to prove ,the follow-
ing theorems . 
Theorem 1: To any point of the pl e.ne corresponds 
always a unique polar , and to any line of the plane eor:ves-
pontis a unique pole when and only vmen the curve is a non-
degenerate conic . 
Theorem 2 : 'l'he polar or a point on a, non.degenera.te 
conic is the tangent line at that point and , conversely ~ 
the pole of' any tangent to a nonde en.erate conic is the 
point oi' contact of the tangent ,. 
14 Woods , o • Sll•, p . 60 . 
15 Glenn James and 'Rober·t C. James J ~1D:'th 11 satJ,.f.Ui 
_ :tJJ;Gt-!--en~(New York: D. Van Nostrand Company , Inc . ) , p. 
271 . 
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Theorem 3 : The polar o:f a point passes throush the 
point when and only tvh .n the point i . on th curve , 
This can be proved by sho~ing that if y~ is a point 
on the curve equation (l) is not only the polar of yi but 
also the tangent to the curve a·t; y ;_ • Sirice y i. is on the 
curve we can s ubst 1 til te x t. =- y ~ in cqua tion (1) and obtain 
Y• M, + y)..if~ + Yl *' -:::. o, the equation of a line contajn1ng 
the point y;, . 
Theorem 4a : If. a point P lies on th polar of a 
point Q, then Q lies on tho polar of P. 
Theorem 4b : lf a line p contains tha pole of a line 
q , ti1en q contains tho pole of p. 
Proof : In our proo f it is n~cessary first to det er• 
mine the points in which an a.rb · tra.ry lilla meats a coni c . 
If P, z~ (refer to Figure l) are 
any 1H'l}O points on the line p, then the coordinates for any 
point Pt. on p as det ermined by linear combination are: 
x , =- y, +- ~ z , 
X a. ::. Ya.. + ).. z,. 
X~ .:. Yi + ).. ZJ (2) 
If line p inters<:Jots t he 
curve f(x ~ , x ~~ x 1 ) ~ 0 ( 3 ) 
at points Q a.nd Q • the.n thEJ 
coo:rdinatss (2 ) !'or any point , Figure l 




If \rJe expand equ;;;1.t.ion (4) according to Taylor t s 
theorem ~ we obtain the equ tion m· the curve as determined 
by the coordinates of a point upon the curve . Hence : 
f(y ,+.A Z, ,y,_+). z,.., y,+). ZJ).:::. f(y, .y.,_ , y-a )+ A (Z,*+ z,.*._+Z3~) 
+ ~ ( z, -#;, + z~k"' + z ,~J'-f + · · · · · ::: 0 (5) 
VJhere )\ is proportional to the ratio <:>f divisj.on of P, fi2- by 
the point Q 1 • 
Definition : 
The coefficient of k in the above o~pansion ~ vlz . 
z,*, + z~f}.. + z ,~~ is called the f'i rst polar form oi' ( z , , z-z. , z1 ) with respect to .f'(y, 1 "11- , y,) ; th ooeff'1o .. ient of ;..,_ is oe.lled the second; t he ooe!i'iolent ;..nth 
is call.d the nth polar form of ( z , t z ,., z 3) with respect 
to the i'orrn f (y, , y.,..,y 3 ) . If any polar fo;rm b equated 
to o, it represents a sat of pOints \'Jh ch is caJ.led the 
fil'St second , • • nth polar of tb.e po.int (z , • zl.. z3 ) 
~ith respe ct to t~~ set of points represented by 
! (x , , .x'l. ,x, ) ::: o. 
Eq~ tion {4) oan be r earranged to the form 
(6) 
t-Jhieh when expanded accoxding to Taylor •s theoxem will 
result :tn f (I\ Z, t- y, J\ Z3..+-y1.. 1)\ Z3 -=Y3 )= f(z , , Zl- t Z~)+ 
;).f_ ~f_ rlt E.. d ~ - . ;) . :z. A( y, di, + y,.. v-z,.. + Y3 ~3 ) +- ~ ! (y,'fi; + Y1-ri~.+ Y3 di, ) f -h • • • ::::. 0 
16 oswald. Veblen a ·n J'ohn tiesl ey Youn , P;:gJfJQtiye 
,Geomat~l (san F'l'ancisco : Ginn and Company , 1938) , p . 266 . 
(7) 
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:NO\v , i f v:e a.pply the bove definition to equat ion (7) 
we find t.hat th· coefficient of A is the first polar fo:rm of 
(y , ,y.,_ ,y,) \iith .respect to f(z , , z, .z3 ), and ·sinoe >.• s rue 
identica.l in equations {5) and (7) then 
therefore. po1n:t P, is on the polar of P:z. and p,_ is on 
the polar of P, and our theorem is proved . 
(8) 
Theorem 5a: The polar of a point not on the non-
degenerate conic is th~ secant joining the points of' contact 
of the ·tangents from tb.e point . Conversely, tt'l.a pole of a 
sec&nt is th point of intersection of the tangents at the 
points in which the secant meets tho conic . 
Proof: If a point P is given not on the conic 
(Figure 2) , ther e is a unique 
line L f its polar; 'lr~hich 
intersects the conic in two 
points Q, and Q ~ • Since 
Q, and Q'l- are point s on the 
conic , then by Theorem 2 their 
polars are tangents to the conics 
at those points . floweve:r , by 
Theorem 5 if Q, ls a point on the Figu:re 2 
pol~ of P, then P is on the polar of Q, ; therefore , P lies 
on the tan ent lli1es ·wbere 4~s polar Inte~sacts the conic 
and our theorem is proved . 
'Jh ·Ol'alll 6f Any tr ;Jaht l' p ttu o (' point 
end .inte:re tln a no de n at GO 1o in point (' I d 
Q'l. inter _ ota th$ pOl . of P1 t ?'2.. 't1. h that 1) I d 
sepsratf.ll Q, a c 1.. tw.rmonianlly , i-\ and l) ar tJ1e ;z. 
h. monio oonJ ·ates of (~ 1 
In t)Ul' discussion of Theoteln :U' the coordinates 
of P1 re Yi. and P'l- a: z c: tb n ttw ooo~din tea of I'J 1 
and Q1.. ar respectively 
Jt I : y, 4- A I ~ I 
:x,. == ,y.,..._ A, z2. 
x3 ::: YJ+ /\I z, ) 
S , = y, + /\..Z 1 
x2.. == y,_ + ;.\ 1-e.,_ 
X~ == Yl + ,A.,.Z3 
li'i '!tU 3 
I 
th~ 11tl<-l s · ent P , f~ respeotjve y . Also A ~ wl /1 1. .t 
t-he root n th(l) equ~.tion t<y ~ -t-~ 2ht y).+ .A z ..... , y~ +id~a ) = 
1~16 
2. 
f('t1 . v ,:; ) + ,>. {z. M.. +- z.,. ~~ -+ -z.f H ~ + K (z -) f--iZt. ~ -r-z, ~ - )"f--+ · · · · · :=. 0 
.., 
1 
..,. 1.. u· 3 1 b~ 1 T; . ~ .. J z 1 ' 'ii• oos... Oi, 
a.s det rm1n$d by 'l1aylor ~ ~ ttl Gr • 
But !nee P:z. 1.s on th<e pola\1 of P, t then 
z , *' + ~h. fk +- z,~ = o; the:refo.re A, -==- A2- • ro, QVfjl', th. e 
rela.tionshi.p lJat\'Hten .A, t:atld >. z. is the cond.i tion that two 
points aep l'ate t\io other G.int ha.;emonioally so tha't th 
th~or~m ie prov d -
ove: If a. .m.unber of points lie on l.tn the if 
l o tnrQu ~l point , til pol.a ot thu lin· • 
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D$finition : A triangle is said to be self-polar 1d th 
respect to a nonde -Emerate conic if its s:l.das re the polars 
of the opposite vertices ·lith :respect to tha conic . 
From the definition and previous theo:11ems 't-Je can 
prove the follow ln theo:rew. 
Theorem 7; 1f two vortices of a triangle and the 
sides opposite thew are pole and polar with respect to a 
nondegenerate conic , then the triangle is self- polar . 
I.f' \'Je take l? , a.s any point not on the nondegener9.ts 
conic , then p, will be its 
polar (Figure 4) . And if 
P a. is on p , , then accord-
ing to Tcleoi•em 4a its polar 
p ,_ 1.11ill contain the point 
p , • The intersection of 
p , and p 3;. at Ps will iv Figure 4 
us a third point '•"hose polar p3 by Theorem 4a must include 
both p, and Pa. • There!'ore , train{1la P, P ... '\ is 
polax tr iangl • 
~ r~&~§qt ~ ~esea~r§t~ oonics . 1b~orern 1 : The 
polar of any point passes through the singula.r points of 
d.egenerata conics . 
Pr~of : 'fhe polar o:r any point y i not o.n thfo3 conic 
can b;a expressed as x., iff, +- Xz, *" +X'f1;~ -=- o (J.) 
how~ver , according to the discussion of Theorem 4 and 
eque.tion (8) , page 125 , for nonde enera·he conic~ this is 
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equal to 11 , fJr +- lj1-~ +- 1) ft ""' 0 {2) 
that is , the polar or any point Yi not on the conic is a 
line as expressed in equation (2 ) . 
If you will recall the discussion on singular points , 
the condition that e conic be degenerate is 
Jf = ~ 
..or.:--x '"" " 0 )1.( 
~df - "" .,., X , + 0 ..... ~ a ,'1- x3. + a.u Xa =- and x, 
the resulting d:t.s or iminant 
a .• a ,l. a,) 
D 
-
f!t,., 8. ).1. a,~.3 
-
o. 
a Jt a),.. a Ja 
In the solution of' the above equations we obtain either one 
o:r an ;lnfinite number o:t: solutions depand.ing on \vhether not 
al l of the first minor of' D are zero or all are equaJ. to 
zero. In either c~se X i. is singul ar point am equation 
(2 ) , th.e polar of y;. , contains the singular point of' the 
conic , and the theorem is proved . 
l'haorem 2 ; The polar of a singular point :1.:3 unde-
fined f or degenerate oonios ~ 
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If yl is a singular point t then equation (1), the 
polar o:f yL, is undefined; 1'or 1 *' - o. Equation (2) 
liJhich also reprfssants tt.te pola.r of our point mus t include 
the s i.ngula,r po 1nt x ~ as proven by Theorem 1; hO\vever, by 
hypothesis the singular po1t1t is y~ so t.hat eqL~~ttion (2) 
represents any line th.Jtough the s ingu.lar paint of the conic 
and as such is undefined . 
~!l'OiS§J! 
1 - Find the nolar of the point (5,.1, 2 ) with respect 
to the conic 16x~+ 16x, x1-+ 4:x.~ + ex, X3 +- 52X'~-X3 + 25x~-== o. 
2 . Find the pole of the line (2,·3,1) with respect 
to the conic 3u~ ... 211~ + 4u .... u3 ... 2u ~ u , + u , U:z. = o • . 
3 . Determine the point of intersection of the line 
joining the points ( 2 , -1 ~-4 ) and (1 , .. 1 , .. 3) and the conic 
4 . Find the polar o:f th point (1 , 2 , 3) ltJith respect 
to the conic x~"+ 2x;- ... x~ - x , .xl. .. X:z.X3 = o. 
IX . PROJEOTIVE PROP ~RTIES O.F' CONICS 
f:ro~otiv;e~J! jtelated ~~nctU.t. 2.£. J:.:!n~~ · 11 ¥e have seen 
in Chapter IV that the intersections of aorresponc.lng lines 
of two :PE~ rs pe otive penc:tls lie on a line, the axis of 
perspectivity . nl7 What type of ourve will :refJult j.f' we 
talte tw·o projectively rel~ .. ted peno.ile of lines and join 
points of 1-nterseation of corre.spondin Lines? We shall 
prove the f ollow 1ng theorem. 
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Theorem 1 . The locus ot inter sect ion of correspond-
log lines o.f two pro jective pv.mcil.s of' lines is a conic 
passing ·tl:lrough. the CEUQters of the pencils . 
Pr oof : 
Let (ax ) +;\i.(bx ) =O (1) 
and (at •x ) + Ai.(b'x) = o ( 2 ) 
be the equation., of the two 
pencils l-Jhere 
(ex) = a, x, + a,_x 1. + a,3 X3 , 'lb.ese 
two pencils will be projective if 
we take as our points ( see Figu;r:e 1) the intersections of 
lines wit h t he same value of .A i. • 11 lt"or the pencils are in 
one ... to ... on.a cOl'respondenoe since every value of ,At. .gives one 
and only one l lna of each pencil . nl8 
.If we eliminate "'~ trom equations (l) and ( 2) 1. \ve 
obtain the equation of' the locus o.f.' intersections of corres-
pondin~ lj.nes . 
{ a • x )(bx) (ax)(b ' x) = o ( 3 ) 
18 ~, inge:r , ~qg . 9 i,t . 
1:31 
Since (ax), (bx) , (a.•x) , and (b •x) are all linear in 
x t ,xz ,x3 equation ( :3) is en equation of second degree , and , 
therefore ., represents tne aqtta.tion of a oon1o . 
!his conic will ~o through the v rtices o.f the t\fiO 
projective pencils of lil1es , P 1 and P, , for (ax) and (bx) 
are both zero for poi.n.t >1 , therefore , the coordinates of 
P1 VJill satisfy equation (3) . S::lmilarly . the aon1c wUl 
contain point Ps • 
Theorem 2: One anu only one curve of second order 
can be passsd through !'iva points • no three of 1>Jhich are 
oo111near • 
We have sho~n earlier that a projective correspon-
dence between two linear one-duuensional forms is 6Stablish-
ed when ttuee pairs of.' corresr-onding elements are , 1ven. 
Once we ha.ve established that the tvJO pencils of lines ara 
projectively :related , then by Theorem 1, the points of 
intersections of oorrespondin lines determine a oon1o. 
This conic also includes the t~Jo vertices of the pencils . 
Sinoe only thr e lines for eaoh of two pencils are all that 
is neoessarJ- to establish the projec·tivity of the tt~Jo 
pencils , then the three points of int rseotion of ccr~es~ 
ponding lines and the t1.·1o ve:r.·tices al'e the minimum number 
of points to d t~rmine a conic . 
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If we refer to Figure l , \>JS find that P, · .nd P5 
are the vertices o!' the two pencils of lines and by 
hypot hes ts P, P3 divides P, P,. and P, P,. in ·che same 
l.'at io that P!O P, div ldes P.s- P~ and Ps- P.,. therefol'e , the 
!'ive points , , P,_ , P') • P.,. , P,- det ermine the conic, 
Illustration ; find the equation of the conic 
passing through thc:1 five point s ( - 2 , 0 ,.1 ) • (2 , 0 11 ) , (·1 , 2 .1 ) 0 
(1 , 2 , 1 ) . end ( ... 2 ; 6 , 3 ) . 
Le t the points be P, , P,. , P, , P5 ., and J?* respectively , 
·~hen th.e equations of corresponding l ines 'With P, and Ps 
as ve.r.tices of t he two proj ect i ve pencils nre : 
P, K -= 2X, ... x~+ ·4x , -:::: 0 
.P s- P... -::: ax, + ax ..... 4x, ::: 0 
p I Ps =- ax, ... 3x~. -1- 4x, = 0 
Ps- P3 -:=. 2x, + x ... .... 4x,::: o 
P, P" = 3x, ... ZX~ + 6x, ::: o 
Pr Po~ ::: 3x, + 4x ... - 6.x, ::: 0 
lf we check ; \'JGJ find that P, r~ and Ps l?~ a.ra 
l i near combi>nations of P, P~ and. P, P, and .f/!0 P ... 1 P, Pa Q 
respect ivel y • whiah shows t ha·t t he t \-Jo penoUs ar e px•oj ec· 
t1vel y ;rel ated . 
Let P, P ... be r epr esented by (ax ) ; the~l. f\ ... P._ is 
(a tx ) atld. if .P , P3 is (bx ) then s- P, i s (b •x ) and the 
aqltat :.ton of our con1o is by equation ( 3 ) 
( 2x,+ 3x ... ... 4x~ ( 2x , ... 3x .. + 4x3 ) ... (2x , ... x ... + 4.x.,)( 2x.+x .. - 4xJ = o 
f@,~c~~i !h!!2r~m · r:r a. hexagon is ina or ibed in a 
nondegenarate conic , the points of intersection of the 
pairs of opposite sides are collin ar . 
By a hexagon is meant a str ight line figure co.n ... 
sist il'lg of six potnts connected in order by six distinct 
lines . Dually a hex ~on may be a figure consisting of 
sj.x distinct lines \vhlah intersect in order in siX dis-
tinct po ints . 
'lhe oppos i ·ce s ldes or vertices of· a hexagon (see 
Figura 2) are those tha.t are 
separated by two sides or 
VGrtices in order ~ The 
opposite sides in Figure 2 
are .P 1 P .... and P.,. P!."" , P.,_ P a 
and Pr .P,. , P3 l?o~ and P~. !~ , 
The six points on tlle conic 
m y be taken any\vhere and in 
any order . 
Figur 2 
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First we shell determine the quation of a oul?ve of 
second deg~ee with r eference to the triangl e of reference 
(see Fi ur e 3 ) . L t P, . P,. ~ P, , P+ , P.s- be th~ five points that 
determine a cu.rve acoo.rding to Theorem 2 . Let P, , P3 , I)s-
be the vett i cas of the t:t' iengle o:e ref erence having the 
___ ____,c....,o.L>.o..._...r,.......d ..... J ...,..nates Pt :--( 0 , 0 , l--j1~¥.s---+t~ 0 1 , 0) , Ps :--t~l---.-:;-fl0f--.-; -fl04-)~. -------------t-----
If we let P~ have 
coordinat es (x , x~ , x 3 ) , then 
the following lines will have 
the corresponding equations : 
P, Ps- t 
.P, P:s : 
l-\- .P, : 
P, P,.. ~ 
s- P~ : 
x,.::. 0 
X , :::. 0 
X 3 ::: 0 
x , + u{u, X.,.::. x , + .>- rX-a. 
X"+U~/U~.-X ?. -= X~ + >. -... X, 
Ps :( 11010} 
Figure :3 
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t!fit h J> , e.nd f>s- as the vertices of' two pxojeotivo pencils 
o.f. lines t the equation of the c rve is by The ox em 1 , 
{a• x )(bx) - ( a.x)(b •:x) :::. o, or 
or 
x , (x'\- +.A~ ~ ) - x 11 ( x , -+ .A , x '\- ) :: 0 
x, x .... + ( A ... - l )x, x 3 - ;.. ,x,_ x ,== O 
k '\ z:. 1 then (2 ) becomes 
k -s ( x , x .... ) -1- k ~~, { x, x~ ) +- k , (x""x'") = 0 
-~ + .kt.. +.Ju -::: 0 
X, Xt. X ~ 
or. 
{l ) 
(2 ) . 
(3 ) 
Equat i on ( 3 ) represent s the equation of a nondegen· 
arat a curve whe~e k, , k~ , k ~ ar~ not aero $ tor the curve 
cont ains no singular points . 
Let P~ have the coordinat es YL, Pf the coordina t es 
z • , P" the coordin tes w;, , 'l'hen , since the three 
point s P.1 , P'f , and J?" l ie on the ou:rv ( 2) tney must 
sat isfy equat ion (3 ) therefore 
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1 1 '- 1 
-:!:o....k I + -tii:..-K,_ + ~3 y, y,. Y?. == 0 
0 
o. l9 (4) 
FigUr(l 4 
Ve know , aoeording to the reason stated above , that 
the k ' s are not all zero; hence 'the condition that the k. •s 
in (4) not all be zer9 ls 
-L J_ _L y, y .... y, 
-L -L 1 .. 0 -z , 2h z3 ... 
_l_ l l 
- (6 ) \'1} I \'\1"- wl 
for the equatio s of ( 4) can be considered s 3 homogeneous 
equations ink, ~ ,k 3 . 
---·---
19 Woods . i.i1.,gha;r Geomet;r;y , .2. • • 9.i.l·, p .• 75 . 
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The equation of the pencil of lines vJ ith P1 as 
ve1•te.:x 1 determined by lirH~· r comb·ination, is x , +- /\.x, '=' o 
ther~.fore • P1 P:z. will have as its equation x, + ;.., x ... = o; 
how$ver the coordina t es of P:L (y , , y7.. ,y3 ) mus t sat:ts:f'y this 
equation. Henoe ;\, :: ... y. / y,_ and the equation of P1 p,_ 
beeom~s Yz.. x , .. y, x ,_::: 0 and the equat i on o.f' thf:l. opposlt s 
will intersect at Ch . 
To determine the ooo:r.d ina t as or Gh le·t us rea~rw.1¢.e 
the equa.tions of P, P:a... and .P 4 Ps- and s olve fox x." X:q and .X.3 
accordin~ to Cramer ' s rule . 
x, = 
X I: 
ox, -y / y'). 0 X ~ 
~h)$; 3 b Xl.. ::. 0 ~~ 
I 
y,_ 
.. y, I lbz.. - Y· I 0 z, Z .J 
-k ::!. ~ · z ... ~ 
= 
....Y..!...h 
x1 Yl. z! x , y,_ z, 
X·d x~ ::::.. y, Zz.. y,_z'l- ~ y'J.. ~h 
-:;:. y, / y.._ : l : z. , /zz 
Simila~ly , the lines P:a... Pa and P~ P~ intersect in the 
point (~ l.: (y , /y,_ , 't.th-/vl, , 1 ) and P,P~o and Pl Ftt intersect 
in tl'l.e point Q , : (1 , ttJ ... j w, , z, I z, ) • No~t if you w Ul :t'ecall 
t he conditlon that t rae points be collineru.' is tb.at 
t he determinant of thei.'t' co ,tficient s vanishes . 20 
~~----
20 ~·~ P ~ 76 . 
'<e have to show then that 
z , /z~, = 0 
y, IYs 1: ~. /w, l 
!f we divide every term oi' the first column by y, , the 
second by w,. , and the ·th.i:rd by z, , we obta:In 
1/y. 1/toJ, 1/ z, 
y, w,. z, 1/y,. 1/w-. l/Zz :: 0 
1/y, 1/t.z, 1/z, 
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It we divide ·the equation by y, t~:a.Zs and interchange 
the :rows and columns , t<~e have equation (5) wllloh vsa have 
t:llready sho\m is equf.ll to zexo . Henes tl.Le theorem is 
proved . 
fl.t:j,f!.Uah.,Qn • § theo;c,§m. If s hexagon is circumscribed 
about a nondegenerate oonic , the lines connecting opposite 
vertices meet in a point , 
The p:roof is dual ·t o tba.t .for la .sea~ • s theorem. 
&el'cise§ 
1 . Prove Brianohon •s tio;aoram. 
2 . Prove that if a pentagon is inscribed ln a conic 
the in.tersections of tv~o pa'irs of nonadjnc nt sides and tho 
intars ction of the i'if'th side and the tangent at ·th 
oppos i te vertex are collinear ~ 
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3 . Prove th t 1.f a qtle.drllateral i s inscribed in a. 
conic the intersections of the opposite sjdes and or the 
tangents at the opposite v rtices lie on a stra1 ht line . 
4. If a triangle is inscribed in a conic , prove that 
the intersections of the tangents at tt1e vertices \i.i.th tlle 
opposite sidGs are collinaa~ . 
CH~P'J.'ER VIll 
Pxojactivity in this syllabus h s baen approached 
lnd:lreotly through the use of cross ratio , that is , any 
element may be loc . ted by the .ratio of its pos:1.t 1on in re-
la:tion to two fixed elements . It 1s the author •s intent in 
'this chapter to show the ralat ions hip batw\aen the approach 
used and the use of trans.t'ormation, the approach employed 
by most authors . 
We define a transformation as 
• • • an operation by which each element of a gE~ome­
try is replaced by another el ment . The new element 
may be of the sr;une kind as the original element or of a 
dif'ferent kind . J. 
An example of' a t ransformation of' a point into e. point ~vould 
be the rotatlon of a pla.ne about a fixed. point of the pl ne; 
whereas our discussion in an earlier chapter of pole and 
polar with reference to a conic vJould be an sxample of a 
transforn at ion in the plane whel'$ a point i5ii replaced by a 




In elementary analytic g omatry we studied transla· 
tions and rotations from the viet.vpoint of moving the axes of 
reference . lt"o.r example t if O!ll' conic was an ellipse , w 
translated the axes to the oentt-Jr of the ellipse and then 
rotated the axes about the new origin until they coincided 
with the major a.nd minor axes of the ellipse . 'Ihe aquntion 
of the conic then took on a simpler form . 
However , we may think of translation of points as a 
linear transformation within a plane which moves a point a 
given distance in a given direction d mew be found by 
equations of the form 
x = x• + -< , 
x • = x .. o( , 
y = Y' + p 
Y ~ = y ... , 
Also , we may thinlt of a rotation of points as a linear 
trans forma t!on w lth:!n a plane 1.rtJh · oh moves a point about an 
origin thro1..1 gh a given angle fl1 and rmy be found by the 
equations 
x = x •oos¢- y •sin0 
x • - x cos~ + y si~ ' 
• 
y -= x•siniJ + y •cos¢ 
y '-= -x sin.2) + y cos¢ 
with no re.farance to a change of axes . 
In ansly·t; ia pto jeot iva geometry lrJe may think of 
tra.nslations and rotat1ons as a transformation of' coordin-
a.tes from one coordinate system to another or we I11a.y keep 
the san1e .fram of reference and change ti1e pos it ions of the 
curves o.r. sets o:f' points . Tha.t is , "'e may pick up the 
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point (x, , xL , ~ ) bodily and send it into the point 
Professor Morley has fittingly suggested that th~ 
f1.rst of these , a transformation considered as . oha.nge of 
axes , be celled 'talias 11 and the second , a transformation 
., 
loolted upon as altering the positions of points , while 
keeping the frame o.f r sferenca tl1e same , be co.lled 11 al.ibi. 11 
II • PRODUC1r OF T~JO TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let us represen·t a transtorma.tion by the latter T 
and its invel'se by T- •. so that 1f T transforms any element 
a into an element b then T-1 shall transform every al.ement b 
be.ok into its or iglnal element a . 
If T 1 and T2. ~ re two transformations such that T, 
transforms the point l? into the point P • and 'l\ transforms 
P 1 into the point pat , then the transformation of the point 
P into ·the point P" can be expressed e.s a single trans.f'orma ... 
tion T3 • Two trans:rormat ions car ried. out in uccassion is 
de:f'i.ned as a· p.roduot of T, 
p p t ----~P" 
transformations and may be 
expressed as an algabxaie r, 
P-- ___ ,..,pu 
product T, T').-::. T (see 
Figure 1) 111tlhere the sign Figure 1 
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~ means • is the same transformation as !"2 Also , the sym• 
bol is to be interpreted as meaning that the transformations 
are to be carried out in the order from lett to ri ht , 
The product of transformations in general is not 
commutative so that 
Illustration : 
Allow T1 to be a x ' = 6:x + y , y • = 7y .. ~? and 
T'Z. to be X 11 = 2x ' -2y + 5, y "-= ~x' + 3y '-+ 6, 
then T, l\. ::::. T'\ 
whereas if' T2-beoame 
T ~ beca.me 
X": 12.X ... l2y + ll , Y11 = 18x+24y ... 3 
x • = 2.x ., _ 2y + 5 , y • = 3x + 3y + 6 a.nd 
X 11 :::: 6X 1 + y ' t y 1• = 7y t • 3 
tb.en T,. T, == T4 f T3 for x•' == 15x - 9y + 36 , y••==- 2lx +2ly + 39 . 
H')"~ever , the product s of transformations are associa ... 
tive , 1'b.at is , if transformation T, is followed by T"'l. end 
T~ we may find the resultant transformation of T, T,. and 
follow it with T, or .follow T, with the resultant transfor ... 
mation of. T, T~ · Symbolically we maw represent it as 
A ·transformation followed b.y its inverse leaves all 
elements unchanged . The produat of a transformation and its 
2 AJ.an D. Campbell a AdY~Qe.d An~~xtic geometr;\! 
(New York : John Wiley m.nd Sons ., Inc ., 19~ ) , p . 15. · 
invarse in either order is the identical transformation I 
and n i.f we think of I as symbolic for unity , the laws of. 
algebra are pr ese:r:ved . u! 
.nlustration: 
If' T is the rota·~ion 
T -1 _, T = 1 or ':r T = I 
T x ' -== xcos~ ... ysin¢ , y' -= xs irJ¢ + y cos{i1 
then T-' : x""' x•oos¢+ y •sin¢ , y -:::- -x 1sin,9J + yeos¢ 
and T T-' :::. T_, T :;;. I. 
IHxercises 
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1 . State which of the following pairs of operations 
ara commutative . 
a . ./t translation and a rotation about a fixed 
point 
b . T\vo rotations 
c . 'l'wo transle:t;ions 
2. If T is a transfoJmation such that T~= 1, prove 
that T-' = 'r. <Jive geometric examples · of txansforma.tions of 
this type . 
3. !1' T, and T .,_ are x ' :::: x - 2 , y • = y + 1. and 
x • = - y , y • = x , find the products 1' , T'l. and T ,_ T1• 
III . GROU PS OP' TRANslrORM.ATIONS 
De.finit1on: A set oi' tra.nsforma. tions , finite or 
infinite in number , is oall a a group , if : 
3 \"..illiam ~, . Graustein, lntrodgctiqn to Highe~ 
.Q§omet1x. <r~aw York : The Maemfil [m Compa.n¥-r -l--94-7) , p . SA-, ---------
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{a) the product of every two transformations of the 
set (1nclud1ng t in particular , the p~oduot of every trans-
formation 111 ith itself' ) 'belongs to the set; and 
(b) ·tna inverse Q:f every transformation o:t' the sat 
belongs to the set " 
The group x•= x , Y'= y , x•= -x~ Y' = -y is a finite 
group of only four trarlstormations . However , all of the 
terms of this group belong to a larger group 
X • = X , X ' = - X , X t = 
y • ::: y • y' = ... y ' y t = 
Y , x• ==- Y 
x , y ' ==- -x 
hence ·the f1rst g;roup is callea a subgroup of the larger 
secon<l group . lt is to be noticed that botl1 groups include 
the ldentical tl'ansformation and tha:t the products of 
transformations are assooiative . ibis is true for all 
geometrical transform tions and for tllat reason is not 
included as conditions necessary for defining a set o.f 
transformations . 
The importance of the concepts of gxoups in geometry 
lies in the fact that it furnishes a means of classifying 
d 1fferent systems of geometry . The element of the 
geometry having been cttosen t any gr oup o:f transformations 
may be taken , 8l'ld the properties or geometric figct:res 
may b)lil studied wnioh are unaltered by all trensforloo't.ions 
of the group .4 
4 woods , ~· cit., p . 7 . 
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If a set of transto:rrra tions which form a group trf.ll'ls• 
forms every element of a given figure into an element of a 
like figure , the figure is said to be left invariant by the 
opere.tions of the group. Thus if \'JG rotate or translate the 
points of a pl~Rne , the lengths o!' line segments , an les 
between lines , and areas of triangl$8 are kept invaxi~lt . 
To pl1 0Ve analytically that distance is invariant let 
d = (:x, - x,_t +- (y, - y,_ t 
be the distance bet\'l}()~n t'VJO points P, (X I .y, ) and Pl- ( Xx. o Y~ ) . 
If we translate these t\-JO points to Pf <x: ,y,• ) and 
P ''L (.x t , y-1_ ) by the equations 
X, = Xf+O( 
y, -:- Y,'+~ 
x~::: x t + o<: 
Y~ ·= y!. + f3 
d = (x ~ -r o<. -x:_ ... ~)l- + (y ,• +(3 .. Y! - ~ t 
= (x •, - X'-v ),_+ (y,t t )l. y,_ 
then 
which is the same numerical rG~sult as that ob·t~.dned if we 
had applied the formula fo.r distance to the line segment 
p t P• • I '1.- .. 
~§..~ 
1 . The rotations about a fixed axis through multi• 
plea of z. rr/s fo:1.1rn a subgroup of what larger group? 
2. If (x 1y) ar cartesian coordinat~s in a plane , 
and a transfotmat1on is exp~essed by the equations 
x • = ... zoos« + ysin o< 
y t = ... .xsin o< + ycos ex: 
prove that tlhe transformations .obtallied by giv1ng o< call 
possible values f orm a g~oup . 
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IV . ONE DIMENSION L LIN8AR TRANSFOWJATIONS 
Earlier l'J e des cr lbed "' tr ans!orma tion a.s an operation 
by which each element of· a geometry is .replaced by another 
element . In order to d<P this analytically vJe must :r.alate 
t.ha coordinates of the transformed elements as analytic 
functions o: ·the orig1.nal elaments . 
Let x , : x2. represent t.he homogeneous coord.inate of 
any point P on line 1 {see F:tgure l) in a one dimensional 
extent \d th reference :points A end :B and let x: : xt be 
the homogeneous coordinates of the point P' on lin.e l • with 
refereno points A • an B 1 • Then the coordinate of .P is 
equal to the product of k 1 , k'L end. the distances A.P , Bl? , 
and the coordinate of P t is equ 1 to the product of cons ta.nts 
~ l ~ kt and the distance$ R.' ~p. 
A'P' , B' .H such that 
X ,; X.._ -:::. k 1. AP : k2:SP 
ri ~ oZ~ 
-(1) 6 'P .-{ 
upon th~J unit. points . 
If we let OP = OP~ ==- o 1 OA = a , OA 1 -= a 1 * OD =- b , 
OB ' -:::::: b • t then AP = c ... a~ 'BP = ~ ... b , A' P = o .., a 1 , 
:a • P • = o - b' so that aqu tions (1) become 
x 1 : x~ -:: k 1 ( o - e) k'l. ( c - b) 
(2) 
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By eliminating o in equations ( 2) vle \IIOUld have the foxmu-
las for the tra.nsforrnation of a point from one coordinate 
system to another . 
If we solve for c in the second equation of ( 2} we 
get 
0 which when substitut$d 
for· c :I.n the first equation. of { ) will give us a rel tion• 
ship between the tvro coordinate systems . 
then ..2U. 
x 't. 
A 1 -= k ~ k ~ (b ' .. ) 
A~= k , k: (a - a ) 
Bs= k~ k~ (b' ~ b ) 
B~= k ~ k~(b - a•) 
VJhere 
or 
( 3 ) 
Equations (3) a.re the formulas for the transformation o:r a 
point from one coordinate system to another . The inverse 
transformation lls1ng the same constants vJould be 
For oonvenl$nOe we 
will write the :t.'ormu.las for the inver. e transformation 
cr x 1 =- a , X1 + a1.x,_ 
________________________ q~~x~t~-~t~~~~~s~~x~~--. ------------------~(~4~))--------------------
As a limiting case , we my think of 1 and l ' of 
Figure l coinciding (P'i.gura 2) 
so that P' and P are the same 
point, then equation· (3 ) and 
(4 ) would represent the linear 




transformation and its inverse of a point on a line with 
respect to two sets of l'afer nee points . 
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Equations (4) may be look~d upon not only as an alias 
but also as an a.libi; hcance , x , ; x1-ere the coordinates of an 
element of a one dimensional extent ru'l.d x ~ ; x"L.' are the 
cooxdinE1t es of ·the transformed element & of the same or 
a no the r one d :lJnens ional extent . 
V. ONFJ ... DIMENSlONAL PROJECTIVE 'fRANSFORMATION 
Theorem l : Every one-dlmensione.l linear tra.nsforma· 
tion is a projective transformation . 
Pl•oo:f' : From equations (3) or (4) we can eastly show 
'that for fJ'Vf';tcy lament x w:tth ooo.rdinates x , ~ x2.. there 
corresponds an el ement x • with coordinates x ', ; xt , so that 
between x and x ' there is a one- toeone correspondence . 
It remains to be shovm t hat cross ratio is preserved 
for one- dimensional lin~ar transformation . 
is the cross 
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ratio of any four elements of' a on •d imensional extent w 1.th 
coordinates x ~ than the c~oss tatio of the four oorr$Spon-
din~ elements -v;ill be equal to (P,' P~. P; PJ) . That is , 
( p ,' P;, P~ l'~ ) = ( P, l\. , 1'3 Pt ) if t he linear transformation 
l x == x • + o o:r its inverse x '= x +- o; i'o:r the constant c 
drops out and ~~e cross ratio is preserved . 
Cross ratio is also preserved for the line r txens-
formations x = ex t , x • ;:::: ex . 
These tt~JO types of transformat ions re t he ext e.nt of 
t he one-dimensional lineal' transformat ions; hence , our 
theorem is pr oved . 
It is to be noted that equations (4) corresponds 1n 
form to tllose equati.ons for projective ooordina. t e(" as 
derived on page 49 . 
As a. matt e r of convenience in working problems con ... 
cerning ljllear transformations let u.s intxoduoe a. paramete;r 
;.. f'or the homogencot:ls co rdin ta of t he p(}lnt . 
Let ).. :::: x ,/x'J- then equation (4) beoomes 
(5) 
Ir we are given the projaotiva or l inear transforma~ 
tions of (4) , to find the inverse transformations \·Je solve 
(4) for x , and x 'J- and find 




linear tr~msformation (4) . 
constant so that (6) beeomes 
cr x , = b2..x r - a )..xt 
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the determinant of the 
1 Ot<-Jever , in ( 6 ) is a 
t,_>-' ":-~ 0:1; ~ -
,;.._ + a, 
a-xl- = .,.bt.lC ~ + a ,xt_ (7) 
It is to be noted that the determinant of the inverse D.' =- D. . 
It L::::..-= o, then a , , a'l- and 'b ,, b,_ axe pi•oportional 
and equations (5) and (6) fe.il; ttwre:f'ore , this ease is to 
be excluded and henoeto.r th we assume .6 i:- o. 
Illustration : 
1 . Find the inver se transformation of the t;.ransfor .. 
ma:tion · J'X , :::= 2x , + 3x~ 
.\ ' - 2 ~ .• ~ 
the 
a, = 2 
a.,_== 3 
equatione 
<T' ;x. , = 
(JX"~- = 
o.f th inverse 
2X * ... · xt I 
• 3X. ~ -1- 2xt 
or ,, - · 3 _, ·-... A +- 2 
the:refol~e from (7) we have as 
t:r ansfo.rma t ion 
2A' Ji = ... Q or 
... :; [\' 
-1- 2 
2 . Find the ·transformation that transforms th · points 
3 , 0 . 2 into l, - 2 . 8/7 
>- ' ::. , 3&, + l'ar, l ..,. . __ 
I\ 3b, + b.,_ . :::. J I\ 
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a , = ... 3b1.- , 
b I :.. - 4b ,_ 
and the equation of the transformation becomes 
Def1n1tiont AnY element whose coordinate is unchang~ 
ed by the transform tion is called a fixed element of the 
tr ans:t'ormat ion . 
Theorem 2 : Every pro jective transformation of en 
element onto itself leaves two elements unchanged . 'l'h. se 
two bced elements may be eithar real arld dist.tnct , real 
and co incj.dent , or imagJ.na.ry . 
Proof : The transformation )I' :::. .i·" + ~h. must nave b r.A + b1.. 
tb.e property X ~ A if any element is to have its coo.rd;tn ... 
ate remain unchanged . 
Therefore , ;\ ::: a16. + a \-b ,/"1 + ·b: 
1-
b . A + (b1.. ... .. );\ "" a 'l- ~ 0 and 
The values of' ,A are the t~o fixed elements of the trans ~ 
formation . 
If (b,_ ... a , )'to+ 4a.,_'b , ) o t he flxed elements will be 
real and distmat , 
'1. ... a , ) + 4a.). 'b , L.. o the fixed elements \'J lll be 
1me.gint ry , 
2-(b,_ - a , ) +- 4a.,_b, = 0 the t ixed lements will be 
real and coincid nt . 
Illustration: Find the fixed points of the trans~ 
formation 
(b,_ ... a , r- -1- 4a~b l ;:. ( 1 ... 1 t + 4(3 •1) = 16 > 0 , There ... 
fora , the fixed points are ree2 and distinct. They a~e 
= 2 ± 4 
2 = 3 , .. 1 
H<il'CiS.!§. 
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1 . Find the pro Jeotive transformation and its inverse 
which transforms o, l , oa into 1 , ~X~ , o respectively . 
2 . Find th.e projective t;r · storme.tion \vhich trans ... 
forms the point 2 , 4 , oa in·to ... 1 ,1 , ciJ . 
3 . What al'e the fixed points of axer cises l ancl 2? 
4 . Sh0\-1 that the p:r odu ct of t1r:o linear tr a.nsforma-
tions is a line · r tra.ns!ot•mation . Note that 1 t is nsoessa.ry 
to show th t the d terminant of the product transformation 
does not vanish ~ This is done 'by proving that this 
determinant is equal to the product of the daterminan.to of 
the given transformations . 
~ . The equation x ' = X + 3 xepresents a projective 
X • l 
t:ens:formation of a line into itself. ihow that i't leaves 
each of the points x ;::: a, x =- l fixed in posttton and 
carries any othsl' point into its harmonia conjugate with 
respeet to these fixed points . 
6 . Sb.OvJ the.t th,ree pe.:i.rs of corresponding non-,-----------;-----
---eeH--±ne-a-r-po1nts are sqffioient to f:lx a, one ... dimensiona.l 
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transformation. 
7 . Find the proja<'rtiva trtuls.f.ormation whlch trans-
forms the point 1 , 2 , 3 into 2 ,1 , 3 . 
VI . ~~O-DTI4ENSIONAL LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
In a manner similar to that employed in developing 
the formulas for the l!inetU tl'ansformations of points in a 
one-dimensional extent , the formulas for the linear trans -
formation of points 1n a two-dimensional extent oan be 
developed to be: 
I / x , = 6.11 x, + a,1.x1. -t- a.,lx3 
/X ~ = al, xl. + a,V<1.- + 0..13X 3 
/ X3 = a,,.x3 + a~~.x :~. + e.Hx! (1 ) 
Again we use the double~subsoript notation for the 
purpose of being able to write ·bhe formulas in a cond~nsed 
form . F.iquations (1) may be Nl' :tttan in the condensed .form 
1 ~ (l ' 2 , 3) . 
Let be the determinant of the 
transformation . In order fo~ there to be a one- to- one 
correspondence 'bet·ween the points Xi ot' plane Q and thli 
points x •; of plane Q t 
then it; is easily shown , by solving (l) fo:r Xj, the.t (1) 
fails to establish a one-to- one correspondence between Xj 
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The inverse transformation of (1) is easily obtain 
by solving (1) by Cramer ' s xule fo~ x ; X , x for which taJe 
will obtain 
or 
<T X , -:=. Au X ~ + 
<T X,_ = A,,_X ,t + 
cr x3 -== A,3x,' + 
a-x· :::: J 
A:~. ,xt + ~, Xl 
A~1.X! + A1,_X~ 
J.h~X t + Au X! (2) 
t~h.ere A)i. is the cofactol' of 8.i:j in the determinant ja lll 
and where ~ j o. 
A11 
Since lA Fj c:= A,,_ 
A,3 
and there is a one ... to- one correspondence between the points 
x •~ of Q• and Xj of Q. Tnen the . trans!ormation (2) orders 
to each point of plana Q' & unique point of plane Q. 
lt is to be noticed .that the subscript i of a~j 
and. Aji. pertams always to an X 'i. , "hereas the subscript j 
per._tains a.:tway s tio an x . 
Consider now a straight line in Q with equation 
(3) 
We have shown that all points Xj of Q will ·be transformed 
itrlio points x · ~ of Q' ; therefore , if XJ satisfies equa ... 
tion (3) then x •t. tvill satisfy 
(4) 
If ( 2) is substituted into (3) and then the results are 
compared vJitb (4), ~Je will find that 
ru l = A n U l + A,)..u2. + A,su, 
[U t ::::. A:a.1 u,. + Al~u2. + A~~u~ 
fu : -;::. Aa, u, + -A~1.U1. + Auul 
The solution of equations (5) for Uj will giye us the 
equations of the invers$ transformation 
)I U, :: a uu.• + a,, u! -\- al,uf )l u'L = a,'"u' + a,,.ut + a1,.u, 
A U~ ::::. a.,~ u ,' + auU~ + anU/ 





can be transformed into a unique line o! Q' or Q, respec· 
tively . 
Equations (1) and (5) expresses the same transform&~ 
tion one in point coordinates t-Jhile ·the other in line 
coord infltes . ~'le can th.ink of (1) as expressing a 
transformation of a range or points on straight line u into 
a rw.nge of points on s tr aight line u' , 'lrJhere u and u 1 are 
related by (5) . Therefore , (l) which expresses a 
transformation of points into points may be thought ot as 
expressing a transformation of straight lines into straight 
lines . 
Plane Q and Q' may coincide as lbniting positions of 
the two planes i.n i.-Jhich ase equa tions (1), (2) and (5) . (6) 
may be thought of as transformations ot points into points 
and lines in to line s---Wh-1--Cb 
plane . 
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Does transformation (1) presetve cross ratio? The 
answer ls in tha affirmative 1 for as sho~m above points are 
transformed into unique points and straight lines are 
transformed into tmique straight lines . Therefore. any tou~ 
points upon a straight line will be transformed into four 
unique points upon a unique straight line and the cross 
ratio of the unique points 1111.11 be the same as that of the 
transformed points . The formal proof will be laft as an 
exercise . 
\~e are now prepared to state the definition of a t\vO ... 
dimans ional projective transformation . 
Definition : Tb.a linear transformation of the points 
or a plane Q into the points ot a plane Q' which (a) 
establishes a one .. to- one correspondence 'bet\Jeen the points 
of Q and Q• , {'b) eerte,blimas a one ... to ... one correspondence 
'bett'l)ae:n the lines of Q and Q * • and (c ) p1:1eserves erose 
re:l:.io , is 1mo"m as a. two-dimensional projective t ransfor-
mation. 
\'/e .t'lava shot-Jn that ev $ry t\'IJO · diman.sional trens:f'orma ... 
t1on is a linear transformation in a two· dimensional extent ; 
fo"R , as we htava already shown avery linea:r transformation 
prese.rves cross ratio and by definition every projective 
transform .tion e.lso preserves cross ra.tio . Hence , our 
theorem is pro Y£iCl. 
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Theorem l; ln a t~o-dimensional extent, pro jective 
and linear transformations are identical . 
heorem 2: There exists a unique linear transforma-
tion of the points of plane Q into the points or plan Q' 
which carries four points, no thl:ee collinear • in 1·,. 
respectively into four prescribed points , no three 
collinear , in '~ ~ . 
Proof;5 Special oa.se; 
First ~e will show that a unique linear transforma~ 
tion does exist wbich transforms the four fundamental points 
of the coordinate system in 11 nemely the vertices of' the 
triangle of. reference and unit point , A{O. O, l) , B(0 $1 , 0) ., 
C(l , O, O) , and D(l ,l ~ l) raspectj~ely into four arbitrary 
P4 (d,* , d~ ,dl ) in Q' , no three of which are collinear . 
Asstwing tha.t a linear transformation does exist ~ 
then if we substitute Jn equation (l) the coord.inates of 
corresponding points we \1ill obtain 
f', & ~ = a " 
_.P,a: = al., 
/ H:ll = aa, 
f ... b t = aL,_ ; ... b: =- a ,..1. 
/t.b ~ = a..5.,. 
/'JOl = a ,3 
/JO!. =- a,a 
r ,c j = a35 (7) 
5 William c. Graustein, ~n~rq~ugtion !e tltih§l 
Geometr~ (New York : Tho Macmillan Company , 1947) 1 PP - 105~7 . 
- f.;.ll,' -::: n,, ~ ft 1 ~ +-a,'! 
- f'.1d~ ::: H:r.1 ·r Bu.+ f-:lu 
-/'41\1 = .C331 + Dn + ~i:\u (6) 
(7) :L1 qm•,"'t·"tons (r:), :.,.!"'~ 
..... _ '\v: ,.~ .• 1\ -··- ·-~ .... l-_ v 
obtain a,• p, -1- bl~2. + c ~ 1'1 .,.... d ,'f'.;. = 0 
a!;-J +- bl f'• + 0~1'1 + dff',;. := 0 (_q;; 
-/-· blf'z, + .... ~ ""3 l + d ,' /'4 ·- (j 
I a~ b,• c• cP I I 
1 a~. b• c' {it ll~q J.. z :t. 1) t c• ... 'I must be three. a 3 0.~ 
Hencv, no one oi' ttlb facrt;oJ:::s j'i CEtn L0 zero, 81ld t:\ll 
axb.:Ltra.xy solnt.:Lon is 
/;= l:rlb•c•d•], /'1-= -i~.j;:;tc•u•[ ,t3-== 1tja'b'ct'l, 1 :;.== -:-:; Ja'b'c'l· 
0 
Til~ valtHJs oi /}< havlnt;;; th.us been determJ.ned except fox• a. 
be found fr OJil ( 7) except. fol' til it-~ sa1De factor k. 6ince only 
tilEl J.'t1tios of a t.j in (1) are Ewsent :J.[!.l, tb.e transforn;.v tion 
(1) is uniquely datel'mined. 
tii£'1l'l:.3:f.'oxmnt ion cor-ry i.ng four points l;, F, , F3 , P'l , no tl:u:ee 
H(O.l,O), C{l,O,O)t nne~ V(l,l,l) :in 'l'bt.l pl' oof of thi.s 
case is studlm: to ttl.t:.it for Gose .t~, for tho t:ransfol'J£J.ation 
which oerrlcs th~ roints 
~ ~ .. ~~ 
"( C· ''I .. \ 
!-1 ·J, \_, ' .l J ' 
' t ' 'f ,, ' 





} 1 l' ~' ;.-.l ~t'~'~ ....... ~ _-., -r.-, ~ :i l,·1t'\'.,, .•. ~:t;')'\J-~ .. -.·"".·~· ... ,'\:).,'• .. '.· !'.·l .• 'i~t~,~.> ... (_:.} .... ~ t1 .. .:.·.>.,·· .. · ..f~.-i~.·~. :,":l'·, •. ·~ .• t.·'.·. 
"I' I. f''') ~·'T '"''l;v ·•t''t•·•·J· .. ·• <V we . ~, ~-'··· ~.V ,. .. •, , l. 
l.GO 
'"'""OV''"" G F-'· v.) • ~ 
I 
/'t : H,, "t a,) ,, 1':},,_ v :: + a,3 0 ;:; a"t ;a.,<+- i:1,3 ;;,,-;:: a 13 
0 = :;i,, + ::~ .. ~ /,_ = f.:l.,~. + u~~ 0 :: UJ.,+ e,.).+ f) 1) rv :: t:1,., 
0 ":: c·.J, + n,!) 0 :::. tJ.)t. + r.tn f's ;:; f.:.,,+ i:.l.st t- tr 1, l'f:: a,i 
/ ::- l, /~ -- .L, /3 :: -1 tan d. 
a.,-::: u e. ',_ = -1 tt,~ - 1 
El ... ,. -::::: 0 a\., 
--
1 
a,_. ::: -1 B.ta ;::: l 
/"'X: - -Xt+ .x3 
---
'lXI I z_ -x, +-- J(:J 
/X', .--- ...af~. - 'V ·f X?> ""-t-
l.6l 
Def1nition: li. collin~ation :Ls a projective tl'ctns-
f'o.r:mr.tt.io.n of t:J plane :Lnto a plnne I'JhJ.ch carl'h::~;; points :'Lnto 
1~o.tnts and tli::nce lim-,;s :into lirlEJt?, or llntJz~ .J.nto linos 
lJence points into points. 
o.nd 
You i!vlll recall tnat i.:\I:Jl'lie.r \Je dar.iv<:.~d equction.s 
(1) 
< ;.3) 
fo.r the t:r:arwfo.r;!J(:~ti.on of lines .L.1.to Ll.ne;;; f:rom the 01.1\.:m-
tions ( fX~ ·-













the t.ransformat:ton of points J..nto polnts. Although this tvas 
T'Ioved for l:ln<::Ht:r t:ransfo:rn~ation, wa h.nve s1nce .Provon that 
line ,r>r anct p:ro j ~ct l.ve tr ans.f'o:ruwtions ere identi.r.!e.l. 
lk:Jnce: 
'fbeo:rem 1: p, pr.o jectlve transfonnt:l.tion of th<C.:l 
points of' plane Q into tho polnts of :plane Q • establi~;lleEi a 
(:J~(.)jective transform.c. tim1 of the lines of plane Q into the 
..L l- 8.ij Xj 
J~l = 
(i = 1,2,3) is the 
project:Lve ·t;:rnnsfol'Llation of' point~' x in 4; into point~:> x• in 
.:J • and 
3 I 4= A1· '· xi ( J' = 1 , i::. • :.::1 ) is the inv e:r ae (.':.I 
' . ~.. f 
...;. ... ~..);..; 
ntcs u:f tlw ~oJ..!.inuBtion 











in :~ • and 
z, +" x,. 
!o I l 1 
1 ,, \.J 1 
jl 1 Q, 
Fl'OXli. II .. 
'"'·t..t ::rro found to ba 
it II - -1, !\ - 1, -- '-""·t1.-
A~, 1, ,f"Ll.-;::. -1. 
r 
--"ll 1, '· .!J.p."" l, 
[u• I 
( ' , 
(I \..-1 '1. -· 
u, f- \:t, - u, 
:1. F:Lnd tLtt: er.~u~::.tJonr> oi tt:t'J :Lnvsr-~)0 of t.b.c lineOJ.' 
tl'Dnt;f'O:rli,at lon f"X' - ~~x, - x, + X 3 , (X~ ==· x, + 2x, - x3 , 
fY)i; :-:. x, + x, +- X 3 
~2:. Frove that ;;~qu'" tlon (1) p:t'eso:tve::.~ c:ro~;s l'atio. 
Hint : Allovv 
;\ ::: x, I x, , J-< ::: x,/X3 , ;\' ::o x •, /:2q , '/-:- x! I x: 
then t.e.ke /\ -=o<.•r-f-{3 • : tJ..n;:ose t.tds line ;:;:,oen to '{':· o. 
l:·ut Jc'::- 0 :Ln equation (1 ). revi.sed. ~l.'ake the cross .ratio 
A<~ - )" th -:.h . 
·X,_-::· >-.'7"' -A~·· .A'& o1'-~f o u x no in t s on )t .,., « .{t + !3 
t:;xplain I<.J.b.;y th~~n:c is no lous oi ;;:~enerality in t.tlis proof'. 
is car.r:l.~:H'i by t.\1.; co:t1:l.!Jer:t:.ion /X~- ~·;:x, I~'\,_. I .x 3 , 
f'Xt ,. x, .j :;;x,_ +· Xa' rx~ .. x, I XL ·l ;;;;x3 
lie i' ini tlon: 
txtmsfor.;;et1on Gxpre;::.~:;-sl:; 
fo:r ',·Jhi.cl1 i a,j I = · 0. 
16·' .. 
! , ~~I •(- ~ 
/X 1, ~- ;3.X,- X 1 +X3 , 
s :L.ncule :r. 
overy 
l:tne 
(b) 2:rov.J tl1nt~ tb.a coll:tncat:lon in (c..) cnrrios 
point of ·the plenr:;, excapt one, into t:l point of the 
3~{ ! - ;?;xI. ... :I~ 'a = 0. 
I 
/ Xt - X, 
fX! ='- :~)K 1 -
than tl1oE~G 
(c) ho'l·; th~··t the singuler trnnsformat.J.on 
- xl.+ x~ • txt ~ -gx, + ~3x), ... ;;xa * 
3x~. +- :~)x3 cerr icr1 Hverv 1::olnt of th•D plr<clG, 
of' u certain lim:t l.rrto tl'lo po1nt {1.:.~-2:,~:'>). 
other 
L'Elfini·ti.on: t\ transion.nati.on tnat trmwforma n po~nt 
Xj into a line u·~ or a line Uj into a point xt :.Ls called 
H CO!'I'Blntion. 




01' ft.A·~ .:: 
r~." x 1 + a,,_x .,_ ,_ an x) 
e.,x, + H,~x" +-G~1X 3 
~.:..J,x, +- a.,tX"~-- -t- H,,x3 
J 






~e correlation maw be sin ular or non-sing~lar 
depending on wh toor the determinant la•~l does or does 
not vanish. \1 vJill oonsidEU' only no11-singW. r oorr~la-
t1ons , that is 
164 
i:.>ince the coxr ~lt1.tion is non--singular , \,e can solve 
3 
(1) for x;· and obtain a- .. • j = L Aj~ u 'i. ( 2 ) 
L "I 
from which w can draw th conclusion that every straight 
line u•L is tha transform d Glement of & point Xj • 
When · conside:L' too gener al equa:cion of the J.irle 
by ( 2 ) o in·co a pencil of' lines vJith vertex x •J· wher.a 
(3) 
(4) 
We c.:a.n sum up our r ~sults in ,he following theo:cem. 
Theore lt A non ... singular cor:relat:ton d.efir1ed by 
equations (1) • ( 2) , (3 ) , ox (4) is a transt'ormati.on by \JI1h1oh 
eaeh point 1s transformed into a strai ht line and each 
straight line into a point t in such a manner tha·c points 
which lie on a straight lirle are transform d into stre; ht 
lines \>thich pass through a point; and lioo s which pass 
tlu·ough a point a :r.e t a.nsformed into IJOlnts whi.ch lie on 
a straight; line . Eacll line ox point is t:cansfoxmed into one 
__ --IJ-p ...... o_....1nt-~e. 
165 
In a w y similar to the proof of the correspondini 
theorem in oollination we oa.h prove the .following theorem. 
Theorem 2: I:t: .P , ~ P~. P~ , Pr- are four arbitrary points , 
no three collinear , a.nd if p, , P~ , p3 ; P-,~ are !'our arbitrary 
lin$S , no three concurrent , t~here exists one and only one 
corralation by mean ;a of' which P , is transformed into p , , 
P~ into P:~- • I\ ·into p3 , and P-.~ into p'f $ and there 
exists also one and onl>- one correlat:t.on by means of \'Jh1ch 
p, , is transformed int0 P, , p'l- in t o J?~ , p!> into P3 , and 
P<f into P+ . 
Every correlation with equations (1) , ( 2) $ (3) , or 
(4) is a transformation of pole into polar Ol' polal' into 
pole with respect to a nondegenerate conic 
(5) 
For the polar of the point x with respect to (5) has the 
equat ·ion 
3 
L J :. I 
3 L a,j 
i=- 1 X; ' 
of the polar 
·of the polar 
a ~i xj x ~ -r 
3 
La .... x), j ~/ l 
of point x. 
are 
t a ... 1 Xj x.._ + L al~ X.s x~ = 0 whera j .,. l j::.l 
3 
[ a ,i Xj a.:re ·the l ine coordinates 
j~l 
lienee the line coordinates of' u 
( 6) 
~ 1-
(i = 1 22:3:)~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.~--~~~~~-------:--------, ~· 
------"ThttStttu;~ transformation of a point x 1nto its pol~ u tiith 
~aspect to the conic (5) is (6) . 
-erp1s41a 
l6S 
J.. Prove that the p.roduet of two oo:rrelat:J.ons is a collinea:t ion . 
2 . Find. thtr pole of the J.il'le (2 c ·3
0
l) With respect to the conic 
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